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41 sA (Active Shooter) 

Event#: IXV171G01003519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Tourist Safety .Division 

division op . 
OCCURRENCE: DTAG 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 

LOCATION OF 
: OCCURRENCE:, 2Q00 Us Vegas Bivd 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/17 upon broadcast of an active shooter in CCAC 701 advised DT32 to meet at Mactac rally 
point, i Officer L Vincent P# 10320 and Officer J. Sandoval P# 15601 paired up and responded to 2000 S, Las 
Vegas Blvd the Stratosphere main valet off of Las Vegas Bid and Bob Stupak per 791, 

Officers made contact with two females who were atthe.Roiite-91 event and were able to escape 

phone ' 

explainingtpme that while facing the stagetotherighfl^ieard what she thought to be fireworks to her right 

an(lBBBrthen heard rapid fire.gun'shots and began to see multiple people being shot as they began 
running nortfi east away from, the gunfire. :' 

.While stagepattheStratosphere a suspicious 'female 'later' identified 
(via NV OlJVHHHlwho approached a Stratosphere security guard handing him a box stating! this 

is for the police not saying what is in the box and walking away. The security guard immediately put the box 

dowf^n^jerted myself and Officer Sandoval. Officers located®B(0and questioned her of what was in the 
^cx.|m||stated the box contained donuts and she was simply conducting a random act of. kindness,. 
Stratosphere K-9 officer had his dog check the package which was in fact donuts, Officers advisedflfij^.to 
what was going on and why she was being questioned about her intentions. 1 

Date andTImg oi Report: 10/08/17 Officer: L Vincent . p#i 15320 

Approved By: ^__ Officer: . _; ^ p#- ' , 

StQhiATURe: , 

LVMPow^Rti^e/oij'WOftDaoio Paget 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001003519 

Active Shooter Route 91 Festival 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
SCI 3 

, . DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: , . OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE a TIME 
IQ/01/17 2208 hours 

LOCATION OF 
3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd , OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

On Sunday, October 1,2017 at approximately 2208 hours, l. Officer. J. polling <P#15332) was in pre-shift 
briefing in the South Central Area Command Briefing Room when I overheard a dispatch on the radio of an 
active shooter inside of the Route 91 Harvest Festival across the street from the Mandalay Bay, On Las Vegas 
Blvd. 1 immediately proceeded, with my squad, to our vehicles. 

t droyo northbound on las Vegas Blvd, and upon arriving in the middle of the intersection of Mandalay Bay Rd 
and Las Vegas Blvd, I heard the sound of automatic gunfire coming from an elevated position on my left. I 
quickly stopped my vehicle, as I could see rounds in front of me going into the area of the festival and my 
driver side window was reverberating from the sounds, of the shots being fired. As a second, volley of gunfire 
commenced I exited my vehicle and took cover at the front of Officer T. Webb's (P#15851) vehicle, which was 
also in the intersection, but was facing north.and south. At this time we became pinned down as we could not 
tell where in the Mandalay Hotel the gunfire was coming from, but I could hear the rounds skipping and 
ricocheting and people screaming. 

As the second volley of gunfire concluded, ! looked on the southeast corner of the intersection and observed 8- 
10 civilians huddled behind a power box- Officer Webb and I provided cover for the civilians and instructed 
them to retreat eastbound down Mandalay Bay Rd so that.they could evacuate the area.. For the next 10 
minutes, we were able to get civilians in vehicles out of the .area, driving southbound down Las Vegas Blvd, or 
eastbound down Mandalay Bay Rd. 

After about 10-15 minutes of no gunfire Officer Webb and i became a two man team and began to evacuate all 
civilians in the area that we could find- yVe observed multiple people on the west side of Las Vegas Blvd In 
front of Mandalay Bay. Officer Webb and I crossed the street and evacuated 30-40 civilians southbound 
towards officers who were stationed at Russell Rd and Las Vegas Blvd, f then Observed about 10 people pn 
the east side of the street in front of .the Motel 8/Liquor store, as well as about 15 people at the Desert Oasis 
Motel, just north of Four Seasons Dr on Las Vegqs Blvd, Officer Webb and I cleared both areas and had the 
civilians shelter in place. , 

I then acknowledged a call from Dispatch asking for officers to provide an escort for fire and medical personnel 
who needed to get from Russell Rd to the Route 91 festival grounds, as there was a call that a male had a 

Date and lima al Report: . 10/7/17 0203 Officer: 4eel Collins p#: 15332 

Approved By; Officer: F#: 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001003519 

firearm at the Desert Oasis Motel, which is on the route to the festival grounds. Officer Webb and I provided 
the escorts for 2 teams of fire and medical personnel. 

Once ail civilians had been evacuated from our immediate area and the fire and medical personnel had been 
escorted safely, Officer Webb and i went to the Command Post at South Central Area Command and were 
assigned to fixed post detail at St, Bose Dominican-San Martin Campus at 8280 W, Warm Springs Rd, In 
Enterprise Area Command, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
event U: LLV171001Q03526 

. . Active Shooter . - 
— i 1 | : | ^ ’ subject : ^ .^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING;_: Patrol , OCCURRENCE: _FaM' ■ ... ' 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: , , , 10-01^17 3^13 , OCCURRENCE; Us Vegas. BLVD/MandalayBayRD 

NARRATIVE: ■ ■ 

On 10*01,47 at around 2213 hours 1, Officer d, Noriega, P# 15334 operating as marked patrol unit 1N23 was 
assigned to an active shooter call at the Mandalay. 

I was in patrol briefing when Sgt G, Jackson, PI 3418, alerted our squad to the active shooter and ordered our 
squad to the area of Las Vegas BLVD and Mandalay Bay. Upon arrival I parked my vehicle on Las Vegas 
BLVD just south of Mandalay Bay RO. t could hear the sound of gunfire coming from the Mandalay Bay and 
heard what sounded like bullets hitting the area. Myself and Officer Swanger, who arrived at the same location, 
then began to direct citizens southbound on Las Vegas Btvd away from the gunfire. 
At one point, about 30 minutes after arriving, there was a white male, about 6\ 200 lbs wearing no shoes arid 
dlue jeans, who began causing a disturbance in the parking lot of 3953 S',-Las Vegas BLVD by knocking down 
a camera tripod from a news crew that was there because he was angry that he could not help with the 
incident. The subject was taken into custody momentarily then released by Officer Swanger. 
I remained at the intersection of Las Vegas 8lvd arid Mandalay Bay Rd, until I was requested to return to the 
CP: to join a strike team. .1 was assigned to strike team 36 but was never activated. After the event myself and 
Officer Swanger were assigned to take calls for service in the Enterprise area. 

Pate and Time of Report: 10*13,17 2251 Officer: . J. Modena Pi: 15334 

Approved By; _Officer:_ 

UMPD 82 (ftwS/Qf). WORD2010 

Signature: 

Page! 



On October I5', 2G17J, Officers, Mikalonis F#159G3 along with Officerp, Miffs.P#15854> operating .ds 
marked patrol unit 1M48, from squad CC148, responded to the 415A at the Mandalay Bay from CCAC, We 
arrived on Lac Vegas Blvd/ Tropicana in between the Excalibur and the Tropicana in the southbound lane 
as shots were stiil foeingfired,, As we stopped our vehicle two victims that were shot {one in the arm and 
one in the foot) crossed the northbound lane into our lane, i helped the victims get over the barrier: that 
separates the traffic and helped carry them over to a medical unit, A sergeant then pulled up from 
Enterprise, which I don’t know the name end followed him up to the Luxor barrier yvhere there were about 
50-60 people taking cover behind the Luxor Pillar that was on Las Vegas Blvd. The sergeant directed my 
partner Mills to stand in front of the people who were taking cover to guard and to eliminate a threat if one 
approached. The sergeant then assembled a team of four officers (two of the. overtime units that were at 
the event, the sergeant, and myself) as a designated strike team to go inside the Mandalay Bay {( don’t 
know what strike team we were or the names of the Officers). We then jumped the gate that led to the 
parking lot in front of the Luxor and made our way towards the Mandalay Bay. We ran across the street on 
Mandalay Bay RD and went through the back clearing out the first floor. As we approached the. Michael 
Jackson theatre to clear it out we found that there were about 1,00(3 people hiding in there, At the time 
Swat had just confirmed the, 419 with the shooter. The sergeant then directed each officer to hold down a 
door and protect the people inside. About 20-30. minutes later, many units had showed up .to our point to 
help out, The theatre had then become a designated evacuation point 1 stayed at the evacuation pdint 
until I was told otherwise by the Sergeant that I was with. 

Due to running out to my car as the 41 Ba came but, l forgot to grab my body worn camera and did hot have it 
during the incident 

Date and Time of Report; 10/10/17 0600 hours officer; ,$■ MikblOnis. . p#; 15903 

Approved By; ' 1 | ■ Officer; ■ Ffl: 

, SnaMATOfiE; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
I'Ciiokte&-?AU,Pit:^ Event#: LLV171001003519 

"Gttek t» liiSt pt FPftfNV* | | 

1 _ Route 91 Active Shooter, _ ■ ■• 1 \ 
^ : i ■ i | SUBJECT 7 ! : ^ 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE:, Tourist Safety , 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE . , 3950 $ Las Vegas BiVd. LVN, 89Q1.9 

At approximately 2208 hrs.on .10/1/17,1, Officer K; Gross, P#15348, along with. Officer C. Gibson, P 
#15353, operating as LVMFP unit 8M60, were conducting plain clothes surveillance at the Stage Door, located 
at Linq Ln and Flamingo Blvd LVN, 89109. 

Myself and Officer Gibson were both in plain clothes operating a IVMPD unmarked vehicie (vehicle #4225, 
Blue Honda Pilot). We were monitoring the CCAC PSU channel on the vehicle's radio system and the CCAC 
primary radio channel on a handheld pack set; OfficerGibson was armed with a Springfield XDM9 Compact 
with a 13 round magazine and a 19 round magazine on his belt. I, Officer Gross, was armed with Giock 19 with 
a 23 round, magazine and a 15 round magazine on my belt Both I and Officer Gibson had plate carriers 
available in our vehicle which were laying on the floor board in the rear passenger compartment immediately 
behind the front seats. Both plate carriers were equipped with the. following; ballistic rifle plates on the front 
and rear panels,: medical pouches bn the front panel and "POLICE” placards on the front and rear panels. I 
was also in possession of my MACTAC gear which was positioned in the rear baggage compartment of the. 
vehicle. 

On the initial call of shots fired by 169SE,. we broke down surveillance and began heading towards Mandalay 
Bay In a code 3 response. Officer Gibson was driving and I was in the front passenger seat. While enroute I 
was able to dawn my plate carrier from the back seat. We proceeded westbound on Flamingo, travelled west 
through Bellagio service access road to Frank Sinatra, We then travelled south on Frank Sinatra then east on 
a no name street Just north of Mandalay Bay Hd, We then travelled south oh Luxor Dr then east oh Mandalay 
Bay Rd. 

Our understanding af the time was that the location of the shooter was; in the Route 91 event venue actively 
engaging concertgoers. Based on that knowledge, Officer Gibson made the decision to stop pur vehicle pn 
Mandalay Bay road approximately 50 yards west of Las Vegas Bivd in order for Officer Gibson tp dawh his 
plate carrier. Officer Gibson then exited the vehicle from the driver side and made his Way to the driver's side 
rear passenger door of the vehicle while I remained in the passenger seat. During this time a string of 
automatic fire rang out from the south of bur position which I believed to be coming from the roof top of 

Date and Tima of Report: 10/1/17,2208 Officer: Korrenthlan Gross , P#: 15340 

Approved By: .,.,.. : Officer; , , Chris; Gibson p#: 15353 

Signature: 

DIVISION 
reporting; Tourist Safety Division/ C016 

DATE & TIME , 
OCCURRED: 10/1/17^32,08 

NARRAH.VS: 

IVMPD S£ <Rov,M) I) * WORD &M0 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: LtVI71001003519 

Mandalay Bay.! than immediately exited the vehicle from the driver side door and took a concealment position 
behind our vehicle. Officer Gibson was stili in the process of dawning his tactical equipment while we took 
position behind the vehicle. Shortly after the gun fire stopped, Officer Gibson got back in the driver seat and I 
climbed into the rear driver side passenger seat. Officer Gibson then drove east op Mandalay Bay road 
towards Las Vegas Blvd, We then came to a rest on the east side of Las Vegas Blvd in the northbound lanes 
closest to the sidewalk adjacent to the Route 91 festival. 

i then exited our vehicle from the driver side backseat add observed Sgt. Andrew Bauman, p #9982, 
operating as LVMPD unit 790, taking concealment behind a marked LVMPD Ford Crown Victoria just North of 
the.intersection of Mandalay Bay Rd and Las Vegas Blvd. I then ran towards Sgt Bauman and took a 
concealment position behind the patrol vehicle as well. While at the Vehicle another volley of gunfire erupted 
from the area of Mandalay Bay Hotel/Casino. $gt Bauman then advised myself and the other Officers behind 
the vehicle that the shooter was firing from an elevated position inside the Mandalay Bay Hotel/ Casino and 
that we ail needed to take cover behind the brick wall east of our position near Gate 1. On the command of 
"move’', given by Sgt. Bauman, all Officers behind the patrol vehicle, to include myself and Sgt Bauman, 
sprinted towards the gate 1 brick wall and hurdled over it While behind the wa»M observed Officer Gibson, 
several other Officers, and civilians also taking cover. Officer Gibson then advised me that Officer Casey 
Clarkson was bleeding from the neck area; Officer Gibson stated he was preparing to assemble his personal 
medical equipment to treat the injury a light source to see in our low lit area. I then provided light, via a 
handheld flashlight,, while Officer Gibson provided medical care to Officer Clarkson in the form of a gauze 
bandage wrapped around his neck. 

After another volley of gunfire, Sgt, Bauman and Sgt. S. Richmond, P # 9371, made the decision to 
evacuate two injured civilians taking cover behind the wall with Officers. The plan involved escorted them to a 
nearby medical tent. Officer Gibson and 1 facilitated the move and were able to hand the two wounded civilians 
pff to ah EMT With a wheel barrel, The EMT loaded the wpunded in to the wheel barrel and-proceeded to carry 
them to the medical tent. I and Officer Gibson then returned to the brick wall where we previously were.! 
Sergeants Bauman and Richmond then designated two strike to teams derived of approximately 6 Officers 
each. lf Officer Gibson, and 3 other Officers were assigned with Sgt. Bauman. Our strike team then proceeded 
on foot west across Las Vegas Blvd towards the south east side of the Luxor property. We took, a position of 
concealment behind the HCriss Anger promotional, sign on the northwest.corner of the Mandalay Bay Rd/ Las 
Vegas Blvd intersection. We then proceeded south across Mandalay Bay Rd towards the Mandalay Bay Hotel/ 
Casino Property, Upon crossing the roadway l observed two civilians, a female and a male, sitting on the 
Northside of the property's sidewalk. The female was hysterically crying and asking for help, I then grabbed the 
female by the arms and escorted her northbound across Mandalay Bay Rd to the "Griss Angei" promotion sign 
and left her with a uniformed Officer, 

I then proceeded back across Mandalay Bay road towards the property and rejoined Sgt Bauman and 
the other Officers in the strike team. We then proceeded through Mandalay Bay valet area and into the main 
lobby area of the Casino, Our strike team then proceeded to systematically clear the main lobby floor and 
rooms until the order was given by Sgt Bauman to hold what we had while SWAT team members prepared to 
breach the room of a possible suspect. 1 then remained on the main lobby floor until approximately 0500 hours 
of 10/2/17. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
, Event#; LLV171001003519 

to 0nt*3/ri!rt« *»f f>P$WF* 

ROUTE 91 ACTIVE SHOOTER AFTER ACTION REPORT 
^ | . SUBJECT. ! ; 1 ■ 1 ! 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
reporting: Tourist Safety/CCis . occurrence: , , Tourist Safety - ■ ■ 1 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ■_10/1/17 ggQS , , , ■ OCCURRENCE: 3950 §, las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 

NARRATIVE: 

At approximately 2208 hrs on 10/1/17, l Officer C. Gibson, P#15353, and Officer K- Gross, P#15348, 
operating as LVMPO unit 8M60 were conducting surveillance of Stage boon located at LinqLn and Flamingo 

We were both in plain clothes operating a LVMPD plain car, vehicle #4225 {Honda Pilot}- We were monitoring 
GCAC PSU channel on the vehicle radio and CCAC primary channel on a portable radio. Officer Gibson was 
armed with a Springfield XQM9 Compact with a 13 round magazine loaded in the magazine well, a round in the 
chamber and a 19 round magazine on his belt. Officer Gross was armed with Clock 19 with a 23 round 
magazine loadddin the magazine well, a round, in the chamber and a 15 round magazine on his belt. Both 
officers had tactical vests available to them on the floor board in the rear.passenger compartment immediately 
behind the front seats. Both tactical vests were equipped with ballistic rifle plates on the front and rear panels, 
medical pouches on the front panel and “POLICE'1 placards on the front and rear panels. Additionally, both 
officers had stowed their MACTAC gear in the rear baggage compartment of the vehicle. 

On the initial call of a 415A made by 169SE, we broke down surveillance.and began heading toward Mandalay 
Bay. Officer Gibson was driving and Officer Gross was in the front passenger seat. Based on expected traffic 
conditions, we proceeded code 3 westbound on Flamingo Rd, travelled west through Bellagio service access 
road to Frank Sinatra Dr. We then travelled south on Frank Sinatra Dr then east on the south side of Luxor 
parking lot. My recollection is that we turned south off of Frank Sinatra Dr at approximately 2212:30 hrs based 
on the call made by 790, Sgt A. Bauman, that he had arrived at Las Vegas Blvd/Mandaiay Bay Rd. My intent 
was to join Sgt Bauman at Las Vegas Blvd/Mendalay Bay Rd- We then travelled south oh Luxor Dr then east 
on Mandalay Bay Rd. 

Our understanding of the location of the shooter as we made our way from Ung Ln/Flamingo Rd to Mandalay 
Bay Rd was that the shooter was in the Route 91 event venue. 

As we approached the monorail track crossing Mandalay Bay Rd from the west, we heard automatic weapons 
fire coming from an unknown location- Oh hearing the automatic weapons fire, I stopped the vehicle, placed it 
in park and rolled out of the vehicle via the driver's door. When the driver's door opened it became apparent 
that the gunfire was coming from our right, but we could not determine the point of impact- 1 attempted to seek 

Date and Time of Report: Ip/S/17 2242 Officer: . ' - CL Gibson, . 'wi.15353-, 

Approved By: ■ " Officer; : ■ . ' p#i , 

, SH5RATURE: _■ , 

LVMPD 82 {Rflw,B/0 () - WORD 2010 Pape 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: UV171QQ1003519 

cover on the driver’s side of the vehicle as I made my way to the driver's side rear passenger door to retrieve 
my tacticaf vest* I was able to retrieve my tactical vest from the floor board of the driver's side rear passenger 
compartment and donned it as I fay on my back. Officer Gross exited the Vehicle via the driver's door 
immediately behind me. Officer Gross was able to don his tactical vest as we drove toward the incident. 
Officer Gross had stowed our portable radio in a pouch on the front of his tactical vest After my tactical vest 
was secured to my body. Officer Gross and I had a quick discussion and determined that we cpuld not remain 
at out current location. 1 entered the vehicle via the driver’s door as Officer Gross entered.the vehicle via the 
driver's side rear passenger door* l then placed the vehicle in driye and drove to a location immediately to the 
north of Sgt Bauman's vehicle (vehicle #10505), placed the vehicle :in park and exited; the vehicle from the 
driver’s door. I then made my way around the rear of the vehicle (south side) and proceeded to the brick wall 
directly to the east of my position along Lae Vegas Bivd. 1 made my way oyer the watt and was joined there a 
few moments later by Officer Gross and $gt Bauman. , 

While behind the wall, i observed that Officer C. Clarkson, P#9170, had a wound to the left side of his neck, I 
broke out the medical kit on the front panel of my tactical vest and applied a gauze dressing t6 Officer 
Clarkson’s neck* ( then checked up and down the line behind the brick wall for anyone else in need of medical 
attention and found that there Were no others* I remained behind the wall and escorted the last two civilians 
into the Route $1 venue through a break in the chain link fence approximately 50 yards north of Gate 1. One 
of the civilians had an injured knee and collapsed to the ground approximately 10 yards east of the chain link 
fence, 1 helped the civilian to his feet and helped him across the Route 91 venue by supporting his body with 
his left arm around my neck. On the east side of the Route 91 venue I surrendered the civilian to an EMT, 1 
then rejoined Officer Gross behind the brick wall directly east of my vehicle’s position. 

Approximately 30 seconds after rejoining Officer Gross, wemade our way as one of two teams, one led by Sgi. 
A. Bauman and the other led by Sgt S. Richmond P#9371, west across Las Vegas Blyd .to the Criss Angel sign 
on the northwest corner of Las Vegas Blvd/Mandaiay Bay Rd. The teams consisted of approximately 6 
members each. Our team then made our way south across Mandalay Bay Rd to a large rock formation directly, 
adjacent to the south side of Mandalay Bay Rd where we observed two civilians seeking, cover* Officer Gross, 
one other Officer and I escorted the two civilians north across Mandalay Bay Rd to the north side of the Criss 
Angel sign on the northwest corner of Las Vegas Bivd/Mandalay Bay Rd. Officer Gross, the other Officer and 1 
then rejoined our team on the south side of Mandalay Bay Rd behind the large ropk formation adjacent to 
Mandalay Bay Rd. 

Approximately one minute after rejoining our team, the team made its way through the vegetated area west of 
the rock formation to Mandalay Bay Valet. While in valet, a single minivan approached the main entrance to 
Mandalay Bay via the valet driveway from the north, We were able to stop the vehicle approximately 25 yards 
prior to the valet overhead Covering* t approached the vehicle from the front on the driver's side while another 
officer approached the vehicle from the front on the passenger side* We removed the two occupants from the 
Vehicle, cleared the vehicle while maintaining control of the occupants then patted the vehicle's occupants 
down for weapons. After the occupants of the vehicle were patted down for weapons, they were moved under 
the valet overhead cover and directed to the far east side of the Valet overhead cover where they remained 
with Mandalay Bay security personnel. . 

in the vicinity of Mandalay Bay valet we rejoined the second team with which we had crossed Las Vegas Bivd. 
Both teams held before making entry into Mandalay Bay while another action within Mandalay Bay, which t do 
not remember what it was, was in progress. Both teams then made entry into Mandalay Bay via the main 
entrance. My team took responsibility for clearing the hotel lob&y area and the back of the house areas to the 
south of the check in counter. We cleared the area up to the doors leading to the Four Seasons. We limited 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event m LLV171001003519 

our advance there due to insufficient officers to continue while maintaining Control of the areas we had already 
cleared. 

We maintained control of the lobby area until cleared off scene; 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
i gvent#: 171001-3519 

'OsoL to E dft Oate/rime at Reporr ■ ^ ^ 

Route 91 Shooting _ . ■, • 
—- : : ^ 1 1 SUBJECT : 7™^""^ TT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: ^ ._ Patrol ,.. : '' OCCURRENCE: , CCAC/CC16 , 

DATE ft TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_10/01/17 2205 HfS OCCURRENCE: Route. 91 FestivalArea, „ 

NARRATIVE ' 

Below is a record of my experience and actions in relation to the active shooter event that took place 
the night of October i * 2017; This record is made from recollection a week after the event took place. 

On 10/1/17 around 2205 hours, I, Officer J. Mitchell P#15337.along with Officer R. Thiele P#15356, 
were operating as marked patrol unit 8m64 in support of our squad’s (CC16) plain clothes operation, When 
the initial call of shots fired in the area of the Route 91 concert was broadcasted over the radio, we were 
traveling east bound on Sierra Vista just West of the Convention Center Area Command. 

We immediately, turned around, activated our lights and sirens, advised.dispatch via. an “AM” that we 
were in-route code 3. I drove us to the festival grounds using Sierra Vista to Paradise, south to Corporate, 
then east to Howard Huges, south to Flamingo, west to Koval, then south on Koval until the road turned west 
into Reno. As we drove down Reno we saw a flood of people rushing into the street running east bound away 
from the fair ground. Just as we got to the intersection of Reno and Giles we heard 790, our Sgt (Sgt 
Bauman) call on the radio that he needed a strike team at Mandalay Bay Drive and Las Vegas Blvd, and we 
heard the gunfire that cut 790’s radio transmission short. Both Officer Thiele and 1 feared the worst and I was 
determined to get to 790'$ location. As I turned south on to Giles the massive amounts-of people fleeing the 
area completely blocked the road way and I was only able to make it just south of Gate 5 of the festival ground 
and the north church parking lot exit along Giles; I parked the car (around 2208-2210 hours) next to another 
patrol SUV that had been abandoned there to provide a larger area of cover for those running away from the 
shooting. As we got out of the patrol vehicle we were slammed with people yelling for. help and asking us to 
drive them to the hospital, Officer Thiele and I urged everyone who could Walk to run east past the church, we 
knew we needed to get to the shooters, l tried to assess the best way to get to the shooters in the fairground 
from the front of the patrol car looking at both Gate 6 and 6, at this time we still thought there were three 
shooter inside the fair grounds, l could hear shooting and it Was so loud i didn't doubt it was coming from the 
inside of the event, arid then it was broadcast oyer the radio that the shooter was above the 30th floor of the 
Mandalay Bay Hotel, By this time 50-60 people had taken cover behind the patrol cars and Officer Thiele Had 
begun administering first aid to the critically injured who were on the ground near us: HO had already passed 
out the medical bags in our, car and was putting a tourniquet in a man Who appeared to Have a gunshot wound 
to the Knee. I then helped a female who appeared to have a gunshot wound to fhe Upper inside pad of her left 
leg/buttock area, I applied a tourniquet as high on her leg as I could to stop/slow the bleeding. At this time a 

Date and Time of Report; mr:rrii 10/7/17 0100 hr$ \ , „ Officer; R. Thiele _ P#;_ 15350 

Approved By; Officer; J, Mitchell H; 15337 
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US VeGAS METHOPOUTAN POUCE DEr»AFmiieWT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: tlVl71001-3519 

__:_ Paddock, ffcott , , , . 
..SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , 
REPORTING; Patrol/BAl'4 , OCCURRENCE; . , CCAC 

■    ,l"'l,' »ia|hWMAi*Hm*HH|<i|iim  n     * 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ^_10/1/172200: , , , ' , , ' OCCURRENCE; ' -, 3950 $la$Vega$8iVd |;. 

NARRATIVE; 

On October 1, 2017, at approximately 2208 hours, LVMF0 dispatch received a call of a possible active shooter 
inside Mandalay Bay Hotel, h Officer R. Farris P#16463, being a part of BA14, who was “in the box* for afi 
MAC!AC activities that night was activated, along with the rest of my squad. 
We were told the rally point would be at SGAQ. After gearing up with MaCTAC equipment (gas mask, helmet, 
and tac vest), we proceeded to caravan to $0AC, with myself driving the lead car, with Sgt Stark P^13516 
riding in the passenger seat. We were assigned “Strike Team T by the 1C, and told there were reports of a 
426b suspicious vehicle, possibly wired with explosives, parked outside the valet entrance of the tuxor, We set 
up approximately 50-75 yards away from the vehicle, which was the farthest we could be while still being able 
to make visual contact with the vehicle. Our squad was site, security until ARMOR, units were able to respond 
and let their bomb robot look at the vehicle Upon further investigation, we were able to determine the vehicle 
was in fact an autonomous vehicle, and was not related to the. incident at ail. After this, we assisted Luxor 
security in enforcing the lockdown they had in place, before being moved to Mandalay Ray Rd, and Luxor Dr, 
to maintain security of the crime scene/property of Mandalay Bay. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/7/17 0202 Officer; R, Farris P#; 15463 

Approved By; Officer; P#: 

Signature; 

IVMPD $2 [RnV,B/01) ‘WORD SO i0 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event* LLV171001003519 

' Route 91 Shooting , ■ ..1 .. 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION * ' _ * ^ DIVISION OF ' ■ " 
REPORTING . . Southeast Area, Command OCCURRENCE: ■ ■, : : ,6014 ,■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF " 
OCCURRED: _10/01/2017 £509 . . OCCURRENCE: 3950 Las Vegas Blvd, LV> NV B9119 . 

NARRATIVE; 

On October 1*; 2017 i responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant U Reyes p# 13129 and call 
sign of 800; This response was regarding the active assailant incident under tVMPD event 
LLV171001003519/ We deployed from SEAC to SCAC as an in the box squad Which was directed by Captain 
John Pelletier. Upon our arrival at SCAC, ( assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post 
in the front parking lot of SCAC, Once command was transferred from my Sergeant to daptain John Pelletier, 
we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3, Our mission was to arrive at and clear the ground floor of 
the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active 
assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post There 
were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report After We secured the casino, we were directed to.gain 
access to the T-Mobile arenas surveillance system and establish site security for the T-Mobile arena and the 
Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino; Once dayshift officers logged on, we were relieved from our post and secured 
for the day. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/20170226 Officer: A, Barney F#: 15363 

Approved By; Officer: F#: ■ ' 

Signature: 

Paget LVMPO a? (floy.e/tn) * WORD SO to 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event LlvVl71001003519 

_ 1. October Scooting...■ _- 
' SUBJECT 

DIVISION . - DIVISION OF 
reporting: , Community Policing Division_OCCURRENCE; CCAC Tourist Corridor 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF ■ ■ : ' 
. occurred;__nyi/17 ® gaps occurrence; Mandalay Bay : , 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1st, 20171 responded to SCAC along with my supervisor Sergeant L Reyes p# 13129 and call 
sign of 800. This response was regarding the active assailant incident under LVMPD event 
LLVi 71001003519. We deployed from 5EAC to SCAb as an in the box squad which was directed by Captain 
John Pelletier. Upon our arrival at SCAC, I assisted my Sergeant with assembling an incident command post 
in the front parking lot of SCAC. Once command was transferred from my Sergeant to Captain John Pelletier, 
we were subsequently deployed as strike team 3, Our mission was to arrive at and clear the ground floor of 
the New York New York Hotel and Casino as communications received multiple reports of an additional active 
assailant at the front lobby of the said casino. We deployed on foot from SCAC and arrived at our post. There 
were zero victims, suspects, or casualties to report. After We secured.the casino, we were directed to gain 
access to the T-Mobile arenas surveillance system and establish site security for the T-MObile arena and the 
Monte Carlo Hotel and Casino. Once dayshift officers logged on, we were relieved from our post and secured 
for the day. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/14/17 ® 0656 Officer; . J HEE P#i 15365 

Approved By: Officer; P#; 

Signature: 

LVMPI) B2 (RoV.fl/OI) ‘WORD 2010 Page i 



DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:__BAG , ■ . OCCURRENCE; _ CCAC 

DATE & TIME . LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; ,_10/1/173200 .OCCURRENCE;. 3950$ U&V^S BlVd,LVN , 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/171 was sitting in briefing at 2500 hours. A swing shift officer came into the room and informed U 
Hank that there was an incident at Mandalay Bay, f turned my radio channel to Convention Center where I 
heard an announcement of officers taking fire at the Route 91 Music Festival, 

Our squad was instructed to load up our cars and stand by for further instructions- We were toid to respond to 
area hospitals and place them on lock down"\ Only the injured and first responders were to have access, I 
spent the shift at the intersection of Ooldring/ Shadow directing those individuals until relieved by dayshift units, 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
1 ■ 'Cilck to £<Ji* Cfwiflf ei? AU, Paces'' 

^iScKta Edit IWRr'to of ftopon" "PtflNP* 
____Mandalay Bay Active Shooter incident 

"■ -subject 

'■■■■■■■■ DIVISION  '■■■■■■■'-—1 ■  ,:■■■■■                    DIVISION OF      , 
REPORTING: Community Policing Division occurrence; . Tourist Safety'QMsiori , 

date & time location of 3901 S La$ Vegas Slvd, Las Vegas* NV, 
OCCURRED:_10/01/17 3200 , , ,, OCCURRENCE; ' y' ' .-■/ 891'09 ■ ' ' ' ■ ' 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17 at 2200 hours, during BAG graveyard briefing, Lt C. Hank was advised of a possible active . 
shooter in CCAC. Briefing was cut shod and SA 14 was activated to go en-route to CCAC and BA11 would be 
sent to UMC. Gpon arrival I assisted Sgt J. Houchen, who Was at the entrance to UMC Trauma* secure the 
entrance so that arriving victims could get in* I then received a phone call from Officer R Wicks who heeded 
for me to take his position at Charleston/Shadow because he was going with BA 14 as a second certified rifle 
carrier. Once at Charleston/Shadow, i had Northbound Shadow Ln blocked to keep Charleston open, for 
arriving victims. At some point during the night radio traffic came out about a possible Vehicle Bom Improvised 
Explosive Device* i began routing traffic away from UMC by sending West bound traffic South on Shadow. Law 
Enforcement-and Medical personnel with proper credentials were allowed entrance to UMG along with any 
civilian vehicles carrying victims. Once everything began to slow down 1 was moved to Shadow/Goldring with 
Officer B. Potter to ensure only UMC personnel were allowed into the parking lot. 

Date and Time of Report; __ 10/09/17 0350_ Officer: J. CARRINGTON P#: 15448 

Approved By; ' Officer:_' Pfl; 

SIGNATURE*. 

LVMFD 8E (Rev.a/GlJ - WORD (0 Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

Mandalay Bay Active Scooter _' 1 
subject 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
reporting: Community Policing , . • OCCURRENCE: , Community Policing 

date a time , locaTionor 3950 S usVegas.Bivd Las. Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED:, , _10/01/17 & 2205 HRS , OCCURRENCE: . 89119 . 

NARRATIVE: 

***BWC Available*** 

On the night of 10/01/17 at Approximately 2205 hours my squad (NW12) and I were in printing at NWAC* A 
Swing Shift Sargent came into briefing saying there is an active shooter on the strip and there are Officers : 
pinned down and multiple people injured* 

Our squad immediately went to the parking lot and logged on to our patrol vehicle. I, Officer R Zarate P# : 
15454 & Officer T. DeFauw.P# 15871 logged on as marked, patrol unit 1DP62. Officer DeFauw and 1 switched 
the patrol vehicle radio to CCAC and we heard Officers in. need of help,, but were, unsure of the exact location 
of the shooter(s) or where the shots were coming from. Officer DeFauw and I immediately began to head east 
bound on W Cheyenne Ave from NWAC. As we were about to get onto the US 95 south bound to head 
towards the officers and citizens in crisis, Officer DeFauw and I were contacted by Officer C* Miranda P# 
15311 advising us, via text message, to meet up in the northeast parking lot of NWAC to rally up and wait for 
orders: 

Officer DeFauw and I were hesitant whether to comply with the direction or just to continue to the strip to assist 
the efforts. We made a decision and headed back to NWAC to leave as a squad. While we were driving back 
to NWAC we were stilt listening to CCAC channel which was extremely agonizing and painful to hear. Our 
emotions and feelings; ware running high. When we arrived to NWAC we met up with our squad, at which point, 
we began to pear up with our TAG vest and helmet. Qur Sergeant J, Hendricks P# 6091 was: off this night, but 
Sergeant J, dean P# 9157 assumed operational command of our squad and said he was coming with us* 
While our squad was anxiously awaiting the MTAC activation, Sergeant Dean made the determination to head 
to our MTAC rally point. We headed east bound, in a convoy, on W Cheyenne Ave, and continued south onto 
the US 95, As we arrived at our rally point, the graveyard MTAC activation was received 

NW13 formed up as a convoy again and were enroute to the CP at SCAC, Knowing that the highways were 
going to very congested, we proceeded south bound on Rainbow Blvd from the rally pbfnt, turned east bound 
onto Russell Rd, and then south onto S las Vegas Blvd* We arrived to the CP as we were waiting for our 
assignments by the Watch commander. Qur squad was joined by the PD detectiyes from NWAC, as we were 

Date and Time of Report: 10/10/17 St 1S0Q HRS, ■ Officer: H. Zarate: P#: 15454 

Approved By: , Officer: ■ P#: 

tVHPO 62 (PSVrMf) ‘ WORD £010 

Si^NATwe: 

Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: LLYl710Q1OQ35f$ 

designated as Strike Team 7, Our team was initially dispatched to the Jropicana Hotel and Casino for an'active 
shooter in the valet/lobby area, before arriving wewere diverted to the Cromwell as the Tropicana was code 4, 
While on route to the Cromwell our squad was seeing multiple victims because tended to by other officers and 
medical personnel. This was a helpless feeling knowing that we .could also have helped those victims; but had 
orders to proceed to the Cromwell and secure the bridges and front entrances of the Casino; Officer DeFaUw 
and I were over watch on the pedestrian bridge that joined the Crpmwetf and Bally's casinos; Our strike team 
remained in this position until bping relieved by daysbift units at approximately 0930 hours. 



DIVISION 
REPORTING:, 

LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

,_, ' Route'91 'active shooter 'response 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
Patrol ■ ■ OCCURRENCE; 

Event#: , 171001 “3519 

CGAC 

. DATE $ TIME LOCATION OF . 
OCCURRED;_ 10/01/3017 22Qffhrs OCCURRENCE; Mandalay Bay Las Vegas, NV 

■ narrative; 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation Team {HSST) Officers responded to the. active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay: Officers M. Gass P#13643,0/ Leavitt P#8737, S, Greene P#89i8, 
C. Young P#15462, D. Qarmendia P#14208. 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST were on a FtDO's when this event occurred, many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert.. When initial reports gun fire occurred many of those friends 
and family present contacted those Officers in panic, HSST was given permission by the. Sergeants to activate 
and report to Headquarters as soon as. possible. Upon arriving at headquarters there had been additional 
reports of gunfire at several locations, which we later found to be false, Officers, rapidly deployed to the several. 
locations to stop any additional incidents. Once we found those locations safe we reported to the staging area 
where the above Officers received further assignments, being designated as strike team 45. 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 
(Rescue H) tasked with clearing several hotel room floors while searching for any persons injured and 
additionally anything else suspicious or could have been related, to the previous active shooter. Rescue 2 was 
assigned with fire rescue medics. Rescue 2 was assigned hotel levels 1 i and 34. Officers knocked on each 
and every hotel room checking on guests. Once Rescue 2 concluded their assignments the team was: broken 
down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments. All of the above Officers are 
rifle certified and deployed their rifles during this event with the exception of officer C. Young,: 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off an area of Tropicana and Las Vegas BlvcL Thorp 
was a casualty laying on the street. The area was to be cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive and process 
the body. While the coroner arrived and processed the body HSST field op white blankets blocking at! views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges. 

Data and Time of Rapcut: 10/12/2017 I416hrs ' Officer;.; mi 'n C, Young H- 15462 

Anrwvad By: Officer: P#: 

Sksnaturis: 

LVMPD 0? (Rov.«W>1) • WORD 2010 Pago i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event* 171001 ”3519 

Mass Shooting Incident 

■' subject " 

DIVISION 
ISD 

DIVISION OF 
' ISD . REPORTING: OCCURRENCE;, 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2206 hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

Mandalay Bay Hotel 
3950. Las Vegas BlvdS. ■ 

NARRATIVE: ' ' 

On October 01,2017, at approximately 2211 hours, (, Detective C, Dalrymple, P#l4303,was at home on my 
Regular Day Off (RDOj when I received several texts over the phone. Upon checking, the texts, I observed that 
there was an active shooter going on at the Mandalay Bay. i immediately turned on my. department issued 
radio and discovered the information wds accurate and officers and civilians Were Actively being fired upon by 
an unknown suspect or suspects. The radio traffic indicated the action was ongoing T could possibly be the 
actions of multiple suspects, and would likely be result in missive casualties. SGT Whitetey told my team, CIO 
1, to respond to the strip and assemble at the command post located at South Central Area Command, Upon 
arrival .at 2236 hours, I placed my tactical vest and department issued helmet on and reported into the staging 
area, A short time later my entire, team plus a contingency arrived who consisted of the following: ! ; 

• Sergeant Robert Whiteley 
• Detective Josh Costello 
• Detective Kyle Prior 
• Detective Kenneth Ruztcka 
• Detective Jake Legrow 
• Detective Robert Grantham 
• Detective Jake Vance 
• Detective Richard Moreno 

A shop tiihe after arriving at the staging area,! our team was designated as Strike Team 1 consisting of myself 
and the above-listed individuals. We were tasked to respond to the Mandalay Bay and assist with any possible 
threats that might still be active. We were attached to U. John Upon who was tasked with setting up a forward 
operating area for SWAT to work from. My team initially set but on foot from SCAG heading toward Mandalay 
Bay; About halfway to the hotel we met up with a SWAT team and was picked up by a Bearcat and driven to 
the lower valley of Mandalay Bay where We established a base for operations. My team pulled site security 
and picked up straggler citizens. Detective Costello, escorted the security guard from Mandalay Bay who had 
been shot, to medical, utilizing one of the security guard’s vehicle, t escorted them to the Michael Jackson 
theatre, having security open locked doors through the back hallways, in order to set up a safe passage from 
the valet to the Michael Jackson theatre, where a group of 1300 to 1800 citizens virere being staged for safety 

Date and Time of Report: ' 10/06/2017 13:25 . ' Officer: C: DALRYMPLE P#: 14303 

Approved By: ' Officer: : P#: 

LVMPD as (Rov.WOI) * WORD 2010 

Signature: 

Page 1 



IAS VEGAS MemOFOMTAN POLICE DEWTMW 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001*3519 

purposes. My team collectively escorted 40-50 individuals to the theater. SOT Whiteley addressed the crowd 
on a microphone in order to help keep them calm; 

A short time later we were tasked to clear all the hotef rooms at the Mandalay Bay ensuring there were no 
suspects and looking for Officer Hartfieid who at the time, was said to be missing, SOT Whiteley was given a 
universal key fob, and our team then proceeded to clear four floors consisting of approximately 500 individual 
rooms. We cleared the entire hotel in conjunction with several other teams at the direction of SWAT. Once the 
entire hotel was secured, t took my team back to the staging area and awaited re-assignment. At about 0630 
hours my team was released from duty. At this time my entire team secured and returned home. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171Q0100 

■ _:_ Active Shooter “Mandalay Bay _, 1 . _ ■ 
I : subject | rr" : : | .: h 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: __, PatTOl , OCCURRENCE: , „ Patrol 34 

DATE A TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: ■. -10-1*17@ 2208 : OCCURRENCE: , ,Mandalay Bay/RoUte 81 

tit-. v'.i.v.ii.-n.'.rv.v.T.vv.r.rjiv.j.'i.'.vjv.viii.vu.v.j..u;vri..j.ij'-l,. ^. ., _...hi 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-1 -17 at approximately 220$ hours, I Officer C. Kinman P # 14317 along with Officer1 J, Huber P. # 16312 
were in the area of Flamingo Road and Arville when SVAC dispatch broadcasted "active shooter in CCAC" 
over the radio* Hearing this, I switched my pack set over to CCAC channel and kept SVAC channel on the car 
radio, i learned quickly that the incident was around Mandalay Bay casino which was not far from where we 
were, I advised Officer Huber to drive towards Mandalay Bay via Tropioana Avenue. Once at f ropicana 
Avenue and Las Vegas Blvd we were stopped by the crowd of pedestrians/victims running northbound from 
the Mandalay Bay. Once there we assisted COAC with crowd control due to Tropioana and las Vegas Blvd 
being the staging area for medical and the initial command post. We assisted with vehicular and pedestrian 
control, approximately 20 minutes until we returned to the medical .staging area. 

Immediately following the Route 91 shooting several 415A calls came out at the New York New York, 
Tropioana and Bally's Casinos. Since we were in the area we joined other officers in responding to these hot 
calls and made contact with security, employees and searched for possible victims. 

We were then summoned to be part of "Force Protection Team 5" along with 5-6 other officers from different 
areas. As Force Pro 5 we cleared; Luxor, New York New York,.Bellagio, Tropicana, and concluded at the 
Mandalay Bay. Under this duty we were in charge of protecting FD as they gathered and medically cleared 
victims from the Mandalay Bay/Route 91 festival. After completing this task.we headed to the main command 
post at SC AC and returned to SVAC where we resumed our patrol duties. 

Date and lime of Report: . 10/13/17 @ 1900 Officer; G, Kinman P#; 14317 

Approved By; Officer: J. Huber , P#: 16312 

SIGNATURE; 

LVMPO 32 (Rov.WOiJ - WORD 2013 Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event «: LLV171001003519 

■ ■■ ' 1_Mandalay Bay Active Shooter--f October (Route 91) '__ . 
™ ',n,IUPI^ SUBJECT ^ 1 ' h “ r 

DIVISION DIVISION or 
REPORTING’_ Fatrol/NEAC , , , OCCURRENCE; Fatrol/CQAC , , ; 

DATE 4 TIME ' LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/01/3017 beginning at 2308 fours ■„ OCCURRENCE: CpAC 

narrauvsi 

On October 1* 2017 at approximately 2208 hours !, Officer B. Moore P# 14318, was on duty as the acting 
sergeant for my squad, NE36A. My squad that night consisted of Officers A. Buric P# 14904,0, Savino P# 
15100, and J. Pappas P# 15112.. Officer Pappas was riding with my squad on his RDO. 

We heard the initial informational broadcast of a shooting at the Mandalay Bay broadcast over NEAC’s channel 
and immediately switched over one of our radio’s to listen; We immediately heard the radio traffic of multiple 
subjects down and that Officers were taking fire from what sounded like automatic rifle fire. Based on that 
information, I told our squad to go en route toward the event. While en route we adjusted to the direction to 

' report to the Command. Post (CP) established atBCAC. 

We arrived at SCAC, geared up, and reported to the CP our presence and readiness at approximately 2237 
hours, Officer Pappas and: I deployed our rifles, while Officer Buric deployed a shotgun. While at the CP; $gt 
C. Jivapong P# 9338 and Officers B. Corder P# 4592, J. Landers P# 8073, R. Ramos P# 5815, r; Medina P# 
7422. We remained at the CP for nearly 40 minutes until approximately 2314; hours at which point we were 
finally sent as Strike Team CC25 to Tropicana and.Las Vegas Blvd in response to an AMR unit reporting they 
were under fire. We loaded up in Sgt Jivapong patrol car and a resident officer’s truck for transport and drove 
north to Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd. 

Upon our arrival, we took cover on the southeast corner of the intersection and accessed the situation. We 
were unable to locate anyone reporting that rounds were being fired in the area. As a result, we began 
evacuating civilians who had taken shelter amongst the landscaping between the pedestrian bridges in front of 
the Trbpicana towards NYNY, We also picked up two other CCAC officers who were already present at the 
intersection as part of our team. 

We then made contact with security inside the Tropicana Hotel/Casino who advised us that they had a subject 
who needed medical assistance on the second fipor nebr the pool. A section of bur group formed an ad hoc 
Force Protection team and responded. We located the subject who was ambulatory and left under their own 
power. We then returned to Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd, 

Shortly thereafter we joined with Las Vegas Fife medics as Force Protection Team 1 (FPT1). Asa Force 
Protection Team, we responded to calls at Excaliburand Diablo's Cantina, We also responded to the Rivea 

Date and Time of Report; ^ 10/08/2017 at 1730 hours Officer; B, Moore . H\ , 14318 

Approved By; Officer: Hi 

Signature: 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

restaurant on the 64^ floor of the Delano Hotel, Once there, we evacuated the customers and staff that had 
taken shelter in the restaurant 

We then returned to Tropicana and Us Vegas Bjvd, where we remained until being directed to go to the CP at 
SCAC to secure. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 100117003519 

1 , , Active Shooter , , , 
r i | subject | .; 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; Patrol , , OCCURRENCE:, CCAC 

DATE A TIME LOCATION OF '', 
occurred: 1,0/01/17 ^g05 hours occurrence: M&hdaiay Qay/tasVegas Blvd. 

NARRATIVE: 

On the above dale and time i responded to the Mandalay Bay shooting from the basement Of the Wynn Hotel 
and Casino, When 1 arrived units were asking for traffic to be shut dovyn in both direction and I happened to be 
at Trop and the Blvd. 1 along with my trainee Rodrigo Chavez shut down Tropicana and the las Vegas $lvd 
evacuating north bound traffic so people could get injured victims out of the area as well as preventing more 
people in vehicles from becoming victims. While standing in the middle Of the intersection directing traffic there 
were approximately 10 vehicles with gunshot victims on their way to the hospital. Shortly after i arrived many 
more officers and medical personnel arrived and I helped set up the command post, 

Date arid Time of Report: .,10/13/17 1930,,, Oiffcer:..'mi ' ' m , 143#0 

Approved By: ._ j. Officer:'.' ' '...'. F#:.. _ 

Signature:__'_.. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
' ' ' Event*: 171001-3519 

___■, Active Shooter ■ ■ ^.'■.■';. . 1 , , ' ._ ■ 
subject 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , 
REPORTING: Traffic . ■ ■_ OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF " 
OCCURRED:. , . tO*0V2Q17 2200 hours , OCCURRENCE: . 3901; $, las VegaS. Bivd'tV, NV 89119 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-1-2017 at approximately 2200 hours, 1, Officer S. Oscar P# 14325 while operating as marked traffic unit 

T398, heard the radio traffic for the active shpoter located at the music festival. My partner traffic unit T397 and 
i went in that direction. Upon arrival there was no CP set up yet and we noticed paramedics staging aMVB 

and Bussell North of. $o a few traffic officers made an outside perimeter around the medical staging to provide 
security because of the multiple reports of multiple active shooters. We stayed there for multiple hours and 

then were sent to Iropicana and Paradise to help do traffic control so no westbound traffic was allowed. 

Date and Time of Report: 10-7*26171900 hrs , Officer: S- Oscar P#: . 14325. 

Approved Bv: Officer: P#: 

SraNATURE: 

LVMPD 8« [Rqv,6/0t] * WORD 3010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
1 OKOrtfSlT .W llEH p \#r Ft 1 

. Event#; 101001-3519 

ROUTE 91 ACTIVE SHOOTER 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
ISO 

. DIVISION OR 
REPORTING;. OCCURRENCE; ISO 

DATE A TIME 
10-01-17/2202Hr$ 

LOCATION OF , 
3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd LV, NV 89119 OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE; 

Synopsis ■ 1 1 , , , 

Active Shooter from the Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino during the Route 91 Harvest festival with mass casualties 
and MACTAC response. 

Details 

I, Gang investigations Detective J. Keen P#14455, was home on my RDO’s on Sunday night 10-0M 7, l 
received a text in reference to an Active Shooter at the Route 91 Harvest festival i sent a text to my Sergeant, 
S. Perry, and notified him that I was available if we were needed. He contacted Lieutenant John Leon and then 
texted back to be en route to South Central Area Command (SCAC) as it would be the staging area. Once at 
SCAC Sgt Perry and Sgt. Burnett put together an 11 man Strike Team #35, consisting of members of Gang 
Unit Sguad G30, CiU, and North Las Vegas Police Department members, We were assigned to provide 
security around a potential VBID at Reno / Las Vegas Blvd west of. The vehicle was deemed safe and we 
staged there iri place to await further deployment We were later deployed to provide site security at the 
Treasure Island Hotel f Casino until we were relieved by day shift units. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/07/2017 2200Hr$ ni Officer: m J. Kean R#; 14455 

Approved By; S. Perry P#6510 , Officer;_ R#; 

Signature: 
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DIVISION 1JU , DIVISION OF ■ , 
REPORTING; Early identification and Intervention OCCURRENCE; ■ , : ,. ■ ■ ■ CftAQ ,,_ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; October 11 2017 - 2205,hrs. , OCCURRENCE; _ Ht 91 Harvest Festival_ 

NA8SATJVE; 

I, Detective MRlcoim Napier* P#t4459 am assigned to the Early Identification and Intervention section of. 
LVMPD's Internal Affairs Bureau, My base schedule is Monday through Thursday, 0600 - 1600 hours with 

■ RDO’s of FSS. '' 

At around 2220 hours on Sunday October 1, 2017, i was off duty at my residence when i received a text 
message from a fellow officer advising me of an active shooter incident currently taking place on OCAC radio 
channel, t turned my LVMPD radio on and upon hearing radio traffic about officers being shot, multiple citizens 
with gunshot wounds and multiple active shooters at separate locations I notified fellow iAB Det. Jonathan 
Hovan, P#139.19, of the incident which was taKing place.. , !, 

Together, Det, Hovan and I decided to seif-dispatch to the event which, f later found out was documented under 
event # LLV171001003519. Det. Hovan. and 1 met at NWAC, obtained an unmarked police vehicle and logged 
on with the Admin channel as.unit. "1A6”. After driving code 3, we arrived at a staging area near the Welcome to 
Las Vegas sign at around 2300 hours. We had been, monitoring radio traffic and were aware of radio updates 
mentioning several separate reported 415A's with outstanding suspects having recently taken place in our 
immediate vicinity, 

Det. Hovan and I wore plain clothes covered by tactical vests and helmets, we both deployed rifles and joined 
“strike team 4” (led by Sgt. Joseph Edens, P#9874). Our mission was to respond to the reports of active 
shooters and gunshot victims at the Mandalay Bay, Luxor, Excalibur, NYNY and Monte Carlo resorts. Our path 
took us north on foot from the shaping area through / adjacent to the above casino's and ultimately we were 
held on the top level Of the parking structure located just north of the T-Mobile area providing overwatch to the 
park area between the Monte Carlo, the T-MobHe arena and nVny where we remained until stood down. 

Ultimately, the reports of active shooters at the locations other than Mandalay Bay or the Rt, 91 festival turned 
out tb be false and were possibly caused by citizens panicking or arriving at those locations with injuries 
sustained elsewhere. 

While we did direct several dozen citizens to safety* we did not have the opportunity to detain any suspects or 
collect any evidence. 

Date and Time of Report; : October 10, 2017 * tigp Officer; , Det. Malcolm Napier F*: 14459 

Approved By: , ' ' , , 'Officer;- n ' . ■ , ,, Fft: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event 4: LLV171001003519 

, Active Shooter 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Tourist Division 

DIVISION OF 
, OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

CATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; . 10-01-17 at 2230 Hours 

. LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 3950 S; Lv Blvd LVN 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

On 1-0-01-17 at approximately 2230 hours, l was notified by supervisor that there was an Active Shooter at 
Route 91 located across Mandalay Bay located at 3950 S. LV BLVD LVN 89109. When I was notified, i was at 
home with my two young children ages 4 YQA and 20 months did. My spouse was at work at the time qf the 
incident: Immediately after t was notified, l contacted my. in-Laws to find out if they are able:to watch my kids. 
Fortunately, they were home at the time andwere able to watch my kids. After dropping off my kids, I went to 
CCAC as fast as I cp.uidand changed out, I ended up with Sgt. Kennedy atCCAC, i then met up with the rest 
of my squad-0013 at Planet Hollywood Casino located at 3667 s. LV. BLVD LVN891Q9 to secure the area 
and the bridges; After being cleared from there; My squad ended up in CP and: ultimately had: to link up with 
the CORONER to collect the dead bodies that were on the street outside of the venue. The rest of my squad 
and I were, relieved by Day shift unit at approximately .0730 hours. 

Date and Time ot Report: 10-07-17 at 05t 0, Hrs _ Officer:_ :E, PARAYNO . Ffc 14464 

Approved By: SQTF.OBASi „ , Officer; P#; 

Signature; 
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LAS VEGASMETROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 1710014619 

Active$hopter Incident / Route 91 
■' rssiicf'.■'.. 

DIVISION ^ „ . ■ , DIVISION OF , . . ■ 
reporting: Community Pollonp Division occurrence; Community Poncing Division 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/^017 at 3206hours 

LOCATION OF, . , , 
occurrence; Summerlin Hospital 

MEBAIi&Ei 

On 10/01/2017 Officer D» Dominguez. P# 16275 and Officer D. Chen P# 14466 operating as two man field 
training unit 3x21 acknowledge the call regarding active shooter working in CGAC. Both officers prepared 
mentally and would he getting ready to be enroute to CCAC when asked. We were pad: of the NWAC !n-The- 
Box Squad and rallied at the rally point behind Bank of America building near Westctiff/Rainbow in V4, We 
geared up and awaited orders. , 

At approximately 2300 hours, our squad were dispatched to cover and stand post, at critical infrastructures 
such as casinos and hospitals in our area command; We were assigned.to stay on post of Summerlin Hospital 
located at 657 N Town Center Las Vegas, NV 69144 

We distributed voluntary statements to victims who arrived and put together a log in order to pass on the 
information to dispatch. 

We stayed on duty at the post until relived at 0630 hours. 

Date and Tima or Report: 1 D/09/2017 at 1922 hours Officer: D. Chen_F#: 14466 

Approved By: __■ Officer; D. Dominguez pff; 16275 

Sksnature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAM POUt* DEPAFTTMEHT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

'' _ Mandalay Bay Active Bhooter ■ 
'SUBJECT " 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING;_ CCAC_■ OCCURRENCE: CC33 . 

DATE & TIME LQCAT10NQF 
OCCURRED:_ 10/1/17 2^00 , " , OCCURRENCE: 3950 S LVB IV NV 89109 !, 

NARRATIVE: 

On i O/i/171 Officer D Westhead P#14467 was operating as 3PT80with my trainee, Officer D. Flarnm 
P#14$50 in yehicie #9965, We had just finished booking in several prisoners into CODC and were dispatched 
to Harmon and Las Vegas Bivd for our first pickup. As we were driving southbound approaching Harmon, the 
radio traffic by 169SE came out saying '‘shots fired, Route 91 Mandalay Bay.” Being that we had empty van 
with no prisoners 1 directed him to continue to driving southbound code 3 to respond to this call. Moments later 
radio traffic stated "Active shooter, automatic gunfire.” As we were driving southbound towards Mandalay Bay 
3 other CCAG black and whites were with us as we made the initial approach. Officer .Woodruff was driving 
the lead vehicle, followed by Officer Rosales, then us in the PT van, followed by Officer Haynes and Officer 
Cook. As we were.passing Reno on LVB 1 could hear the end of a burst of fire by the shooter which 1 believed.. 
were coming; from the front of Mandalay Bay, possibly in their entrance, off the Bivd. the radio traffic coming 
out from SE units seemed to put the shooter between Route 91 and Mandalay Bay. 

All 4 patrol vehicles parked at Mandalay Bay road and. LVB believing this was nearest to the threat to take 
immediate action. As Flamm and I exited our vehicles we could hear.gunfire coming from the. Mandalay Bay in 
short bursts. We took initial cover behind .our PT van. After a few bursts which started to hit nearby on the 
ground and vehicles, both Flamm and I then move to the crown vick positioned in front of our PT van thinking it 
was better cover. Officer Haynes was positioned near the B pilfar, myself at the passenger door, Officer Cook 
on the front tire, and Officer Flamm on the engine block. At this time a large burst of automatic gunfire began 
to hit directly on and around us. It was at this time that Officer Cook took a round to his arm and shouted “im 
hit.” Officer Haynes immediately grabbed Officer Cook and they both ran northbound to get him out of the 
gunfire to treat him. 

Believing the shooter had a direct tine on us we moved forward to the Explorer that was driven by Officer 
Woodruff. Most units ward positioned by the right passenger front wheel and engine block as another large 
burst continued to hit around us, As the burst ended, Bgt Bauman from CCAC came up to the explorer and 
said there was cover behind a brick wall approximately 50 feet directly to our east that we needed to move to. 
1 was the farthest pack in the group so l was in the first group of 2 to sprint and leap the wall that was located 
on the northeast corner or Mandalay Bay road and i_VB. Once positioned behind the wall, units continued to 
come over as the shooter continued to fire automatic bursts. Units working overtime at the venue had already 
taken cover behind this wall. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/6/17 £300 Officer: b. Westhead P#; 14467 

Approved By: Officer: P#; 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001*3519 

After the shooting had ended- Sgt Bauman and another $E Sgt began to decide how the approximately 11 
Officers behind this wall were going to move and approach Mandalay Bay in strike teams: l was assigned to 
Sgt Bauman along with 5 other officers, and we then began to advance towards Mandalay Bay bounding along 
with the other strike team. We heard no additional gunfire once We moved out of cover, Once my strike team 
made it to main valet of Mandalay Bay we cduid see another strike team already in the hotel on the casino 
floor. We got their attention letting them know we were coming in, and then made entry into the registration 
area: Officer Woodruff and 1 were with 2 other officers and began to Clear the offices behind registration: 
Once we made it to a hallway that connected the Four Seasons hotel to the Mandalay Bay 1 made the decision 
not to continue as a 4 man element into another hotel. Officer Woodruff and { maintained our position here 
holding this hallway uhtil it was later cleared by strike teams from the other side approximately 2 hours later. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event * LLV1710Q100351^ 

■ ■ Active Shooter _- 1 
— I I r- ——* | subject ~ : | ™ ■''T'T7^' 

DIVISION . . " , DIVISION OP , 
reporting: CC1.4B occurrence: Converntlpn Center Area, Command 

. LOCATION OF' ■ 
10/1/17 2?08 hours OCCURRENCE: 3950 $ Us VegasBlvd IV NV 891.09 
. iWiq.hiu^.i.*»» ■ I I . ......'. i    

On October l81,2017 at 2208 hours,l Officer Z. Emry P#14483 and Officer A, Farina P# 1576$ were in 
patrol briefing when we were advised of an active shooter on the Las Vegas strip. Farina and 1 immediately 
grabbed our belongings, got irito a patrol vehicle, and I began driving towards Mandalay Bay while Officer 
Farina logged on and assigned us visMPT, The arrived at the Intersection of Reno and Giles arid immediately 
noticed that we could hear automatic gunfire corning from the southwest, We exited the patrol vehicle and 
began advancing towards the spend of the gunfire; While advancing towards the venue, we passed several 
civilians who. were wounded and taking shelter to the rear of some patroi vehicles. An EMT was attempting to 
administer medical aid to a downed female civilian and shouting that she needed a tourniquet. Officer Farina 
removed his.toumiquet from his duty.belt and tossed it to the EMT. 

I made contact with a citizen fleeing the scene who stated that he observed the shooter on the south 
end of the stage, and that he was shooting into the crowd to the north. We formed a strike team and continued 
to advance towards the venue, giving verbal commands and directing fleeing civilians away from the venue 
and towards medical personnel. We entered the venue from an eastern gate in the fences on Giles St. 

Once entering the venue, we began to clear area by area searching for the suspect or suspects 
because at the time we believed there might be multiple.shooters, but at this point we no longer heard gunfire. 
We continued to push west through the venue, until we arrived at the western brick wall that separated the 
venue from Las Vegas .BIvd, At this point we wereadvised by other officers that it didn't appear that, there was 
a shooter inside the venue; and that the only shooter we knew for sure was the one that had been broadcast 
via the radio who yv^s in an elevated position inside Mandalay Bay. As we no longer heard gunfire, we started 
to backtrack and evacuate survivors wh? were still inside the venue and render medical aid. We began 
evacuating restrooms and concessions booths when we met with an unknown SWAT member who had self- 
dispatched and arrived alone on scene; After clearing the area of people that were hiding and sheltering in 
place, we began checking people who were down in the area io see if anyone was still alive. After confirming 
the casualties in the field directly in front of the stage, we werere-directed to several tour buses south of the 
stage to evacuate people who had sheltered in place inside, We were advised over the radio that if none of 
the people on the buses needed immediate medical attention, we were to continue sheltering in place until the 
area was no longer a hot zone. 

date a time 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE: 

Date and Time of Report: 10/8/17 Officer; Z, Emry P#: 14483 

Approved By: Officer: A. Farina . P»: 15766 

LVMPD flj (Rev, 6/01) • WORD 2Q10 

Sit; nature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
LLV171001003519 

After approximately an hour* we were advised to evacuate the citizens who had sheltered on the buses 
from the area. We evacuated the citizens to the church parking lot located east of Giles St, and price'all the 
buses were clear, we searched the area one lest time before reporting to the mobile command center located 
at the church parking lot Once at the mobile command, we were instructed to take up a perimeter spot on the 
north end of the venue for crime scene preservation. We maintained this perimeter position until we were 
relieved by day shift units. 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
DETENTION SERVICES DIVISION 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event 8: 171001-3S19 

MandalayBay Active. Shooter 
, ; : sygjgcT | ^ | ■ " 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting: __Homeland Security Division . OCCURRENCF; , . Tourist Safety Division 

OATS & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 2205 Hours. . OCCURRENCE: 39^0$,tas Vegas8NLV,NV 

NARRATIVE: 

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing ail personnel aligned to the teams 

to report to SCAC - Command Post (CP), My assignment that night was Intel Gatherer position of the Crisis 

Negotiation Team. Immediately upon arrival 1 was tasked with manning the door where TASS and Negotiators 

were to ensure that only LVMPD personnel was. allowed to enter. 

After being relieved I conducted the following interviews with witnesses, 

ON Williams Spoke to SHHPstateci she 

was at fioute 91 concert next to the stage while Jake Owen was playing and a Hispanic male and female 

adults made their way to the front of.the stage. Female adult was described as being in her 50‘s 503 180 Blk 

with a blue and male described as being in his 20’s 502 160 black cowboy hat no.shirt, ^MMfefctated^at 

it appeared that the two unknown subjects were: attempting to get security guards attention and people began 

arguing with them, ^^|^further stated that the unidentified subjects stated "there are people all around 

and you're alt going to die"flVMft6tated that security then escorted the unidentified subjects but of the 

venue,flBPI^etated that she then left the venue also. 

Date and Time of Report: wtf 10/11/171344 Hours _ Officer:_ J. Williams F#: 14630 

Approved Bv; Officer: F#: ' 

StONATUREt 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
DETENTION SERVICES DIVISION 

OFFICER’S REPORT CONTINUATION Event#: 171001 

ON Williams spoke to ie contact number 

stated that be is staying at the Mandalay Bay and met a group of people at the 

male later identified as! 

shooting. 

came in contact with the ,people he met at the pool at Harley Davidson who informed him that a 

antified acflHMMHhad received a text message saying that there was going to be a 

further stated that he aske if he was going to talk to police and he stated “no". 

CN Williams spoke t 

the stage when he heard gun sho 

Contact number rho stated that he was standing next to 

stated that he initially thought the shots were coming from inside 

the venue then realized that it was coming fr6m across the street. 

Chi Williams spoke t oritact humberl 'email 

stated that he was staying inside Mandalay Bay on the 32** Floor room .132 

when he began hearing gunshots. stated that the if facing his door the gunshot sounded as if they 

were coming from the left door then it went silent Shortly after* tated that he began hearing shots 

coming from the doors to the left and that he could hear people talking outside. Stated that after a 

while be could hear people outside identifying themselves as police shortly occupied his room NHHPhtate 

that there was a white female approximately!09?510 120 blond hair wearing a dark colored dress carrying a 

two year old child with two other women exit the room tc Ight if facing his door room 130. 

stated that he had seep this female at approximately f 100-1130 hours in the morning* 



LAS VEQAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

' i . ...■■■■■.■■■■ 

' Active Shooter , , 1 
..■■ ; ” subject 1 ! 1 1 ^ '"I ' 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: COA^_. „ , ■, . OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

J , x- 3901 S Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, 
DATE $ TIME , LOCATION OF 9911,9 & 3950 S Las Vegas Bfvd, 
occurred:_10/01/17 2203 Hours occurrence: . las Vegas; ,NV 89119 _ 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/2/17,1, Officer M. Hines P#14609, responded to the 3700 block of Las Vegas Bfvd at approximately 
0130 hours on my regular day off to meet up with my squad in. response to the Active Shooter event for the 
Mandalay Bay and Route 91 /My squad rnade contact with Lt HanK to receive our assignment at 
approximately 2300 hours. My squad Was assigned as strike team 30 with two teams being 30A and 3QB. My 
call sign for the evening was 30A. We were dispatched as a roving unit to show presence on to Vegas Blvd, 
North and South between Tropicana and Harmon. We made contact with LT Yatomi and cleared at the 
command post at approximately 0630 hours which was located within a church parking lot at 55 E. Reno Ave., 
to Vegas, NV 89119; Following the event, my squad was assigned to the MGM as B-roster through 10/4/17, 

Date and Time of Report: . 10/10/17 095S Hours Officer: M. Hinas F#: 14609 . 

Approved By: , Officer: P#: 

CVWIPD 82 (ffav^Ol} - WORD floto 

STATURE: 

Page: 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

_ROUTE 91 ACTIVE SHOOTER _ ' 
' ' ; : | ' SUBJECT ™ ^ ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF ■ . ^ • , 
REPORTING: FATR0L/CC14B OCCURRENCE; CCAC_ 

DATE & TIME , , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; __10/01/2017 2&05HRS , OCCURRENCE; LA$ VEGAS BLVD/RENQ LV,NV 

NARRATIVE: 

Qn 10/01/2017 at approx, 2205hrs while in CC14B briefing Sgt. G. Everett P#8915 informed us that there was 
an active shooter at the Route 91 music festival, I and the rest of my fellow Officers in- briefing sprinted to our 
patrol vehicles and went in route to the festival code 3, 

l approached the East side of the festival from Reno/Koval and paired my vehicle at the intersection of Reno 
and Giles- Upon exiting my patrol vehicle t heard a loud volley of automatic fire which later discovered was 
coming from the Mandalay Bay, - 

Hundreds of people were running towards me screaming and pointing inside the venue saying the shooter was 
inside, I drew my firearm and provided lethal coverage for the Crowd until 1 had enough Officers with me to 
form a strike team and enter the venue. 

As I was watching over the pedestrians that were running and screaming a man yelled to me “theyVe been 
shotr.i turned around and notice two females with gunshot wounds, one to the stomach, and one to the mouth. 
Both females appeared to be in shock. I called out over the radio “two females shot on Reno/Giles”. After 
waiting about one minute 1 didn’t see medical show up so I made the decision to run back to my patrol car and. 
load the females into the back and transported them down to Tropicana and Koval where Medicwest was 
holding short. I helped both victims into the ambulance and they were transported to the nearest trauma 

■ center. ■ . _ 

i returned back to the venue and linked up with a strike team of six Officers and we cleared the stage inside of 
the venue as well as the surrounding buildings inside of it- After we cleared the ihside of the venue we provided 
secuhty for the performers who were sheltered in place inside of their tour buses before they were escorted to 
the mobile command center. 

Date and Time of Report: _1.0/08/2017 Officer; . P, ADKINS , F#; 14609 

Approved By; ■ 1 , 1 ,, - ■ ■' ; Officer; , F#; 

StGNATUBEI _ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV1710010Q3519 

__ Active Shooter Incident 
i 1 ; ^ SUBJECT : ~ : 'T ..“ "T ' ^ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
■REPORTING; ■ ' ■ , ' Fatfol ■' ; , , ■ OCCURRENCE; . . . , Fattol _^ 

pates time location of 
OCCURRED: __10/01/2017,® 2208 OCCURRENCE; LV BLVD $ MANDALAY SAY DR 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1sl 2017 at approximately 2208 hours, Officer V, Valles P# 14712, white operating as marked 
patrol unit 1N4, responded to an active shooter call at the Route 91 Festival* 

Officers were en route with lights and sirens, travailing northbound on Las Vegas Blvd, towards the intersection 
of Mandalay Bay Dr* & Las Vegas BIvd. As Officer’s entered the intersection, we heard that the automatic rifle 
fire was coming from the Mandalay Bay Casino, and that we had put ourselves in the crossfire between 
Mandatay Bay Casino and the Route 91 Festival: Officers exited their vehicles and I took cover behind the 
engine block, i directed and gave verbal commands for pedestrians and vehicles to move out of the fire zone, 
and pointed the vehicles carrying injured victims towards Las Vegas Blvd. & Four Seasons St. to safety. 

Upon the cease of fire, Officers moved tactically to a safer position, and correlated a response, to the alleged 
shots fired calls that were coming in from New York New York Casino and Tropicana Casino. Officer N* 
Hawkins P# 15847 and I travelled on foot to the Tropicana Casino, where wo made contact with security 
officers out front They advised us that no shots had been fired inside the Tropicana Casino, but that there was 
a victim with a gunshot wound to the head on the second floor. Officer Hawkins and myself made entry to the 
casino and extracted the victim from a second floor hotel room. The victim, a while adult male, had shrapnel 
embedded in the right side of his head* He was still conscious, able to. walk and talk. Officer Hawkins and I 
escorted the victim to the bottom floor, where we were met by medics. 

Upon releasing custody of the victim to medics. Officer Hawkins and I rallied with Sgt* Jivapong p# 9338 and : 
other Officers from Northeast Area Command, and formed ‘Force Protection Z Team (Force Pro 2}* From 
Tropicana Blvd & Las Vegas Blvd*, Force Pro 2 was dispatched with Fire & Rescue to the Luxor Casino* We 
escorted Fire & Rescue through the casino to check on another possible gunshot victim. OUr alleged victim 
checkout out with minor injuries, and did npt heed to be transported, 

Forge Pro 2 was then dispatched to the Mandalay Bay Casing, after receiving information that there Were 
multiple people shelter-in-place on the top floors, Force Fro 2 made entry to floor 64, where there were over 40 
peopld, civilians and staff, shelter-in-place. After no reported injuries, Force Pro 2 escorted them down to the 
Lobby and out of the Mandalay Bay Casino to safety. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/01/2017 2208 Officer: V, Valles, Hi . 1471,2 

Approved By: Officer; Hi ............... .....— . 11 1, ...; ... 

SlONAtVftt*: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPAHTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; UV171001QP3519 

At approximately 0600 hours, Force Pro 2 was disbanded. Officer Valles and f returned to South Central Area 
Command for further instructions. From there, we were relieved of pur duties by the oncqmtng dayshift units. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN PQUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Evert*: LLV171001003519 

Active Shooter 
SUBJECT ■ 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

DATE S TIME 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2208 hours, I Officer V. Munguia, P#14735, operating as marked patrol unit 3121 
was assigned to block off southbound traffic on Las Vegas Blvd/ Russell, IV, NV, 89119,While being on Post I 
guided Victims from Route 91 arid Mandalay Bay Employee's to the Harley Davidson, l was also doing scans 
of people making sure there was not a second shooter and that no one had weapons, while doing so I was 
also responsible for the hundreds of people who were walking behind all the ambulances and the Fire 
Departments trucks. I was responsible for the safety of the medical personnel and making sure that no one 
walked near the Command Post 

Date and Time of Report: 10/18/173333 Officer: V,MUNGUIA p#i 14735 

Approved By: '■ , 1 ' Officer: ■ . ' ■ ■ . tty 

StONAiryne: 

LOCATION, OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 
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lasvegas metropolitan police department 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV171001003519 

Route 91 Festival 
"',1 '"n ,' ■■ 'subject;.''1. 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DIVISION OF 
Patrol OCCURRENCE: ' SCAC 

DATE & TIME , 
OCCURRED: 

' ' LOCATION OF . 
1CM31 -2017/2215 OCCURRENCE: Route 91. Festival. 

NARRATIVE; 

pn 10/1/2017 at approximately 2200 Hours a tail came out that there was an active shooter at The Mandalay Bay with 
an unknown number of subjects, end an unknown direction of where the gunman were firing from, 
The details of the call are as follows; shots were being fired from Mandalay Say from an.unknown floor into the Route 
91 Country Music Festival With an unknown number of subjects down and unknown number of suspects firing from The 
MandalayBay, 

I arrived on scene, parking my patrol vehicle, unbeknownst to the directly iri the lihe of fire, I heard the first barrage of 
shots ring put, MV partner arid 1 got dpt of our patrol Vehicle and took cover behind our engine block. Citizens came 
running up behind in us in the chaos and we began directing them closer to the patrol vehicle so they could take 
cover. As more shots rang out we were directing more citizens to go to Mr, Deli which is on the northbound side of Us 
Vegas Blydf but south Of Mandalay Bay on the east side pf the road. Shortly thereafter.! linked up with another patrol 
officer from SCAC graveyard and we began doing citizen evacuation from:the .immediate area of Mandalay Bay, , During 
which time a male citizen who was covered in blood with np shoes on approached myself and, fhe officer1 f was working 

, The citizen said he held a tactical position in another district's SWAT team and that he wanted, to help,..This citizen was' 
told to evacuate the area, go into Mr. Deli, and take cover, and advise others to do the same/ Several minutes after the 
citizen was told to go to Mr, Deli and take cover fie reappeared causing a disturbance and making himself a target for 
the Would be shooter. He was told to go bock to Mr. Deli and stay there. At the same time the citizen was told to go to 
Mr, Deli the local television station CW was set up in the parking jot of Mf. Deli, and as-the citizen passed the CW riews 
crew he tried knocking the camera off of the tripod. So myself and my partner, Officer Npripga, took him into custody, 
put him in the back of a patrol vehicle, and transported him down to where the Fire Department wail staged in front of 
Us Vegas Blvd, and Russell. The citizen was taken out of the back of the patrol vehicle and taken out of handcuffs and 
told tp stay out of the way. 

i returned back to my current position and continued citizen evacuation which took approximately 45 minutes, I linked 
up with 3 more officers and approximately around 0200 hours we were recalled to SCAC to form a strike team which we 

Date and Time of Report:. 10-07-2017/2126 Officer: , J,Swanqer p#: 14743 

Approved By: ,_ ■ ■ . Officer:_..,... F#; 

SktNATURK: , ■ , . 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event m Lm71Q010035l9 

did, but then were directed to stand down. We were broken into 2 two man groups and weweresentto EAC to handle 
calls of service until 0600 hours, which would have been Monday10/2/2Q17, 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT; HOMICIDE 
Evi&m#: LLV171001003519 

Active Shooter at 
_ Route 91 Festival 

,' SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 
GCAC Patrol 

Division of Occurrence; 
CCAC Patrol 

Date S Time Occurred: ■ ■ 11  ■ "L . 
10-01-172210 

Location of Occurrence: , ;TT^r ,'r , " ^ / 
. 3901 Las Veoas Bivd LV,NV 89119 

Oh 10-1 -17 at approximately £200 Hours 1, Officer Letter P# 14745 and Officer Paterson P# 15439 ware , 
Operating as a marked patrol, training unit 3M35. We ware on an accident call at Tropicana and Paradis© LV( MV 
89119 checking on Injuries Whan we haard radio traffic of shots fired at the. Route,91 concert and possible, active 
shooter. 

We cleared from the accident and assigned ourselves to the,active shooter pall, stating wewpuidbeerwoute 
code 3 over the radio. We proceeded West Bound on Tropicana to Kovai, South, on Koval to Reno and went west. 
on Reno. We arrived at the. intersection of Rend arid Giles where there was traffic blocking Berio westbound; so 
we then turned onto Giles south bound and I saw the gates opening up to the concert and people running out- I 
stopped the oar and deployed my rifle, I then noticed two other Officers, Saieem P# 1 3393 and Officer Cdoney 
PfM 3531 staged at the North East entry gate of the concert. We met up with them to form a 4-man strike team 
with myself taking, point. 

Officer Cooney, told me. the shots were coming from, theSouth West corner, 1 accessed the. layout of the infield as 
pest I could. We made entry to the concert and started, to advance tba.rowpn concession stands knowing that it 
was the best cover we had available to us. Once at cover we continued to advance South along the row of . 
concession Stands., I was continually scanning the area to.see if i could see any signs Of the shooter while the rest. 
the team yelled at innocent civilians and wounded, to run towards, the gates to Giles. As we cameto the end of the 
row. of concession stands ,we could clearly see and hear rounds striking the ground in front of Us,h I heard. Officer 
,Gooney:yell we are taking firei I scanned for any signs of the shooter and did not see anything but innocent 
people running. I then yelled to my team to move back. We retreated as rounds hit the ground where we were 
previously.Standing. We moved several concession stands back to where we had a better advantage point for 
observation. 

I covered the west, an open area with Officer Peterson and Officer Cooney and Saieem covered south. 1 then did 
a quick check of myself to see if I was hif anywhere from rounds, shrapnel or ricochets . I noticed that my body 
Camera, was not activated and activated at that time. While Scanning the area several people, with injuries came 
running up to us asking for help- t asked them if they could keep running and. then told them to continue to move 
towards the gates while 1 covered their exit. While scanning the area we, could hear radio traffic that.there was 3. 
possible shooters, and multiple locations. We knew for certain that we were reclvigg fif© from.the South West and 
that the shooter was aiming for the fleeing civilians running towards Giles, We asked several people if they knew 
any information about the shooter or where he was coming from. People had mdny different answers ranging 
from no, multiple shooters, wearing all black, they are inside the venue and coming from Mandalay Bay, I 
continued looking for any signs of the shooter including mui&ie flash, spent casings or someone with afirearm, 

After several minutes passed of no, active gun fire ( yelied to my team that we need to move forward. We stacked 
back Up with me at point and made our way back to where we, were previously. Once at the end of the consessibri, 
stands i observed people running and walking, towards rnc. i continued to scan everyone to see if anything stood 
Out as threat of the shooter, l yelled for people to run white trying to formulate a plan on how to mbve forward. At 
the end of the concession stands was an open viewing area for the concert, that was dimiy l It' Officer Cooney and 
myself saw a bar south of our location. We made the decision to us© bounding overwatph to get to the bar. I 
covered down to the west where some trailers and other structures were located while Officer Cooney and Officer 

Date of Report; 
10T)6“17 

Officer #1: , P#; 
J.lefler 14745 
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Saieehi mads their way to the bar and cleared that area, I waited until l got the signal from, Officer Cooney to 
move, i told Officer Peterson to move and we ran to the bar. Once at the bar I noticed that we Were being back lit 
by the lights for the bar, t told the team and We were able to knock out the lights, helping conceal, out location: 

We then made out way to the trailers and cleared them One by one using two, man teams while the others covered 
us. During this time other Officers, jollied Us, We continued to clear the. structures while moving towards,the main 
stage. While doing so telling anyone ,we saw to run towards the street, checking.on^wounded and deceased. 

Once we made it to the main stage 1 took a point and covered the infield while .Officers Cooney, Saleem, Peterson 
and others cleared the stage, Once f learned the, stage was cleared and that:the rest of my team was west of the 
stage toy the personal RVs I proceeded to make my way to the RVs to rejoin with my team, 1 saw Officer Saledm 
ahd asked him where my Officer in training, Peterson was at. He replied he did not know. At this time we had 
Officers positioned at the ends of the trailer securing a perimeter. 1 was cohcerned: for the safety of Officer 
Peterson and tried to contact him, I was finally ,able tb make contact with him and learned that he was outside the 
venue helping people out Concerned that the shooter was,possibly,still Ineide the venue Hold him to find a FTO . 
on our squad or our Sergeant and stay with them. 

I then became assigned to a strike team with several Officers including Officer Brian Jackson, Officer Jackson 
had a vehicle inside the venue with a medical kit inside. We made oUr.wey to his vehicle to retrieve the, medical 
supplies. While making our way back to the RV's we checked on wounded and deceased, seeing if, they were 
alive and if we could render aid. Unfortunately we did not locate any surviving victims,: 

When we returned to the RV’s we than were told, to go to SCAC for reassignment. Once out on Giles were told to 
go back inside the venue and clear everything inside the event. It was myself, Officer Jackson and serval other 
Officers I ,dp; not know along with a Sergeant I do not know. While inside the venue we cieared several:vehicles 
and small structures. We.eventually made our way to the North East side where several small temporary 
construction buildings were. We saw light on in one Of the buildings and went to clear the building. We.found 
several people, inside including Officer Richards and various people from MGM manning the Command Post for 
the concert. The,Sergeant I was With tasked me and another Officer in, training to man the building While.the 
people inside continued to watch the cameras inside the venue. During that time I was tasked with protection 
detail, for.a MGM,employee while he went around the venue shutting off gas, td the concession stands so that fires 
would not start. We were also, toid to gather safety security, boxes from the concession stands and secure them. 
After that, wgs done ail the MGMpersonaiwent into, a trailer by the North East gate and continued to work, I then 
was relieved by Officers at the gate; I was then able to contact Officer Peterson.and meet back up with hirh to 
return to the station. 

After this event I learned that dispatch never. assiqned us to:the 41 $A and kept us on the 401B we, were on 
before. I went into my axon videos and changed the videos relating to the 4.15A accordingly. 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN FOUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
event #: 171001003519 

__ ACTIVE SCOOTER* ROUTE 01 EVENT '■ 
"*w>nr'~: SUBJECT T 1 ' :™”n 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , . . 
REPOSTING; COMMUNITY ROUGING OCCURRENCE; COMMUNITY POLICING . 

DATE 4 TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; . . 10/01/17^06 HOURS OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. LAS VEGAS BLVP LVN'89119 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately sss.10 hours, t Officer Frisbrey F# 14751, operating as marked patrol unit 101 
responded to an active shooter at the Route 91 festival located at 3950 S. Las Vegas BLVO .LVN 89119. 
During this event I was directed to respond as strike team 1 with the instructions of citizen reSbues in the area 
of Four Seasons and Las Vegas BLVD, just outside of the Mandalay Bay Hotel. At approximately 0330 hours, I 
was then directed to respond to the south west corner of Giles and Las VegasBLVD to help contain a 
perimeter on the scene J w^s then relieved by day shift officers at 0715 hours. 

Date and Tima of Report; , 10/7/17 332£, Officer; PRISBBEY B#; 14751 

Approved By; Officer; Hi 

SktyiATURe; 
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MVS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #!, 171001-3519 

Active Shooter OR 
; SUBJECT . 

DIVISION 
REPORTING '. neac ; 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; ..Special Events 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED; 10/1/17 2206 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , Mandalay Bay Casino/Hotel, 

NARRATIVE: 

On Sunday night 10/1/171 Officer J, Henry P # 14753 Was working overtime for the Route 91 concert as 
162SE. At approximately 2200 hours i was standing at the intersection of Las Vegas Blvd and Mandalay Bay 
road conducting traffic control for the pedestrians going to and from the concert Not long after £200 hours, 1 
was standing at the corner talking to some pedestrians when i heard a sound that to me sounded like 
fireworks. The pedestrians at the intersection asked me what it was and 1 told them in my opinion it sounded 
like fireworks and there was nothing to worry about* A few moments later l heard another short burst of sound 
and around the same time t heard a 415A call come out on the radio. Within a;few seconds I heard multiple 
415A calls coming out and it dawned on me that the sound ! heard previously may be a part: of the 415A calls 
coming out. 1 instinctively turned toward the sound I had heard (which was to turn around and face toward 
Mandalay Bay, instead of the concert) and immediately upon looking west toward Mandalay Bay 1 could see a 
light flashing on the east side of the casino near one of the windows about half way up the casino. 1 
immediately got.on the radio and stated that it was coming from Mandalay Bay. After that I could hear multiple 
people get on the radio and state that there was an active shooter and they could see it coming from Mandalay 
Bayalso, ■ 

1 immediately ran to my patrol car and grabbed my armor plates, as well as my rifle. As! was trying to make ; 
my way back to the intersection to cross 1 could see a number of pedestrians that appeared to be scared, 
confused and in immediate danger of the shots being fired. I.started to direct the pedestrians to what I felt was 
a safe direction based on the limited Intel I had at the time. As 1 was doing that there were more and more 
people coming put and running around and I continued to direct them to safety;! continued this for several 
minutes until it camp out on the radio that there was a call coming in the multiple casualties were pinned down 
at 4 seasons that is connected to Mandalay Bay and that medical personnel could n6t reach them because it 
was still located in the hot sone^ i made the decision at that time to get into a patrol car and drive to the 4 
seasons in order to assist with those casualties. As i arrived at the 4 seasons there were somewhere between 
50-100 people that Were hiding behind whatever they could to protect themselves; l directed them to leave the 
4 seasons and provided a safe direction fpr them to go (toward Bussell) and placed myself between them and 
the Mandalay Bay and attempted to provide whatever cover I could with my rifle white they ran toward a safe 
direction. , 

Date and Time of Report: 10/6/171652. Offiper: J. Henry _ ; P#;_ 14753 

Approved Bv: .;. Officer^_ ^ ■ w* 
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Once everyone was a safe distance away, t noticed a squad approaching my location- t recognized them as a 
NEAC squad (strike team 4) that I used to work with and decided to implant myself in with them for greater 
number as well as to have leadership from the Sgt, At that time i moved with strike team 4 who was assigned 
to make their way to the Blvdand Tropicana as it was being broadcasted that medical personnel was taking 
fire. We made pur way to that point and was retasked with clearing the New York New York, We cleared the 
New York New York and held the casino for the remainder of. the night until relieved. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
' ' ' Etofrttt 171001-3519 

___ Active Shooter; at Mandalay Bay , 
^ ; ■rrr-",r'"r","l^IV!m"rr'r‘ SUBJECT 7T r " 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
reporting; HSST-SWAT occurrence: . , Convention Captor . 

DATE A .TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 1(V1/17 2208 hours , OCCURRENCE:. . ^: ■ MaridatoyBay , . . , 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation team (HSST) Officers responded to the active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay: Officers A- Nuas P#I4755, R. Steiber P#9491,C; Latham P#148215 
R, Lara P#8269, L Duron P#14809,Mark Kennoy P#14825. 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST were On a RPG's when this event occurred, many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert. When initial reports of gun fire occurred many of tho£e 
friends and family present contacted those Officers in panic. HSST was given permission by the Sergeants to 
activate and report to Headquarters as soon as possible. Upon arriving at headquarters there had been 
additional reports of gunfire at several locations, which we later found to be false, Officers rapidly deployed to 
the several locations to stop any additional incidents/Once we found those locations safe we reported to the 
staging area where the above Officers received further assignments. 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 
(Rescue 5). tasked with,clearing several, hotel room floors while searching for any persons injured and 
additionally anything else suspicious or could have been related to the previous active shooter. Rescue 5 was 
assigned with fire rescue medics. Rescue 5 was assigned hotel levels 4,10,35, 36 and 40. Officers knocked 
on each and every hotel room checking on guests. Once Rescue 5 concluded their assignments the team was 
broken down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments. All of the above 
Officers are rifle certified and deployed their rifles.during this event. . 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off an area of Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd There 
was a Casualty laying bri the Street, The area was to be cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive and process 
the body, While the coroner arrived and processed the body, HSST held up: white blankets blocking ail views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges. 

Electronically signed by Nuas and Lara 

Date and Tima Of Report: 10/12/17 1300 hours ;_ Officer:_^ A. Nuas p#; 14755 

Approved By: Samlo MPbilllps . Officer; ■ R. Lara P#; 8259 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
' event #: LLV171001-3519 

' ' Route 91 Festival * Active Shooter . 
■ * ' subjIgt " ^ 1 ^ 1 ■■■■' 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: CCAQ - Patrai/FIpX OCCURRENCE:. , CCAC 

ip ..■■ ■ ;-«-|-n-1- | |-|-■-[—].T-‘—.-]-1."j... 

DATE 8 TIME , LOCATION OF 'MandalayBey/Rte.SMDBO.S, La$ V©gqs , 
OCCURRED: _TQ-Q1wgQ17 & 223Q hr$ OCCURRENCE: , ■ Blyfl, LasVsgas, NV 89119 , 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

Gn 1Q-Q1-17, at approximately 2219 hours, Sgt F, Obasi P# 6642, sent out a group message to our squad, 
CC16, mat there was ah active shooter incident that was on going at Mandalay bay. Due to Sunday night to 
Monday morning being our squad’s RDQ, Sgt. Obasi requested any available body to head in to the call. 

I, Officer S, Giles P# 14774, replied that l would be en route, via the group message, and left my home at 
approximately 2230 hours.; i arrived at Convention Center Area Command (CCAC) at approximately 2245 
hours. I dressed out in my green BDUs with vest and patrol belt, grabbed my MACJAC bag, and got inside a 
patrol SUV with three other officers. We immediately responded to the Tropicana hotel where there was radio 
traffic describing a possible active shooter, and the triage EMT area in the intersection was actively being shot 
at. I donned my riot helmet and gas mask gear, and assisted other officers in dressing out in their gear. 

While at Tropicana hotel, we made a strike team consisting of two more officers. Once we walked on property, 
and met with other officers already located at the Tropicana hotel, we determined there was no active shooter 
inside. There were many citizens standing in open areas around the hotel and we advised them to head in to 
the casino area until told otherwise. 

Sgt. Obasi advised he was at the Chateau nightclub, conducting a sweep and for our now six. officer-strike team 
to meet him at the Paris Hotel. We arrived at the Paris hotel valet area and walked through the casino floor. 
There were numerous citizens who were directed and escorted by security and officers to clear the casino 
floor. Sgt. Obasi advised we would head to South Central Area Command (SCAC) in order to be assigned a 
strike team number. While in our patrol vehicles driving south bound on The Strip, there was radio traffic to 
immediately cover Keep the pedestrian bridges, above Harmon arid Las Vegas Blvd, clear of foot traffic, 

Sgt Obasi then re-directed our strike team to cover the pedestrian bridges between: Cosmopolitan, Aria* 
Planet Hollywood, and Harley Davidson buildings, The casinos began to lock down their properties and many 
tourists were left wandering on The Strip and on the pedestrian bridges. For approximately fVfc-2 hours we 
directed tourists and civilians to continue moving and to stay off the pedestrian bridges, 

Date and Time of Report: 10-07-2017 a 2134 hrs Officer: S. Giles p#: 14774 

Approved Sv: Officer: m: 

Skmatlwki 
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Sgt. Obasi made phone calls to the CP at SCAC to determine where our efforts were needed. We reported to 
&CAG and waited to be deployed to the next area in need. 

At approximately 0530 hours, our strike team (#50), was directed to report to the east gate area of the Route 
91 Festival grounds. We were told to assist LVMPD ID technicians in photographing.and moving the deceased. 
We arrived at the intersection of Ali Baba/Qiles and we worked in teams of four to place the deceased in the 

black body bags and sheets provided by the coroners, i assisted in moving the deceased for photographs, 

cleaning their fingertips in order to get clear finger prints for pib, and laid the black body bags on the ground 
with sterile sheets beneath the deceased. As ateam, we lifted the deceased and placed them on gurneys for 
the coroner. 

Our strike team was relieved at approximately 0700 hours, and our strike team drove back to CCAC. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event*: LLV171001003519 

_ Active Shooter incident_._1 

^ 1 ^ subject : *7 " 71'"7™ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:_ 8AQ/BA32 OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

date a time location OF Vegas Village / Rout© 91 Concert Las 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17 / 2200 ■ . OCCURRENCE: Vegas, NV 

ftffateuMs 
On 10/0l/l7? I Officer A/ loos P# 14797 was operating as a uniformed patrol officer in an overtime capacity at 
the Route 91 Country Concert, My call sign was 176 SE 

At approximately 2200 hours l was standing west pf gate 2A directly behind the crowd which was centered at 
at the main stage as Jason Atdeah was singing for his portion of the event* I overheard automatic weapon fire, 
believing it to be fireworks at first before observing concert goers failing to the ground^ 

My overtime partner and I scanned the crowd for potential shooters before following Officer C, Clarkson and 
his overtime partner through gate 2A, after determining the shots were coming, from outside the venue. Before 
leaving the venue,. 1 forced two concert goers to the ground behind a food venue truck, while shouting at them 
to get down, giving them cover from where I. believed shots were being fired from, , 

We went northbound on. the sidewalk utilizing a brick/concrete wall as cover and determined that shots were 
coming from an elevated position at the Mandalay Bay. 1 believed the gunfire to be coming from a belt fed 
squad operated weapons system such as a M2408 or M249SAW. Realizing that we were going to be 
ineffective against an automatic weapons system while, armed with pistols, I shouted to my overtime partner 
that I needed to get my rifle located in my patrol car. 

Prior to the start of this my overtime partner and 1 had moyed bur vehicles from the church parking lot off of 
Reno Bt, to a small turn in area near gate 2B, in order to take a lunch break in them during bur designated eat 
time and should we need our gear at any point in the evening. 

While en route to my patrol car I urged citizens to flee eastbound away from the Mandalay bay arid the las 
Vegas strip to reduce their chances of becoming potential casualties, rpy partner and I pulled people down 
beloyv the wall, and directed them to enter gate 2B and run northeast through the venue. 1 stopped at the front 
of gate 28, shouting for people to run east, I pushed a security guard for the venue behind a fence to conceal 
him from the shooter and ordered him to direct traffic back through the venue, at gate 2^, 

Date and Time of Report: 10/06/17 Officer: A. Ibos , , F#: 14797 

Approved By: Officer:' n' P#: 
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When I arrived at my patrol car i observed four people taking cover behind a patrol SUV. I told them to stay 
put behind the vehicle as they had cover and concealment from incoming automatic weapons fire, 1 donned 
my plate carrier; loaded my patrol rifle arid racked a round. I then ran across the northbound travel lanes of 
Las Vegas Blvd. taking cover behind a p&lm tree before running behind a patrol SUV located in the 
southbound travel lane. 

Upon taking cover behind the patrol vehicle we were ordered to switch our radios from EVENT 5 toCCAC. I 
switched radio over from the officer in frontpf me and then turned mine over as well. I turned to my overtime 
partner stating that we had to, "Rank this guy.” We used a bounding over watch tactic; I provided cover while 
he ran. across the boulevard and took a position by the Luxor sign. 

As I was setting up to join my partner, I observed panicked citizens run put of gate 2B westbound across the 
boulevard. The lieutenant working the route 91 overtime event and ! managed to coral a, few behind the patrol 
can At this time a highly intoxicated HMA standing at approximately with a medium build, wearing a baby 
blue polo shirt, having a buzzed haircut and a thin.mustache, approached me, from,behind,. He shouted that he, 
was a combat vet and that I should give him my rifle as he emerged from behind the cover of the patrol car and 
flipped off the shooter. I grabbed him and pulled him back to safety, he promptly stood up again and continued 
to flip off the shooter, f pulled him back a second time and he demanded my patrol rifle again. He then 
grabbed onto my rifle with both hands in an attempt to wrest it away from me. I.then punched him one time in 
the jaw with my left hand causing him to let go and lay down flat on his back in a supine position. I then 
crossed the street and rejoined my partner. 

Once 1 was behind the Luxor sign with my partner we observed people running in every direction so we 
corralled them behind the Luxor sign with us and we were joined by other patrol officers. The same HMA from 
earlier joined us behind the. Luxor sign, and continued to act belligerently. Citizens assisted us and held him 
down behind the sign. We eventually collected approximately 50 people. 

While behind the Luxor sign 1 observed cars traveling southbound into the direct line of fire of the shooter in 
Mandalay Bay. I used my flashlight and other means to signal the drivers of the threat that was south of them 
and was able to order them put of their vehicles to the Luxor sign. Other officers assisted me in this to include 
Sgt Skinnadore. While we were gathering civilians we overheard radio traffic that a vehicle was northbound in 
the south bOund lanes. I immediately ordered them to get down on the ground and took a position facing the 
boulevard with them behind me and flanked by the cover of the Luxor sign. At this point we were npt sure if 
there wpre multiple shooters or not. 1 believed there to be more than one suspect as l believed We were taking 
fire from a belt fed weapon system. While we were taking cover we were urider continuous automatic fire, 

Sgt Skinnadore formed a strike team to include my partner, and two gang unit officers, We.changed our cal! 
sign to 792 and proceeded jumped over the guard rail adjacent to the Luxor sign, crawled through the bushes 
and took cover behind vehicles. Sgt SKihnadore and l directed a bounding over watch through the Luxor 
parking lot into a parking lot directly north of the Mandalay Say in a circuitous south eastern direction in order 
to move outside of the shooter's field of fire, While we were advancing upon the Mandalay Say we were 
approached by an off duty WMA officer wearing a dark blue t-shirt and blue jeans. We directed him to the 
Luxor sign to assist officers there with evacuating and providing protection for the 70-30 civilians taking cover 
north of the sign. 

We continued to advance and eventually linked up with another strike team composed of officers that were 
unknown to me and a Sergeant that was working the Route 91 event, who made entry to the Mandalay Bay. 
Strike team 792 continued to advance on the Mandalay bay and entered east of the other strike team through 
the House Of Blues at Mandalay Bay. We cleared the area and worked our way through the casino floor to the 
sports book where we made contact with three different subjects, vetted them and then had them exit the 
casino through the House of Blues, 
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We made our way to the Michael Jackson Experience Theatre where approximately 1,000 civilians were 
sheltering in place. Sgt Skinnadore elected tp take up a fixed fighting position in the theatre as we could 
defend it and hold In place to protect the Civilians there. Eventually we were joined by oilier strike teams* 

We held in place for an unknown amount of time With rifle carrying officers covering points of entry after 
clearing civilians away from fatal funnels created by the doorways. Sgt. Skihnadpre was able to .secure, the PA 
system and did an outstanding job of calming;people down,' reassuring them that we would protect them, 
organizing dispersal Of water, organizing restroom breaks, and directing his fire team in a manner that 
maximized the effectiveness of the weapon systems.each one of his individual officers were carrying. I was 
able to assist him by positioning one officer to a corner by a door giving him a tactical advantage over anyone 
entering the doorway, which would catch a potential active shooter in the middle of a tactical L We did this in 
response to multiple reports of active shooters in multiple properties on .the strip. We were operating under the 
belief that we were under a Mumbai style terror attack and could be set upon by active shooters at any 

, moment. 

Eventually, we made contact with Mandalay Bay security who stated that other security officers were 
evacuating guests and civilian^ still in the Mandalay Bay to the Michael Jackson experience. I was relieved of 
my position and I linked up with a security officer who stated that he had. been working at the casino for 
approximately 1 $ years* Along with him and Officer Magsaysay we managed to evacuate approximately 100 
people to the Michael Jackson experience, including numerous people.from the Irish pub Ri Ra. The 12 year 
security guard informed me that other people were sheltering in place to include valet personnel, i observed 
that they were in. an area that did not provide cover and evacuated them. The security.guard directed me to 
restrooms, and restaurants in the area providing me accurate details of . the area which allowed me. to clear it 
as a single unit. I had attempted to radio for assistance but was unable to get through. After directing people 
out of the Mandalay Bay shops area; we ushered them to the Michael Jackson Theatre. By the time we had 
finished evacuating people to the theatre the number of people inside of it had grown to approximately 5,000. 
We were joined by a few other strike teams and fire teams, making the Michael Jackson Experience a 
temporary staging area* 

Sgt Baughman and Sgt. Skjnnadore assumed tactical and command control of the Michael Jackson 
Experience and directed Officer Resources to include Homeland Agents, Parole and Probation Officers, 
LVMPD Officers and Fire fighters. Sgt Skinnadore organized ah. evacuation plan with the CP to transport the 
5,000 subjects from the Michael Jackson Experience to the Thomas and Mack Center, utilizing. RTC bus . 
transportation. Buses were to pick up citizens to the north exit of the Michael Jackson Experience, in between 
two large stone walls and transport them westbound across the 215, head south and then east towards the 
Thomas and. Mack center. 

I was placed in charge of counting people as they left to ensure citizens did not stampede out of the theatre; 
and to minimize their potential exposure* For example a bus has 70 seats, I was to count out 70 people and 
send them outside to Officers* Agents and Fire fighter personnel who would: direct them further, We began by 
evacuating the infirm, people with medical conditions, women and children first. Then we moved on to more 
able bpdied people. The evacuation halted by call sign 105, and we were ordered to discontinue. At this point 
we still had approximately 2,000 people still inside of the theatre. 

I managed to calm them down by relating some of the events that occurred that night. Of how we had. officers 
down, friends of mine were hurt, I didn't know if they were alive or dead, but l had to push through in order to 
save as, many lives as 1 could,* Hold them that every single officer in the room has had to do the same thing* l 
told them that I Knew they were scared, angry arid confused; I told them that Halt the same way, I assured 
them that we would protect them, that we would get them out of there and I begged them to push through it ail 
with us. Homeland Security agents began to continue the evacuation with a plan all Of their own, while myself 
and other officers kept the theatre secure arid calmed citizens. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: LLV171Q01003519 

My overtime partner and 1 were eventually relieved and sent back to our patrol pars- Upon arrival we observed 
that his plain car had been taken. We attempted to find out if it had been towedor moved by other officers, it 
was eventually recovered off of Reno $t, leading us to believe it had been taken by subjects attempting to flee 
the Route 91 concert. 

After this I went to the CP and ensured that my partner and I had been checked put, I then drove northbound 
from Reno oh the Blvd, checking to see if any officers needed relief to use the restroom^ before returning to 
Bolden Area Command, 



UVS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event 4: LLV171001003519 

ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL ACTIVE SHOOTER 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; HOMELAND OCCURRENCE: CONVENTION CENTER , 

DATE & TIME , }• LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: .10/1/17,2230 OCCURRENCE; , , ,, RPUtEQI FESTIVAL, 

On October l, 2017 at approximately 1020 hours 1 was made aware that there was an active shooter at the 
Route 91 Festival. 1 was on a RDO and self-dispatched along with the rest of the Homeland Saturation 
Security Tearn. I responded to Headquarters where I dressed out and responded in a marked patrol vehicle 
that contained all of my M ACT AC equipment At that time Sgt. S. MPhillips, Officer N. Alexander, Officer B, 
Bychinski, and 1 formed a strike time. 

As a strike team we responded the Paris Hotel due reports of an Active shooter on the casino floor. We 
entered and cleared the casino floor. Security stated that they had not seen or heard any gunshots of possible 
suspects. The Beiiagip Hotel then had reports of an active shooter. From the Paris. Hotel we walked to the 
Bellagio where we entered and confirmed with security that that they had not seen or heard any gunshots of 
possible suspects. 

Later we reported to the Command Post and were assigned to Force Protection call sign RTF3. We escorted 
the Fire Department personnel inside the Mandalay Bay. While inside the Mandalay Bay we conducted 
secondary searches of the beach and pool areas as well as the casino floor area. We also assisted in the 
evacuation of civilians that had sheltered in place inside of the showroom to a safe location on buses that 
transported them to a safe location at UNLV. 

Upon completion of that duty We were assigned to safeguard deceased citizens that were at the locations of 
the Hoofers Hotel and Tropicana and Lae Vegas Blvd until CSA’s and the coroner arrived. 

Once the final citizen on Tropicana and Las Vegas Bfvd was taken by the coroner we were relieved and 
secured. 

Date and Time of Report’. 10/12/17,1345 Officer: E. BATES 14BD6 

Approved Bv: ..^ _ ' Officer: ir.iii)iiiiinir 

tVMPD32(Rc>/.flffll).WOROa}1<J 

SIGNATURE:. 

Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Events LLV171001003519 

ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL ACTIVE SHOQTkR 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: HOMELAND 

DIVISION OF 
occurrence; CONVENTION CENTER 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: , 10/0V17 2209. , 

LOCATION OF. 
OCCURRENCE; ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL , 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On October 1,2017 at approximately 2220 hours I was made aware that there was an active shooter at the 
Route 91 Festival, 1 was on a RDO and self-dispatched along with the rest of the Homeland Saturation 
Security Team, t responded to Headquarters where I dressed out and responded in a marked patrol vehicle 
that contained all of my MACTAC equipment. At that time Sgt. S. MPhillips, Officer E, Bates, Officer B. 
Bychinski, and 1 formed a strike time. 

As a strike team we responded the Paris Hotel due reports of an Active shooter on the casino floor. We 
entered and cleared the casino floor. Security stated that they had not seen or heard any gunshots of possible 
suspects. The Bellagio Hotel then had reports of an active shooter. From.the Paris Hotel, we walked to the 
Bellagio where we entered and confirmed with security that that they had not seen or heard any gunshots of 
possible suspects. 

Later we reported to the Command Post and were assigned to Fordo Protection call sign RTF3. We escorted 
the Fire Department personnel inside the Mandalay Bay. While inside the Mandalay Bay we conducted 
secondary searches of the beach and pool areas as well as the casino-floor area. We also assisted in the 
evacuation of civilians that had sheltered in place inside of the showroom to a safe location on buses that 
transported them to a safe location at UNLV. 

Upon completion of that duty we were assigned to safeguard deceased citizens that were at the locations of 
the Hooters Hotel and Tropicaria and Las Vegas Bivd until CS As and the coroner arrived. 

Once the final citizen on Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd was taken by the coroner we were relieved arid 
secured. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/13/171500 Officer: N^ ALEXANDER, , P#: 14823 

Approved By: S, MPHILLIPS, Officer: P#: 

StpNATMR$; 

l^Pp^Fte^Ot] 'WQRDSpIO 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 1710Q10Q3519 

Active Shooter at Mandalay Bay 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
HSST-SWAT 

DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: Convention Center, 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED; i i ,10/1/17 2208 hours, 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE , , Mandalay. Bay 

MBRABVE; 

On 10/1/17, the following Homeland Security Saturation Team (HSST) Officers responded to the active shooter 
event that occurred at the Mandalay Bay; Officers A* Nuas P#14755, R, Steiber P#9491,0, Latham P#146211 
R. Lara P#8269,1. Duron P#14809, Mark Kennoy P#14825. 

The above Officers including the rest of HSST were on a RDO's when this event occurred* many of which had 
family and friends attending the Route 91 concert, When initial reports of gun fire Occurred many of those 
friends and family present contacted those Officers in panic, HSST was given permission by the Sergeants to 
activate and report to Headquarters as soon as possible. Upon arriving at headquarters there had been 
additional reports of gunfire at several locations, which we later found to be false, Officers rapidly deployed to 
the several locations to stop any .additional incidents. Once we found, those locations safe we. reported to the 
staging area where the above Officers, received, further assignments. /' 

Officers were briefed by SWAT at the Mandalay Bay valet and designated as a Rescue Protection Team 
(Rescue 5) tasked with clearing several hotel room floors while searching for any persons injured and ; ‘ ■ 
additionally anything else suspicious or could, have been .related to the previous active shooter. Rescue 5 was 
assigned with fire rescue medics. Rescue 5 was assigned hotel levels 4,10,35,36 and 40. Officers knocked 
on each and every hotel room checking on guests. Once Rescue 5 concluded their assignments the team was 
broken down and the above Officers returned to the staging area for further assignments, All of the above 
Officers are rifle certified and. deployed their rifles during, this event. . 

The remaining HSST Officers were assigned to cordon off an area of Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd. There 
was a casualty laying on the street. The area was to be cordoned off until the Coroner could arrive and process 
the body. While the coroner arrived and processed the body, HSST held up white blankets blocking all views 
from the media and public on pedestrian bridges. 

^Electronically signed by Kennoy and Duron 

Date and Tima of Report; 10/12/2017 Officer; , M, KENNOY 14825 

Approved By: . Officer; : iDURON 14809 

IVMFO sst ■ WORD2010 

Signature:_ 

Paget 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: Lt.Vt7l00l0035l9 

Route 91 Active Shooter incident 
. SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; PatfQl _■ OCCURRENCE; . , FAQ 

DATE «, TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/17# 2200hrs 

LOCATION OF ■ ■ 
OCCURRENCE: ■ , Mandalay Bay Festival Grounds 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17, Officers were working a special event located at the Mandalay Bay Festival Event grounds for the 
Route 91 Country concert. During that time, at approximately aaoOhrs* Officers encountered an Active Shooter 
situation that resulted in mass casualties. The incident was chadtiC, and progressing from minute to minute. 
This caused a great strain for more and more resources to become necessary. As I was at home, 1 coiild hear 
the opes for help and the shots being fired in the background as my fellow Officers took, coyer, were shot and 
for plead for help to be rescued and evacuated. 

While I was off-duty initially, my squad and myself coutd not sit back and not help. At approximately OOOOhrs 
on 10/02/1.7* as the incident, continued to. unfold, I gathered up my troops, logged on at EAC and hit the streets 
to start helping handle calls for service. During that time, we received several calls from shooting victims who 
had been brought to unknown residences by strangers who assisted in leading those; victims Out of the hot 
zone and into safety for further triage.. My officers responded to numerous calls for service and did everything 
possible to see to it that these shooting victims could get to a hospital for treatment. The officers listed below 
were nothing short of HERDS and when asked to help their fellow brothers and sisters in need, they never 
hesitated once and made every effort necessary to assist get them to safety and help those injured, and 
scared, reunite with loved ones or received medical care. There were many acts of heroism and many people 
who took a role in saving lives and these Officers are examples:of just that. 

Officer Boyd Brown P#13080 
Officer. William "Bill” Catncala P#12939 
Sergeant Cory Church P#9689 
Officer Matthew EschKer P#1 295& 
Officer Jack Farran F#9G29 
Officer Frank Harrison P#14827 
Officer Raymon Kent P#6179 
Officer Stephen Schumaker P#9076 
Officer Terrence Vaughan P#84f 7 

Date and Tima of Report; 1Q/Q6/17 # 0553hrs Officer: Sflt'C. Church : P# 9689 

Approved By: __, ...OM#r-...:.:_^W:__ 

SIGNATURE: _ 

iVMFo aa * wono 201a 
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CARLSBAD POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OFFICER'S SUPPLEMENTAL 

NARRATIVE 
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Route 91 
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Sunday 
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2 On 10/1/2017 at approximately 2205 hours I was seated on the deck of the LOSERS bar with my wife 
3 and four friends. I heard a noise that l did not immediately recognize. The sound was gunfire with a 
4 distinctive cadence that 1 could not place. The cadence was consistent however it was much slower 
5 than an automatic AR-15 orAK-47 platform. The cadence sounded similar to a Browning 50 Cal. M2 
6 machine Audibly the sound was coming from an elevated position towards Mandalay Bay. The 
7 attached photograph Is my actual vantage point. 

' ‘V' 

b ' " ■ ■ 

3 I ordered my friends an d th e other pat rods off of the roof/deck, i attempted to prevent the crowd 
10 frQ? runnine ^e the firing line but they Were panic stricken, I placed my wife ande^l 
11 MMMehinda steel lieam of the LOSERS bar. I took retired with me and I 
12 went to the N/W corner of where the porta pottys were located. I slid a porta potty out of the way and 
13 used my pocket knife to cut several pieces of wire used to secure the corners ofthe fencing together. 1 
14 forced the fencing open and then there was another fence with a post next to a rolling gate. The post 
15 was approximately 12 inches from the fence. 1 was able to squeeze between the post and the fence. I 
13 sent Don back to retrieve our wives. When we were all through the gap we continued to move E/B to 
17 a location behind the stadium seating where I located another person in my group, Sgt Travis Lambert 
18 and his wife mmm Travis said everyone in our group had made It out however no one had heard from 
19 Sgt. Darbie Ernst. I sent Don, his wife, my wife, Travis's wife and another 80 y/o woman the 
20 Tropicana, Travis and I went back into the venue to locate Sgt, 0. Ernst I stepped On a powercable 
21 and rolled my ankle; When 1 got up I did not See Travis. | entered the, venue, and moved towards the 
22 N/E corner of the VIP sitting area. There were two males doing CPR on another male who had been 
23 shot In the head and the upper right chest, i told the men to stop compressions and the injured male 
24 had a pulse. We helped put the victim in a wheel barrow and the men pushed victim towards the exit 
25 1 noticed the shooting had stopped. I saw several young men (20-30 y/o) wanderingon the field and 
26 saying something to the extent of "l need to help". I showed them my badge and told them to come 
27 with me. There was a four person squad in tactical gear with patrol rifles posted in the 5/E corner of 
28 the event, closest to Mandalay Bay, I identified myself as an off duty sergeant and asked what we 
29 could, One of the officers pointed to a group of people under the VIP bleachers and asked us to get 
30 the group out of there. We used our belts to apply tourniquets to several persons with leg injuries. 

BEPO/tTINffi pPRCfift ' 

G. WHITE 5297 
WWOTf 

INV 
catop . 

10/09/2017 
ARjlS 9 CONTINUED D 



CARLSBAD POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OFFICER'S SUPPLEMENTAL 

NARRATIVE 
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1 Several of the young men assisted the wounded towards the AM/PM. 1 told the officer the group mad 
2 been removed and he said there were more under the main stage. We went over to the stage and 
3 located approximately 30 people hiding under the stage. We used shirts and belts to apply pressure to 
4 wounds and stop the bleeding on extremities. The group was assisted off by the last two volunteers i 
5 hadwithme. I began checking for pulses on the people left on field, no one had a pulse. A woman in a 
6 yellow traffic vest approached me and asked if 1 could help her cover the bodies on the field so people 
7 would riot come back to see ff they were alive. We used the advertisement signs that was attached to 
8 the fencing to cover the bodies. 
9 ! called Sgt, Lambert on the phone and he was on the west side of the ViP seats with $gt. Mike Ernst 

10 {husband of Sgt. D, Ernst), they were doing CPR on a headshot victim. Sometime after we had 
11 returned to the field ftBtcalied her husband. Sgt, D. Ernst tost her phone during her escape. She 
12 called her husband on a borrowed phone to advise she was out and safe. Sgt. M. Ernst decided to stay 
13 and help the wounded. 

■15' Opinions^ , 
16 tt is my opinion that there was only one weapon being fired at a time. The pitch of the rifle rapport 
17 changed slightly as the barrel was pointed to you, or away, I never heard any gunshots other that the 
18 shots fired from Mandalay Bay. 

20 , QuaHfications/Exoertfoe: 1 

21 lama Police Sergeant with the Carlsbad Police Department and have been employed by the City 

22 of Carlsbad since September 1993. I promoted to the rank of Sergeant in May 2006. 1 was 

23 previously employed as an Oceanside Harbor Police Officer from October 1993 until l transferred 

24 to the Carlsbad Police Department, ! am currently a member of the Departments Weapons 

25 Training unit and the Departments Taser Coordinator. I was previously assigned as a SWAT Team 

26 member and Police Sniper, After my promotion to Sergeant l left the team for approximately one 
27 year before returning as the Sniper Team Leader. 

28 I have attended the following related training classes: 

29 f San Diegp Regional Police Academy 888 Hrs 
30 * Rapid Deployments and Tactics 8 Hrs 
31 * Active Shooter (x4) 24 Hrs 
32 * Police Sniper School 40 Hrs 
33 * S WAT Academy 80 Hr$ 
34 Survival Shooting 8 Hrs 
35 • Cenine/$WAT 30 Hrs 
36 Advanced Sniper School (FBI) 40 Hrs 
37 , * ASA Sniper Competition 40 Hrs 

rarwwscpFWt ip number omm onte miyiewiefrewMe 

G. WHITE 5297 INV 10/09/2017 _ ' - 
ARJIS9 ' .<£*mNu£i>Q 
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Sunday 

A$4 Sniper Competition 

California Tactical Officers 

Simmunitions Instructor 

Firearms Instructor 

Officer involved Shootings 

Taser Instructor 

Firearm Armorer 

Flying Armed 

Tacticdl Rifle 

Force Encounters 

Sig Sauer Armorer 

Counter Terrorism 

40Hr$ 
40 Hrs 

32 Hrs 

40flrS 
16 Hrs 

32 Mrs 

40 Hrs 

4 Hrs 

16 Hrs 

24 Hrs 

40 Hrs 

16 Hrs 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
' 171001-3519 

_ Mandalay Bay Active Shooter__ , . 
' 1 ' : ” ! SUBJECT “ i : 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE: 

Qn October 1,2017, at approximately 2210 hrs. 1 was notified by my wife, through a phone call she received, 
that there was an active shooter with casualties on the Strip, i immediately grabbed my radio and the 
aforementioned information was confirmed? f quickly notified Deputy Chief Charles Hank of tfie situation and 
proceeded to dress out and go enrpute, code, three to the incident I gave radio traffic and direction while 
enroute. ( coordinated with Captain Robert Plummer about command focdtipns, He would takb the hospitals 
and respond to. UMC, Captain Jim Seebock would stand, up the DOC at HQ and Captain Andrew Walsh Would 
respond to DTAC. i responded to the area and set up the command post at SCAC. I established roles and 
areas of responsibilities, locations of concern, as well as delegating out assignments.. 

The incident priority was first, life safety, and second, incident stabilisation. My Deputy Incident Commander 
was Lt. Kristine Buist. My Intel Officer was Sgt Branden Clarkson. Lt. Reggie Rader was assigned as the 
Operations Chief, The Investigative lead was Lt. Dennis O'Brien and the Intel/Investigative Liaison was Lt, 
Harry Page!. For all other broken out assignments please refer to Sgt. Clarkson: 

Operational goals and Objectives wpre set throughout the night as well as unified briefing times, Within the 
Unified Command Post there were representatives from Henderson, NHP, North Las Vegas, School Police, 
FBI, Gaming, ATF, and GCFD, For further in depth roles and delegated tasks, please contact me as 
necessary: 

LVMFD 02 ^ Rev-0/01]. WORD 20i0 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Events 171001 "3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

Mandalay Bay Actiys Shooter 
~ , SUBJECT ^ 

Vice / Child Exploitation Task Force 
, division of 
OCCURRENCE; 1 .Convention Center Area Command 

DATE & TIME . ■ location OF 39$0 S. Las Vegas 81VD Las Vegas, NV;. 
occurred: , _10/01/17 occurrence: ' " . 89119;,(MandalayBay) 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1 *!, 2017, at approximately 2220 hours, l was off duty at my residence and learned of an active 
shooter at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and there were numerous casualties to Include an LVMPD Police Officer. I 
Immediately donned tactical equipnriOnt and seif~dfspatched to the scene in mi/ department issued take home 
vehicle, Approximately 20 minutes later, l arrived on scene and observed nurnerous casualties being tended 
to. A patrol officer warned me there is an active shooter who has taken the high ground at Mandalay Bay. 

Shortly after, i heard radio traffic that there was another active shooter in the New York New York Hotel at 
address 3790 S, Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109. I immediately began responding to that 
location when I observed approximately.8-10 patrol officers, on foot making their.; way to the. New York New 
York Hotel, I pulled up next to them and told them I can take three in my vehicle for a faster response. Officer 
Salvatore Mascoli P# 5115, Sergeant Brett Whitmarsh P# 564$, and another unknown patrol officer got into my 
vehicle. As we were responding, we. received an update that there, were possible casualties down inside the 
front entrance Of the hotel. I then heard Vice Sergeant Jennifer Benjamins P# 6964 on the radio, with her. team 
which was Strike Team #47 searching for a shooter in the New York New York Hotel. We arrived at the hotel 
and other additional patrol officers joined us. We made entry into the hotel and. only observed a few citizens 
walking around. We escorted them to safety and began searching the casino floor for a possible active 
shooter. We then met up with Sergeant Benjamins, and other Vice Detectives, During this time we began ; 
receiving additional reports of active shooters at various Strip locations. I integrated with Sergeant Benjamins 
team and continued searching various portions of the . hotel until we deemed it was safe. 

Later, we received orders to.respond tb the Paris Hotel at address 3655 S. Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89109 to maintain an officer presence. We arrived at the Pahs Hotel consulted With security who 
deemed there have been no threats to their knowledge at their hotel. Later, we received orders to respond to 
the Command Post at SCAC substation, Upon our arrival at the CF, we were ordered to maintain an officer 
presence in front of the Bally's Hotel at address 3645 S. Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas, Nevada 89109, 
We responded to the Bally's Hotel until we were properly relieved at approximately 0800 hours. We responded 
back to the CP at SCAC substation and were reieasedfrom duty at approximately 0830 hours. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/05/17 @ 2100 hours Officer; Detective Richard. Chavez Ffl: 6449 

Approved By; _Sergeant C, FegkF# 5112 Officer; , ,' ' ■ . ■ ' F#: 

Stature: _ 

LVMPD 82 (R«jur8W) * WORD 20*0 Page i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPOBT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route $1 Active shooter , 
subject 

DIVISION DIVISION OF ' , 
REPOSTING: Ffrtrol , OCCURRENCE: _ CCAC | ■ 

DATE* TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10-1-17 2208__ OCCURRENCE: ; 3050 S. LV BIVO LVN891Q9 

NARRATiy§: ' 

On.loyoi/i7 at approdmateiy 2200hrs, I Officer.ft Theobald P#6468 and Officer R. P#13633 were operating as marked patrol unit. ''1 

. Working COAG swing ,$hift' Radio trafflp^mp outran active shelter ei Bdutp Qt fesilyai ideated acrosithe it'^t frorp Mandalay Byw We then 

■wentenrdyie.tothe tncideht> ; ,1■,!■':'■ 7'": ■:■.■? ■ ■,■ V17 ' :■, ' .'1 ■ 

, . We then.wtived.in: Wte ar^d #theRPutd$T festiye! v4ien;ypdates were. coming outthat the shooter w&s pdsejbiv in Mahdalsy Bay, we then, 

hoadedto; MaridaleySay, ^ponAirival-io.Mw^t^-^V,^ ntade/entry ^the.weetvabt, evantoaiiy-.meeting upWith.andldinind a ettfke team that was 

cleahrto the-We^t ®ld!p;c^lne^nydntf do cenri^r.arpp^h% dleadnp the'eayirto,. updates Weracpnlinp oyer thedlr thytihete; wereppssibiy mere1 

shooters doing into otherpaeinos, -We'then.:spiit;the'stfike.taatri up toserxf half' tg.thp other .caslrioa'andhalj- to-stoy-wdolear/'^ndalaY:Saw -We then. 

.rantdtheSUVahdlbaded ud the newsdilgBedo^ ^ddre^Thadtherpossihto shootor;:;-1.;1::' j: 

'lPred.;i'Aithts;timeilihere Was 1'! 

address thlspossidld shpbtetUjwnarHyalto.ihe 0el 1^(9 . msKiJe* WitFReilafllqsecurityWhp jslso; advfaM thaylheaid.nd.shdtsl'fired'1en their 

pr<MKrtv,.AtthlstliT9e webeaahto featlzethenew'c^isdfyhgbto^ getpalice spreadputor It wasclt^enscalffnp'in plain. 

' clothed Officers,, We.then loaded yp lli'e striketeam to' dp to'.Thepldan'ayl^d yep&S' Blvd fpr ypdatoB, . . ■. 

;."7 ' .UDon-Wriye(:tO;Jropican'^^^ assist^^^ , ■' 

resppdtfedtoTrpplcafto HpteJ/Casiopfirsf, cleaHhotherdoms/iocalions of ppsstob -inigret^de^ ip NeWYofk New, York,, 

;H<Mel/CaslhotodO:'the.same:.1 Aft^tdati-'We^en Wie^to'the-!^^ Hotel-ffooto^" :;V: ; 

, ■ ■'. Uodh arrival to- iytdndalpyBay^ wgpecdrgp.pdrt of another stHkdieam yn'd'fe waved lin^n^pps from .SWATtd plgaysibepffic floor® 1 room -.by-'V 

k».oR Tor ,Fahy Trif an^hldd^PacitiiQds'id1 reportf'-Aftdrdieahno 'the'assfpned'fi^rs^We ^ed'to^aTha'.li^'rw^kio our.patrpl. '■ 

icartd.headintolhe'Statforj^:\:'■ ■'.:,'7.;■ '■ >717■ ,■ ■ ■'■■ -7 ■ V';■ ■.'■■■ ' r;-,;■, /' ■■■ ;■■111 y■' i,-: ■',:"■: ■ : :'■ 

Date and Time of Report: __107-2017 1824 Officer:_flThspfrald ■".'' Pi: 6466 

Approved By: . .' Officer: : : ' ' .■. ; 1 • Ftf: 

Sibnatutte: ' , , ■ ' 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#; 1*71001*3519 

ROUTE 91 ACTIVE SHOOTER 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; ISD 

DIVISIONOF 
OCCURRENCE: , ISO ■ 

DATE $ TIMS 
OCCURRED; 10-01 “17 / 2202 ,, 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , 3950 8, us Vegas Blvd, LV; NV 89119 

NARRATIVE: 

Synopsis 

Active Shooter from the Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino during the Route 91 Harvest feet with mass casualties 
and MACTAC response. 

DETAILS 

I, Sgt $: Perry F# 6510, was home on my RDO‘s on Sunday night 10-01 -17 at approximately 2230 hrs, when I 
received a text in reference to an Active Shooter at the Route 91 Harvest fest. I contacted my Lieutenant, John. 
Leon; and notified my squad for mobilization for those who were available, i was requested to respond to the 
CP,, notified those who were available from my squad to respond to the CP, and arrived at SCAC CP* Myself 
along with Sgt Andrew Burnett put together an 11 man Strike Team.#35, consisting of members of Gang Unit 
Squad G30, CiU, and North Las Vegas Police Department members. We were assigned to provide security 
around a potential VBID at Reno/ Las Vegas Blvd west of. The vehicle was deemed safe and we staged there 
in place to await further deployment. We were later deployed to provide site security at the Treasure island 
Hotel / Casino until we were relieved, by day shift units* 

Dale and Time erf Report: 10“06“t 7/1530 , Officer; Perry, Steven P#: 6510 

Approved By: J, Leon Officer; P#: 

Signature: 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

Mandalay Bay .Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; Patrol 

DIVISION OP 
.OCCURRENCE: . Patrol 

PATE S TIME 
OCCURRED: 10-01-17/2208 . 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: Route. 91 Festival/MandalayBay 

NARRATIVE: 

Immediately after logging on as an area command lieutenant for SVAC l received word of the shooting end 
self-dispatched to SCAC, where the incident Command Post was in the process of being established. I 
directed my in the box squad to do the same, while reminding the "at home squad’’ of their responsibilities. 
Shortly after arriving .1 established a smalt security team to provide security at the commahd post. Minutes, later 
i was asked by Deputy Chief Hank to join him in securing the Mandalay Bay, ■ i 

Deputy Chief Hank and i met Captain Greenway at the Mandalay pay, where we established a secondary 
command post at the valet, providing direction to officers and Mandalay. Bay staff in securing the outside 
perimeter of the property and the buildings. From this position we were able to direct numerous strike teams to 
the lower level for deployment to clear the nearly 64 floors of rooms, establishing a secure interior. These 
teams eventually were deployed through the direction of LtJ Leon on the bottom floor; and the clearing took a 
few hours. Teams continued to arrive, from the SCAC command post for the next several hours and included 
personnel from a vast variety of agencies; it quickly became our agency’s responsibility to maintain the 
integrity and security of this property, due the fact that much of theinterior was left unsecure by fleeing and 
displaced employees. 

Also from this post 1 established,a place for key personnel from Mandalay Bay and .MGM properties to meet 
and receive police protection, while they conducted necessary business. These included things such as 
securing of casino cash cages, shutting off casino music and turning the lights on at the Route 91 for 
investigators, as well as monitoring their property and employees who were displaced during the tragic event 
During this tirn^swral patrons periodically came down from their respective rooms, not fully aware of the 
securing of the casino, and they had to be carefully addressed and displaced to a few locations for everyone’s 
security. By now MGM personnel on scene included the President of Mandalay Bay, Manager for MGM 
Properties, Human Resources Director, Security Director and BusinessManager, This became very , important 
as the night proceeded, as key personnel provided us with information on the suspect, including the location of 
his vehicle, which we quickly cordoned off and subsequehtiy was inspected by ARMOR, 

After the interior of the casino and all rooms were cleared, we were able to address the needs of the few 
thousand displaced patrons and employees, who were held up in the various locations, including the Mfdhaei 
Jackson Theatre, employee dining hall and the events center, as welt a$ several small rooms located in and 

Date and Time of Report; .: ,10-08-17/2315 Officer: , Jeff Stuart P#: 6519 

Approved Bv: Officer: P#: 

Signatures 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

around the property. One of our goats was to provide Mandalay Bay management with the opportunity to 
reunite guests vyith loved ones and open theMandalay Bay Casino back up for business. Through the full 
cooperation of Mandalay Bay and MGM Properties, this was done in an orderly manner in the morning. 
Although it must have seemed like forever to many who were held up in the various rooms, I feel things Went 
swiftly and with little redundancy, much of which can be attributed to the quick decision by. Chief Hank, to 
establish this secondary command, rather than try to accomplish everything from afar (SCAC Command). 

As we systematically secured and cleared the property, people like the hero first responding security guard 
were located within the thousands of patrons and several citizens were eventually reunited with loved ones, 
Medical care Was swiftly provided to personnel including the security guard who had beeh spot as well as 
others in need, "Blue on blue" accidents were completely avoided and important items of evidentiary value, 
such as spent shell casings and broken glass were quickly identified and secured" 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPAfTTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Active Shooter incident_. , 1 ; ' 
, .,.^./ SUBJECT ^ 1 ^ r ] ~ ,, , 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
reporting; Patrol/ 508/ laugfrlfn occurrence: , , ■ Events Planning , . 

DATE a TIME , LOCATION OF, Route 91 FestM MGM Village lot 3901 S. 
OCCURRED: 10(01/2017 2ft3$,hrs_• OCCURRENCE: , Lag Vegas Bivcj, CCAC/ M4 , , 

MTOittEi; . ' 

On 10/01/2017,1 Off- Anthony Bianco F# 5523 wasassigned as a special events unit at the Route 91 Festival 
tinder call sign 156SE along with Off, Michael Maloney F# 5541 * We were assigned to the interior of the event 
on the East side of the stage. 

During the event while standing with the crowd by the east side food vendors, I heard multiple loud pops In a 
rapid succession- i did not observe any reaction from the crowd or from the artist on stage who continued 
singing, A few seconds later I again heard the same popping sound in the same rapid succession, but this 
vojiey continued on longer than the first At: this time I immediately recognized the sound as gunfire and knew it 
was an active shooter situation,,/' 

I then, observed the crowd in the center area north of the stage began to disperse. Observing this, I thought the 
shooter was in the center of the crowd firing. Myself, Off. Maloney and two other unknown officers began to 
move to the center of the crowd in an attempt to locate a suspect. During this time f also activated my Body 
Worn Camera. 

Once we were close to the center of the venue, we were immediately met With gunfire. Multiple shots were 
fired and I could hear the rounds passing by my head and ricocheting off the ground around me. land the 
other officers all fled in different directions to find cover., I ran east back towards the food vendors and found 
cover behind a food service cart at a vendor booth. 

While I was behind cover, t could hear multiple shot being fired by the suspect and rounds striking around my 
location- As the firing stopped, I would stand up arid yell for citizens to come to my Ideation for coyer. I believe l 
had approx. 8-10 citizens behind cover with me in the vendor booth. As shots were continuing to be fired, I was 
advising the citizens with me to stay down behind cover. 

As the shots continued to strike around my location* I instructed a male citizen to start unplugging power cords 
by him in an attempt to turn off the lights above uS to provide better cover/ concealment. He was unsuccessful 
at doing so. I believed if we stayed at our current location any longer that either myself or one of the citizens 
would eventually be shot, I then advised the same male to pull up the tarp at the back vendor booth and advise 

Dattfand Time of Report: . 10/06/20172050 hrs Office Anthony Bianco W . 6523 

Approved By: : , 1 1 Officer: .| - : 1 p#: 

StONAtOBE: ___ '1 
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LAS VEGAS MFmOPOUTAN POLICE DEPAKTMEMT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001-3519 

me what was behind us, i,e. Additional cover/ concealment, t then made the decision to havd the citizens with 
me, crawl under the rear tarp to get behind the vendor booths. All citizens were able to get out of the booth and 
1 then pointed them to the exit of the venue, advising them to utilize cover. 

While behind the east vendor booths, shots were continually ringing out, and ! could still hear rounds 
ricocheting around my location. 1 observed citizens exiting off a roof area and verbally guided them to my 
location for safety, 1 then observed a female standing in an open area not utilizing cover as shots rang but 1 
ran to her location and physically grabbed her and we both utilized cover behind a stainless steal drinking 
fountain. I advised her when the shooting stops, we need to run to better coyer, in which We did, 

I was then advised by a citizen that a fernaie was shot and she was laying behind the vendor area, I 
immediately entered the rear of the House of Blues fear but could not find her. I then went to the vendor to the 
south and found a female with a gunshot wound to her stomach, there were also two mates standing above 
her trying to comfort her* 1 told the two males and the female we needed to get her out of the location, I 
instructed the male to each grab her shoulder/ arm and I picked up her legs* As we exited the vendor area, 
shots were still being fired* I told the males as we move we needed to utilize cover. We were able to carry the 
female out of the east side exit of the venue, across Giles to the church parking where there were two 
ambulances. As we placed the female onto the ground, I was summoned by other citizens about a different 
female that was shot. ' 

1 made contact With another group who stated the female they were attending to was shot on the Inside of her 
leg and she was bleeding out. I saw a male had a belt wrapped around her thigh slightly above the bullet 
wound. I then ran to our patrol vehicle which; was parked nearby and grabbed by tourniquet and immediately 
applied it on her. upper thigh. I then looked around for any assistance from medical personnel and realized the 
few of them that were there were inundated with patients. Due to the apparent severity of this victim’s injury, 
lack of medical staff and her losing consciousness, myself and Off. Maloney made the decision to self¬ 
transport this female victim in our patrol car. She was loaded in the back seat and transported to Sunrise 
Hospital where we were met by hospital staff outside the emergency room, I advised a nurse of the victim-s 
injuries and that I had applied a tourniquet and approx, how long it has been on. 

Myself and Off, Maloney then departed Sunrise and were heading back to the strip. As we approached the 
intersection of Tropicanaand Koval, units broadcast over the radio a possible suspect Was inside ah RV on the 
east side of Motel 6 at 195 E. Tropicana. We arrived at the location and took a position north of the possible 
suspect vehicle. A short time later the vehicle was cleared. 

While at the Motel 6, victims from the shooting continued to approach us for medical assistance. We were able 
to flag down and guide medical staff to different areas cf the Motel 6 for assistance. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT: HOMICIDE 
Event#: 171001-3519 

"Otitic fvfinft is tftilt #1® ‘OiiiJf 6f ir: tht F*$er 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 

SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 
HSD 

Date & Time Occurred; 
■ . 10*01-17/2205 Hr$ 

Division of Occurrence: 
Tourist Safety Division 

location of Occurrence: , 
3950 S, Las Vegas BLVDIV. NV 

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing ail personnel assigned.to the teams to 

report to SCAC- Command Post (CP), My assignment that night was the Assistant team Leader position, of the 

Crisis Negotiation Team, Upon arrivaj at the SCAC, ( began to coordinate all my assignedpersonnel to one 

central location so we could begin to work towards gathering intelligence regarding thesuspect,any additional 

suspects, and/or motives. This was ,my mission for the duration of the incident , 

On October 2, ,2017, at approximately.0600 hours, the momentum of the incident had slowed as the agency 

moved toward the investigation phase. Due to the A/b roster being initiated, 1 released many of my personnel so 

they cQuid report to their regular assigned duties as most of them had a report time of 06D0 hours. 

Officer #1: ; P#: 
E Ravelo 6538 

Approved By: (Signature) Officer Signature: 

LVWtpp^ (fov. 10/iiJ Wo^aOlO 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Evarit#; 171001^3519 

Mandalay Bay Shooter 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; Tourist Safety 

, SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE;,, : Tourist Safety 

date a TIME 
OCCURRED; , 10/1/17 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE! Route, 91 Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/Q1/2017atapprcximateiy 2230 hours, I, Detective Sergeant T. Baker F#6623, Detective L. Del Rosario 
F#1 3990, and Detective T: Byrd P#13958 responded to reports of an active shooter at Mandalay Bay. We 
arrived at the Command post which had been established at the South Central Area Command, We formed a 
Strike Team and were given pur assignment by lieutenant Carlos Hank, We wera assigned as Strike Team 24 
(ST24) along with North las Vegas Police Officer joe Minelii, and LVMPD Officer W, Moreno P#3769, Officer 
Michael Murray P#9002 as well as other officers. 

We (S.T24) were assigned to secure the pedestrian bridges at the intersection of Tropicanaand Las Vegas 
Blvd. due to possible additional shooters being, reported in. casino properties north of the Route 91 Festival, 
We arrived and secured the bridges until relieved by the CP at approximately 0200 hours. 

After returning to the SCAC CP, we were assigned, to secure the Route 91 fairgrounds. We secured the 
festival entrances at gates 1,2, and 3 along Las Vegas Blvd, We relieved the scene to day shift personnel at 
approximately 0730 hours. We were secured by the Command Post at 0800 hours. 

Date and Time of Report; 1Q/7/17 Q545 hrs Officer; Sfrrffeant Tabitha Baker , H\ ,' 9523 ■ 

Approved By; _Lieutenant Kristine Bulst Officer; P#: _ 

suitors: .. M||I||| 
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LAS VE0A3 METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 

Bouts 91 Festival Mass Shooting 
, subject 

Event#; 171001*3519 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DIVISION, OF 
OCCURRENCE: Patrol 

DATE SUMS 
OCCURRED; 10-01*2017 @ 2#00hrs 

LOCATION OF Mandalay Bay Hotel, and Caslno/Route91 
occurrence; , , Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On 1Q<TM7 at approximately 2#09 hours, 1, OfficerR Chamberlin P#6626, was at my personal residence 
during my regular day off (ROD), I began to receive a group text message from my teammates, Dean 
Hennesy #6736, Bert Hughes P#6750 and Branden Clarkson #8890* the messages Stated that there was an 
active assailant at the Mandalay Bay and that we.shoutd turn on our portable mdibs to listed to the radio traffic, 
j immediately retrieved my portable radio and turned to QCAC radio channel. I could hear officers reporting 
that there were multiple subjects down and that they heeded assistance. The group texts from my teammates 
sgcUhatthev were ready to respond and assist where needed. We ail decided to meet at our office a4HR 

which was only a few blocks away from the incident location. We wanted to get in uniform and. 
retrieve our ballistic gear and weapons to be able to respond as a team and be more effective for any ; 
assistance that, was needed. 

. We began to travel to the area and made the decision to go to Troplcana/Las Vegas Blvd because 
there were what sounded like plenty of units at the scene and Mandalay Bay. We knew at this point and time 
of the incident that we could be more effective by linking up with FD and start a RTF(Rescue Task Force). We 
arrived at Tropicana/LV Blvd and saw that FO and Metro units had the intersection blocked.off and had triage 
stations set up. We started to hear reports on the radio that there were shooters in the Tropicana Hotel, so we 
entered as a team along with a Sergeant from Capital Police and a LVMPD Sergeant. The reports of the 
shooters were confirmed.to.be false after checking with security and video surveillance. More reports of other 
shooters were coming in at the New York New York, Paris, MGM and Aria Hotels to which we did not respond 
but stayed at Tropicana/LV Blvd. Radio traffic confirmed that the shooter was neutralized and a warm zone : 
Was established in the Mandalay Bay with the exception of the 32nd floor. FD was getting reports of injured 
citizens in the lower levels of Mandalay Bay, so we helped establish RTF1 with 4 FD personnel and 5IVMPD 
officers to include Sergeant Dennis. We traveled from Tropicana/LV Blvd to the Mandalay Bay vaiet in a 
rescue unit. We exited the rescue unit and entered the main lobby of the Mandalay Bay Hotel* with Det 
Michael Srriitb from the ARMOR Unit We observed other officers, but no citizens. Sgt. Dennis was told to 
hold the team in the lobby until further notice, After several minutes we linked up with another team and two of 
those officers remained with us. 

We were told to regroup in the lower valet of Mandalay Bay and wait for another assignment, but then 
after several minutes we were told to return to the staging area at SCAC. After arriving atSCAC for several 
minutes we received and assignment as Strike Team 49 to deploy to the concert scene and report to Sgt; Van 

Date and Time of Report: 10-01-2017/2220hrs Officer; R; Chamberlin 

Approved By: 

Signature; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Nest whom he gave us an assignment to secure the perimeter of the cphcert venue. We went to the east side 
of the venue on Giles and All Baba, We relieved officers that were positioned inside the venue near the 
Medical Tent where there were four deceased bodies. We held that position until relieved by day shift officers 
at 0700. We returned to the Staging Area to check out and traveled to our office atflHH^Band geared 
down. 



LAS VEGASMETftQPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S' REPORT 
' Events 171001*3519 

Manrialy Bay ActivS Shooter ', , . 
' subject; 

DIVISION OF 
Airport . _■ OCCURRENCE;, . Convention Center 

LOCATION OF 
_10-01-2017 2200 occurrence; , : ■ Mandalay Bay 

NARRATIVE; , ■ 

On the above date and time 1 officer Eric Gallegos; P#6628 with officer Joshua Rowberry P#13894 Wore 
assigned tp work special events at Town Square, the Blue Martini Club as-21 SR We were scheduled to start 
the overtime at 2300 hours. As I arrived eariy arid was sitting in my car waiting, I heard the radio traffic of an 
active shooter at Route 91, Rowberry called my cell phone and had asked'me do l hear this radio traffic and I 
stated yes. Rowberry which was driving patrol car 10265 was only minutes away from my location. At 
approximately 2230 hours Rowberry picked me up and we immediately decided to head to the command post. 
We jumped on 1-15 north headed to South Central Area Command when we immediately hit gridlock traffic. 
The entire freeway was a parking lot As we tried the emergency , lane that was also backed up. As we were 
stuck an older pickup truck right in front of us looked to have people sitting in the back.covered in blood. As 1 
got out to give aid there were 3 passengers in the back. Two unknown females and one. male. The first 
femaie.was sitting upright and had blood on her arms and legs. 1 had asked her are you hurt? Have, you been 
shot? She. was. in e state of shock and stated 1 don't think m I looked her over and could not see any injuries. 
Laying down was an unknown female and male. They both were laying.down face to face as the.male was 
hugging her very tightly. I asked him sir are you hurt? Are you shot? He stated no,, but she is. He stated the 
female he was hugging was deceased due to agunshot to the back of the head. He was holding on to her to 
give her some comfort as they were on the way to the hospital. At this time a Fire.Captain and. AMR unit had : 
pulled up behind us, Rowberry then went to the trunk and put on all His tactical gear. I then drove south on L 
15 going the wrong way in a safe manner. We then hit 215 west and got off on Decatur and continued to head 
towards the. Command Post. As we hit flamingo Sergeant Jennifer Benjamins P#6964, call sign 705V got.on 
the radio and stated that there might be another shooter inside the Paris hotel, Rowberry and I immediately 
headed towards the Paris to Join a strike team and stop the suspected shooter. As we arrived we joined a 
strike team and immediately headed in to stop the shooter, render aid and help as many people as we could, 
As there was no shooter and 705V was given false information. We continued to clear out the Paris hotel and 
help people that were hiding and scared. Anybody we found were told to go the Paris conference room where 
security was keeping patrons until safe/At this time the Paris hotel was deemed code four and We watted there 
until further instructions were given. At approximately 0330 hours we were told to head to the command post 
and check in. At approximately 0400 we were released. 

Date and Time of Report: 10-06*20171500 Officer: . Gallegos. Eric F#: 6628 

Approved By: ____,__ Officer: Rowberry. Joshua p#; 13894 

Signature:__' 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCS DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: 171001 “3519 

Active Shooter incident 

■ SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: T$P*CC-15 , ■ OCCURRENCE: ' ' ■ CCAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED; _,10/01/17 ,,£20$ . , OCCURRENCE: Route 91- Mandaiay Bay 

NARRATIVE: , 

At approximately 2208 on 10/01/171 Sgt, Francois Obasi p# 6642 was contacted by my wife Rachel Obasi P# 
8945, who was working as & PD detective in the PTAC area, she informed me that there was an active shooter 
on the Strip and then multiple citizens arid possibly officers were shot, I could hear the radio traffic from her 
portable. 

I immediately activated my squad cal! in roster (CC15) arid headed to CGAC. Upon arrival at CCAC, I quickly 
dressed out and responded to the Strip area. As 1 was approaching Tropicana and Las Vegas Blvd, I heard 
dispatch announce that there was a possible active shooter at New York, New York Casino, I parked east of 
the. Boulevard and ran. towards the south valet. 1 let dispatch know i was headed-there and. asked, for a strike 
team to meet me at the valet, my call sign was 654. Iwas quickly met by a combination of officers wearing 
bike uniforms, swat uniforms, tan uniforms and plain clothes. We asked patrons and security about the 
possibility of a shooter,, but no one seemed alarmed and no one had heard any shots. We worked our. way to 
the Zumanity Theater, where the reported shooting was and cleared it. I requested that my team not rush or 
order patrons out, due to not wanting to create a panic situation. The New York, New York was negative, and 
we also cleared the park outside. 

Booh after that a Vice sergeant called out that there was a person with a gun at the Paris, I mobilized my team 
to that hotel and did a systematic search of it. We also cleared the Chateau night club. 
At the Paris,, the rest of my squad, who had arrived but were scattered came to me and we secured the 
Harmon bridges until ail Hotels were cleared north of the.Mirage. My squad and I. then reported to the staging 
area for reassignment. We stayed there and I was given the title of Strike team 50. At approximately 4 am, my 
squad and I were assigned to the Route 91 scene and asked to help CSA and the FBI with Victim retrieval. 
We were relieved at 0700 hours. 

I am assign^ a IS person squad, 3 were out of state due to being their weekend, of the available 12 to 
respond, 11 were in the action in under 30 minutes. 

Date and Tima of Report: 2Q:QQ 10/06/17.■ Officer: Francois Obasi . p#i 6642 

Approved By; . ' ■ . , , Officer: , , , 1 F#:' 

SIGNATURE; ' ._' ..;. 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 
DETENTION SERVICES DIVISION 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001003519 

RouteSl Active Show 
subject 

division OF ' ■ 1 ■ 
occurrence: ; special events overtime 

LOCATION OF 
occurrence; Harvest festival t Las Vegas Village 

On 10/01/2017 I Officer J, Behgel p#6710 was assigned to special events overtime call sign 164 SE, 
working enforcement for the route Harvest festival; 1 was tasked to enforce traffic violations around the 
venue, specifically vehicles dropping off for the venue impeding traffic, l made 32 stops and wrote 40 
citations for impeding traffic to speeding. 

l finished my last stop at 2130 hours on Giles for the violations of speed and using cell phone without 
hands free. I then parked my motor oh the back side of the event near gate 4A and begeri my count for 
the total number of violations issued as instructed at briefing, I gave my totals to the command post 
and met up with Officer J. Bassett p#9324165 SE At approximately 2155 hours 1 took Officer Bassett 
bddV camera and went to traffic to drop bff our body cameras. While at fr^flicj rheerd tite redid traffib 
shots fired with several injures to head and chest. 
I then responded back to the intersection ol Russell and Las Vegas Bivd along with Officer J. Barker 
P#8085. We began diverting traffic away from the shooter, a ford pickup truck was traveling south with 
several injured people In the back and we waived them to continue. Patrol arrived and set up in the 
north to west turn lane and J told him to go further south and stop the traffic from getting past the 
welcome to Las Vegas sign. 
Sgt Price arrived and advised several of us that we were now a strike team and we then formed up and 
ran from the intersection to Mandalay bay making entrance into the shark reef halt. From there we 
cleared the patrons and had them go into the Michael Jackson room. Our team then met with another 
strike team at the elevators with security personnel. One team then started on the 2nd floor and the 
other team went above the target floor, Myself and Officer Barker stayed at the ground floor and 
secured the elevators. 
After SWAT came down and several teams had cleared the casino floor and relieve us, we then 
retreated back to the intersection of Russell and Las Vegas Blvd. 

Date and Time ofReport; __10/10/2017 0330, , Officer: J, Bengal , . m 671 p 

Approved By; , ■ Officer; . F#: , , 

StCNATURE; 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: Traffic TR 33 ■ ■ , ■ 

DATE & TIME . 
OCCURRED; '10/01/20172206 ■ 

NABBATIVE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT: HOMICI&E 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Active shooter at Mandalay Boy Route 91 festival 

, SUBJECT 

Division Reporting: 

Date & Time Occurred: 
,10:01-17 

Division of Occurrence; 
CCAC Patrol 

location of , Occurrence: . 
Mandaly Bay Hotel 3950 S. Las Vegas B!vd+ 

I Officer J.Connei!F#6722 working as marked Search and Rescue, unit SRI was working attached to LVMPD 
SWAT as a tactual emergency medic. 1 received a call from It- K. Peteer and 0. Long at approximately 2216 . 
hours. The calls stated there was ah active shooter at the Mandalay. Bay Hotel on the strip; After being notified I 
contacted other $AR officers J: Thayer and C- Neri via text to be en route. Aipng with the BAR Officers, two of our 
Volunteer doctors^H^PMfbahdtyi^MN^pwere a*so advised to be en route, to the staging area. 

Upon arrival I was assigned us the tactical medic with a team of SWAT officers led by Jay James, also consisting 
Of James Bertuccini, Matt Burris, Jake Werner; Alex OonMles^and KaiHoskings. , 

We left from South Central area command to the Pour Seasons hotel, wording our way into the Mandalay bay: 
The elevators were locked down for security reasons so we began working, our way up the stairwells to the 32 
floor. Prior Arriving Officers from SWAT, K9 arid patrol made a positive breech into the suspect room. We 
cleared adjoining, floors for signs of forced entry orfhiured persons. 

About, this time. it. was. reported an Officer was unable to, be,accounted: for, and that the suspect was 419 in the , 
breached room. We worked our way. to. the rbof and theft back down to the first floor to, team up with some 
firefighters to begin clearing, eaph floor room by room. The missing officer unfortunately was, accounted:for , 
deceased a victim of the concert. 

Once all the Mandalay Bay floors, had been totally cleared we returned ,to the command post to debrief. 

■J6722C . 

Date of Report: Officer #1: P#: Officer #2: " , P#: 
10-08-2017 _J.Cpnnell_ 6722 |, ' , 

Approved By: (Signature) Officer Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
£vent#: 171001-3519 

_Route 91. Festival Mass Shooting__, , . 
SUBJECT j : : 1 ^7 ■ | 

DIVISION ' „ ' DIVISION OF , , , 
REPORTING : _OPB OCCURRENCE: FaffOl 

DATE a TIME , LOCATION OF , Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino/ Route 91 
occurred: . , IP-01-17/3220 . . ■ occurrence; ■ , Festival , _ 

■ NARRATIVE: ' 

On 1Q-Q1*17 at approximately £209 hours, L Officer H; Hughes #6750, was at my personal residence during 
my regular day off (RDG).1 began to receive a group text message from my teammates, Dean liennesy 
#6736, Robert Chamberlin #6626 and Branden Clarkson #8890* The messages stated that there was an 
active assailant at the Mandalay. Say and that we should turn on our portable radios to listen to the radio traffic, 
I immediately retrieved my portable radio and turned to CGAC radio channel, I could hear officers reporting 
that there were multiple subjects down and that they needed assistance. The group texts from hrty teammates 
said that they were ready to respond and assist where needed. We all decided to meet at our office at^j^ 

MM)|W0k whiOh was only a few blocks away from the incident location* We. wanted .to get in uniform and 
retrieve our ballistic gear and weapons to be able Ip respond as a team and be more, effective for any 
assistance that was needed. 

We began to travel to the area and made the decision to go to Tropicana/Las Vegas Blyd because : 
there were what sounded, like plenty of units at the scene and Mandalay Bay, We knew at this point and time 
of the incident that we could be more effective by linking up with FD and start a RTF(Rescue Task Force). We 
arrived at Tropicana/LV Blvd and saw that FD and Metro units had the intersection blocked off and had triage 
stations set up. We started to hear reports on the radio that there were shooters in the Tropicana. Hotel, so we 
entered as a team along with a Sergeant from Capital Police and a LVMPD Sergeant. The reports of the 
shooters were confirmed to be false after checking with security and video surveillance. More reports of other 
shooters were coming in at the New York New York, Paris, MGM and Aria Hotels to which we did not respond 
but stayed at Tropicana/LV Blvd. Radio traffic confirmed that the shooter was neutralized and a warm zone 
was established in the Mandalay Bay with the exception of the 32nd floor, FD was getting reports of injured 
citizens in the lower levels of Mandalay Bay, so we helped establish RTFi with 4 FD personnel and 5 LV.MPD 
officers to include Sergeant Dennis. We traveled from Tropicana/LV Blvd to the Mandalay Bay. valet in a 
rescue unit We exited the rescue unit and entered the main lobby of the Mandalay Bay Hotel, with another 
officer from the ARMOR Unit We observed other officers, but no citizens, Sgt Dennis Was told to hold the 
team in the lobby until further notice. After Several minutes we linked up With another team arid two of those 
officers remained with us. 

We were told to regroup in the lower valet of Mandalay Bay and wait for another assignment, but then 
after several minutes we were told to return to the staging area at SC AC. After arriving atSCAC for several 
minutes we received and assignment as Strike Team 49 to deploy to the concert scene and report to Sgt Van 

Date and Time of Report: 10^9*17/0940Officer: Bert Hughes Pfl; 6750 

Approved By: , , . . . . .......... , ........Officer: . ... .. .. ■. ; F#; 

Swnature: , 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Nest where tie gave us an assignment to secure the perimeter of the concert venue; We went to the east side 
of the venue on Giles and All Baba, We relieved officers that were positioned inside the venue near the 
Medical Tent where there were four deceased bodies. We held that position until relieved by day shift Officers 
at 0700- We returned to the Staging Area to check out and traveled to our office at|^BHH|and geared 
down. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001’3519 

Bouts 91 Festival, Mass Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
, ODB ; 

DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; occurrence; ■ Patrol ,. . 

DATE a TIME 
1001-17/2220 

LOCATION OF Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino/ Route 91 
OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: Festival, 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10-01-17 at approximately 2207 hours, I, Officer D. Hennesy, p#6736, was at my personal residence during 
my regular day off (RDO). 1 received a call from another officer Who was off duty working at UMC. He simply 
said to turn on the radio and listed to South Central channel, i began to receive a group text message from my 
teammates, Bert Hughes, P#675Q, Robert Chamberlin #6626 and Branden Clarkson #8890* The messages 
stated that there was an active assailant at the Mandalay Bay and that we should turn on our portable radios to 
listen to the radio traffic. I immediately retrieved my portable radio and turned to CCAC radio channel. 1 could 
hear officers reporting that there were multiple subjects down.and that they needed assistance. The group 
texts from my teammatessaid that.they were ready to respond and assist where needed. We all decided to. 

; meet at our office atwhich was only a few blocks away from the incident location. We 
wanted to get in uniform-and retrieve our ballistic gear and weapons to be able to respond as a team and be 
more effective for any assistance that was needed. 

We began to travel to the area and made the decision to go to Tropicana/Las Vegas Blvd because 
there were what sounded like plenty of units at the scene and Mandalay Bay. We knew at this point and time 
of the incident that we could be more effective by linking up with FDand start a RTF(Rescue Task Force). We 
arrived at Tropicana/LV Blvd and saw that FO and Metro units had the intersection blocked off and had triage 
stations set up. We started to hear reports on the radio that there were shooters in the Tropicana Hotel, so we 
entered as a team along with a Sergeant from Capital Police and a tVMPD Sergeant The reports of the 
shooters were confirmed to be false after checking with security and video surveillance. More reports of other 
shooters were coming in at the New York New York, Paris, MGM and Aria.Hotels to which we. did not respond 
but stayed at Tropicana/LV Blvd. Radio traffic confirmed that the shooter Was neutralized and a warm zone 
was established in the Mandalay Bay with the exception of the 32nd floor. FD was getting reports of injured 
citizens in the lower levels of Mandalay Bay, so we helped establish RTF1 with 4 FD personnel and 5 LVMPD 
officers to include Sergeant Dennis. We traveled from Trppicana/LV Blvd to the Mandalay Bay valet in a 
resque unit. We exited the rescue unit and entered the main lobby of the Mandalay Bay Hotel* with another 
officer from the ARMOR Unit We observed other officers, but no citizens. Sgt Dennis was told to hold the 
team in the lobby until further notice. After several minutes we linked up with another team and, two of those 
officers remained with us. 

We were told to regroup in the tower valet of Mandalay Bay and wait for another assignment but then 
after several minutes we were told to return to the staging area at SC AC. After arriving at SC AC for several 

Date and Time of Report; 10-9-17/0940 Officer:, Beft^UflheS p#: 6750 

Approved By: ■ , , : . ■ Officer: • . -■ i , ■ ■ - ft#; 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #i 171001-3519 

minutes we received and assignment as Strike Team 49 to deploy to the concert scene and report to $gt. Van 
Nest where he gave us an assignment to secure the perimeter of the concert venue. We went to the east side 
of the venue on Giles and Alt Baba, We relieved officers that were positioned inside the venue near the 
Medical Tent where there were four deceased bodies. We held that position until relieved by day shift officers 
at 0700, We returned to the Staging Area to check out and traveled to our office atflBHHHRand geared 
down. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

'OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

Active Shooter Officer's Report for K, Defter 
SUBJECT ; : " 

division division of 
REPORTING:_Emergency Operations Bureau occurrence: __ CCAC 

DATE A TIME LOCATtONOF 3950 8. Las Vegas Blvd. Las. Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED; , 10/01/17 @ 2200 . OCCURRENCE; , 39119 ' . ' 

' NARRATIVE; 

On October 1 at approximately 1010 hours my wife, who Was working a Paris Hotel, called and asked mewhy 
so many police cars were traveling southbound on the Strip withthelr lights and skehs bn. rturned bn my 
portable packset radio to CCAC and could hear an officer state they were taking automatic fire and people 
were down, ' 

The following actions were taken by me within the first few minutes of the shooting at the Route 91 event; 

- Contacted my primary and secondary on-call,SWAT medics to start en route to the incident,, Entire team of 
SAR. medics. were additionally dispatched to incident,.. 
- Contacted, the. Air Support hanger and.ordered my; pilots to the incident, to. provide support. 
- Notified Captain Bbffelli of the incident and quickly advised him of what {knew and what actions we were 
doing to assist. 
- Contacted my Air Support sergeant and set up with a secondary wave of assistance. 
-Called into work additional pilots to the hanger in order to provide consistent air support for the event 

At 22:40 hours; I proceeded to the incident and established a landing zone for helicopter operations at 5191 S, 
las Vegas Blvd., The Las Vegas Harley-Davidspn dealership. This served as abase of operations for BOB Air 
Support. SWAT LL Huddler was advised of the location and of our capabilities. Air 5 was already on scene 
providing support to the patrol units. 

The following actions were taken when I arrived on scene throughout the event.into the morninghour^, 

-1 outfitted, loaded and secured two SWAT snipers in the back of Air 5 for deployment. This was to find a 
position of advantage to stop the threat and to address additional threats if needed: 
- Called in Search and Rescue Sergeant to assist in preparations for HH-1H operations over the Strip, 
Deployment and fast rope operations if needed. . 
*Had MD53G light rescue helicopter {Air 3) en route to provide additional support in anticipation of a secondary 
attack including deployment of SWAT officers if needed. 
- Worked with SWAT section on deployment of air assets. 
- Redeployed Air 3 to the numerous purported shooting calls, allowing them to clear up these calls faster than 
ground units could respond. 
- Used Air 3 to look for out of place vehicles and sweep roof tops of hotels for suspicious activities, 
- Used both Air 5 and Air 3 to search surrounding areas for additional victims from the shooting. 
- Set up the refueling for our helicopters at McCarren international Airport, 

Date and Time of Report; 10/13/17 @ 1400 Officer . K. Delzer p#; ,■ 6841^   

Approved'By: ■ KT Defter Officer; ^ , ■ p#; 

Signature: __ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

- Provided ground security for our helicopter ba$e during the entire operationH 
- Had Air 3 land and stage at the helicopter base, after it was determined that we no longer had any active hot 
spots. They remained on scene for immediate redeployment if needed, 
- Helicopter base was shut down at 3:30 am and Air 3 was returned to the Air Support hanger. 

After the base was closed i arrived at the command post located inside of SCAC and reported ip with Captain 
Boffelli, During this we were told of and dispatched to the suspects’ vehicle located in the west valet of 
Mandalay Bay, I Worked with ARMOR during first part of operation until the bomb squad could take lead on 
clearing the vehicle. Once cleared from this sedne l reported into the SWAT TOC for preliminary debriefing. 
After debriefing I reported back into Captain Boffelli and handled administrative task until 0730 hours. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN. POUCH DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter 

Ew<it fk 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 

Homeland Security Division 

10/01/2017 2205 HRS 

DIVISION OF - 
OCCURRENCE; 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

Tourist Safty Division 

3950 S. Las Vegas BivdLV, NV 

NATOIiYE 

At 2214 hours, the SWAT/CNT notification system was activated directing: all personnel assigned to the teams 

to report to SCAC “ Command Post (CP). My assignment that night was fntel gatherer position of the Crisis 

Negotiation Tearm Upon arrival at the SCAC, I began running information as it came in. When SWAT made 

entry into suspects room and identified him as Stephen Paddock, I ran his name ^ 

located him irffMHR.and ran his name for relatives and associates which is a feature ii^MHiOne. of the. 

caliec^p^and she was very forthcoming with ail the information that she had^^Bgave me weral 

names, phone numbers and addresses to Stephen’s family, I immediately gave the names and contact 

information to ATI Brie Ravelo to give to Other CNT members to start reaching but to them and make contact, i 

made contact witf4BVPBM^Stephen's^^^,<SMSH^StePh0n’s^VH^ an< 

($tephen'4Htt(, Below is a synopsis of my interviews with each. 

CN Joe Pannullo CQntactec^HPHiH^via cel! phon<^PHHH^ who is th^m^of Stephen 

Paddock.^mstated that she was married to Stephen for 6 years but, divorced approximately 25 years ago, 

(stated that,she remained friends with Stephen, throughout the years and evert went on trips with him, 

provided the, below information on family members related to Stephen. Stephen has bean dating arid 

living with his girlfriend Marilou Danley for the past 6 yaar$,Hfe$tateb that Stephen is extremely smart and, 

Date and Time of Raped: 

Approved By; 

10/6/2017 1040HRS OHioar: 

Oftiosr: 

Andre Bates F#: 6692 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#- 171001-‘3519 

great with numbers. Stephen was an IBS Agent from 1975 -1930* He left the !R$ to work as an Auditor for 

Lockheed Martin where he stayed for a couple years* Stephen then went to. work as an Auditor for Defense 

Contract Audit Agency for a couple years arid then McDonald Douglas as an Auditor for a cpuple years. 

Stephen then began purchasing .properties with his mother ahd renovating apartments* Stephen, has owned 

several properties throughout the years and sold his fast investment property in ^010 in Mesquite, TX for $10 

million dollars* 

m^stated that Stephen has a very bad gambling addiction and gambles in the amounts of more than 

$10Q,000 at a time* Stephen is well known to several casinos and often gets comps for room, food,and shows 

because of how much he gambles, Stephen used to own a plane and flew it all over to different.iocations but 

be sold it years ago.^^^stated that Stephen does not use drugs or drink alcohol that she .knows, Stephen 

has numerous bank accounts and one of his banks closed his accounts because of all the high money.. 

withdraws they felt it was terrorist related.^jjjdid hot know which bank that was.flj^btatedthat the last 

couple years, Stephen has become extremely angry but,never mentioned anything about committing any 

violence towards anyone. 

Pages 
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CONTINUATION 
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CN Joe Panrwllo contacted^Pmp/ta Pt1oneJ|H^mwho & Stephen Paddock, 

Instated that he has not spoken to Stepson in the past 9 monihs.jjjstated that Stephen is a vary angry 

parson and dealing with a lot of health problems* Stephen is allergic to Just about, everything including , 

medicines, Stephen fell down in a casino 2 years ago arid cannot take any pain medicine due to allergies* 

Stephen's teath have been rotting and hurting really bad as weli^^ stated that Stephen was a loner and 

there Was no way anyone else did this with him and believes he acted aione^Kfurther stated that he doesn’t 



u$ vhoas metropolitan police department 

continuation 
Event #: 171001-3510 

. . . .. . ... 

bad anything to da with thisshooting,^pstated that Stephan has a very bad gambling 

habit and gambles a large amount of money on, a regular basis. Stephen stated that he would only talk to CN 

Pannulio and would not talk to anyone else including the media because he did hot like the media. CN 

Fannulto stated that at some point there would be some detectives, that Win be contacting hlnrt reference the 

investigation and asked him to cooperate fully with them which he stated he would; ' 

ON Joe Pannulio contacted via phone who is the of Stephen Paddock. 

mutated that she had already spoken to a police officer that called her but she did. not believe that we were 

the police, it was the middle of the night and she appeared to be confused and 

disoriented. CN Pannulio tried to ask her questions about Stephen but was not getting coherent answers. Due 

to this and the fact that she had already spoken to someone else, CN Pannulio ended the phorie.call and did 

not get any relevan information from 



IA$ VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: LLV1710Q1003519 

' , ACTIVE SHOOTER , ■ \ 
—” 1 ^ | SUBJECT 1 : ^ ^ ....'.: ■■ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:_COTO OSSIFICATION , , OCCURRENCE: SCAC 

DATE & TIME ', ■ ' ■ ' ' LOCATION.OF „ ' ' 
OCCURRED: 1O/01/2Q17® 2205 OCCURRENCE: . . ROUTE 91 FESTIVAL . , 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2205, 1 CO, 11 T. Ragone #5926, was off duty and in attendance at the Route 91 
Festival along with my friend Ben Kole, who is a Las Vegas City firefighter- We were about ICO yards back 
from the main Stage that Jaspn Aldeah was performing and on the west side of the festival. Around this time, 
we heard what we thought were firecrackers being lit at the Mandalay Bay. These sounded like single round 
pops* but when, we looked in that direction, we saw no smoke. I didn’t say anything, but found ft strange that if 
they were firecrackers, there would have been smoke, I saw no smoke: the band continued to play, so we 
thought nothing of it. About 15 seconds later, I heard whaf sounded like automatic weapon fire. The music was 
loud, so it was muffled. I thought it was part of the show until I saw Jason Afdean.and his band run off of the. 
stage, "'■/■' '' ,'"v; " "v"'/'""V 

Right then, i turned to Ben and told him This shit is real” and told him to get down. I pushed Ben to the ground. 
I covered him until the rounds stopped and I said we need to find cover. There was this makeshift bar called 
"Losers” about 40 yards from us. We had frequented this place periodically throughout the festival. As we were 
running in there, I realized that it was concealment, due to It being ^ent^ndnotco^ wood 
barrel to hide behind; Ben suddenly leapt up and said “Oh my God,VHHHB0^||^|H^vho was 

. working there as. an EMJ that night. He took off running towards the east end of the venue^hichis where she, 
was staged.) stayed behind the barrel and flipped over a bar table for more cover, 

I had a couple next to me that I was trying to keep calm! The lady wanted to get up and run, I told her to stay 
put and said that Metro was returning fire. Unbeknownst to me, this was not the case. The rounds seemed to 
be incessant and continued to grow louder. Then I realized that 1 could not stay in that location for much longer 
due to not knowing the location of who or how many shooters there were, I waited until the next volley of 
rounds ceased, then I ran Over to the east side of the venue behind a Budweiser beer wagon, l stayed there 
behind a wheel well for a few minutes. The rounds seemed to continue for a while and sounded like they were 
getting closer. As soon as they stopped, it was either Metro or security told us to exit out the east gate along 
Giles St, I ran across Giles onto Reno, then through a parking lot to go to the Hooter’s Hotel parking lot, which 
is where they told us to go. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/12/2017 Officer: . T. RAGONE F#; 5926 

Approved By: SOT. M. StClLIANO P# 6911 Officer:_ ;. . P#;^_ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN FOLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER-S report 
'’Oiok te £<iif ofi ALL Pwjw/ Event #; LLV171Q01003519 

"Click to or Repot/ . "PRINT 
415A Route 91 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: CC33 

DIVISION OF 
• OCCURRENCE: , CCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; 2208 10/01/2017 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . 3901 S Las Vegas Blvd. : 

NARRATIVE: 

1 Officer S. Freeman P# 16127 whije working as marked patrol unit 3M1 responded to the casualty 
control point at approximately £2401 arrived at the casualty control point at Tropicana and Las Vegas Bivd and 
made contact with Sgt Neldt t was assigned to assist in operations to control the scene and was on standby 
for the Force Protection Teams/1 stayed at the casualty control point until approximately 07^0 hours the 
following morning where i was subsequently relieved by day shift officers. 

Date and Time of Report: IQ/08/2017 Officer: $, Freeman : F#: 16127 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#; LLV17G93Q003519 

.Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING,.' | CCAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: CCAC . . 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; , 09/30/17 2300 Hr$ 

• LOCATION OF 
. OCCURRENCE; 

3950 ,8 Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas NV, 
89109 

NftRRAnyfr 

Officers Involved: 
M. Scott P# 16139 
C. Sims P# 16143 
R, Rietjens 16101 
J. Johnson Pit 16004 

On 09/30/171, Officer Ml Scott, P# 16139, while working a graveyard shift was involved in the following events. 
At approximately 2216 hours we were released from briefing after traffic came: over the radio of shots fired near 

. the Mandalay Bay hotel, [ drove “Code 3” to Reno and Giles where !parked and secured, my patrol vehicle. I 
made my way forward to join up with a team that was forming a strike team to make entrance into the Route 91 
Festival. While entering I observed multiple injured citizens in which me and the Officer’s I was with gave them 
directions to head east. While inside the festival it was determined that the shooter was firing from an elevated 
position in one of the rooms of the Mandalay Bay. We made contact with civilians and began clearing civilians 
out of the festival in a safely manner. We cleared the area near the stage and underneath the stage as well as 
the makeshift structures west of the stage. Which during we found multiple civilians hunkered down frightened 
to where they did not want to move. We encountered multiple wounded and uninjured civilians who. we helped 
onto gates and tables so.that they could be transported to safety. We worked as a team and were, abie.to get 
multiple civilians out including ones who could not move themselves. We then headed west inside the event 
hitting a wall to where we could go no further; From there we teamed up with two people from gangs who was 
planning, to go over to Mandalay Bay and allowed me to tag along. We then headed towards the Tropicana 
were we then quickly exited our vehicles once again. 

Reports df “shots fired" emerged from New York New York and we made entry, as we made entry we 
observed that the hotel appeared to be operating as normal arid immediately after we made entry there were 
reports that an AMR unit at Tropicana and las Vegas Boulevard were in danger so we made our way. there. 
We arrived back at the AMr unit and provided them with cover as they attended to the wounded. We formed 
up with two Officer's from “SWAT1 who took control of the strike team. Together we headed for the Mandalay 
Bay making a quick stop at the Luxor, While at the Luxor we gained Information that ohe of the vehicles in vaiet 
may have been armed with a bomb. After getting a closer look With SWAT they were able to see that it did in 
fact have potential to be a bomb. After safely clearing that area we proceeded to Mandalay Bay where we 

Date and Time of Report; i'iiiiim 09/30/17 2200 Hre Officer; M. Scott Pm 16139 

Approved By; Officer: P#: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: LLV170930QQ3519 

cleared floors 30,27,26 and 25, After vve cleared those floors SWAT determined that we were needed at 
other assignments and our strike team 6 was assigned to the tuxor hotel were we held rear containment. Once 
the job was complete we made our way pack to our sergeant for further orders. We then spent the remainder 
of our time stopping foot traffic from tainting a crime scene and helping the coroner lift bodies off the streets. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

_ Mandalay Bay Shooting _, ■ ■ 
, ' ^ ^ SUBJECT : ' ' 

DIVISION , - DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: TOUriSt SaftSy _^ OCCURRENCE: . . CGAC . ,, 

date a time LOCATION Or 3950 SLas VegasBivdLas Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED;_10/01/2017 2215 OCCURRENCE: , , .39119 , . ■ ■ . 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2210 hours, I, Officer J. Peiiey P#t6l57 assigned to Convention Center 
Area Command, responded to an Active $hqoter $vept at the Route 91 Festival across the street from 
Mandalay Bay- My details of the event are as follows. 

At approximately 2210 hours, Sgt 0. Everett P#8915 called the squad to the corner of the briefing room 
to go over routine administrative matters; While the squad was assembling, Sgt Everett .shouted that there 
were shots fired and that we needed to log on, A few seconds after that he called out that it was an active 
shopter. The squad ran out to the patrol cars and began driving code 3 to the Route 91 Festival; I was in a 

, vehicle with. Officer M- Scott P#16139. 
.Upon arriving. Officer Scott positioned our patrol vehicle on the corner of Reno Ave and Giles St Upon 

exiting our vehicle we could hear automatic gunfire coming from the west. Officer Scott grabbed the shotgun 
and loaded it with slugs and the automatic gunfire continued. We were receiving multiple reportsfrom citizens 
that the shooter was on the fairgrounds shooting an AK47 and we proceeded as an element toward the 
fairgrounds. Our element entered and moved through the fairgrounds to a wall on the west side of the 
fairgrounds and on the east side of Las Vegas Bfvd. While moving through the fairgrounds and clearing, we 
were giving commands to citizens to continue running east and that medical would be to the east of the 
fairgrounds. 1 

Our efement;posted up behind the wall for several minutes and then reentered, the fairgrounds, to 
continue evacuating citizens. Our element moved through most of the western part of the festival grounds 
telling citizens to evacuate toward the east Our team cleared porLa-potties, a bar area, and stands located on 
the west side of the fairgrounds. After several minutes of clearing the western part of the fairgrounds* our 
element regrouped with other officers also on the fairgrounds next to a billboard. After regrouping, an unknown 
Sergeant stated he had two rifle officers and needed two officers with handguns. I was one of the few officers 
with a handgun as most other officers had a shotgun or rifle arid went with the rifle officers along with Officer T. 
Guynn P#14891. 

The rifle officers decided to post up on top of stacked containers next to a bill board on the fairgrounds; 
One rifle officer provided over watch for the Mandalay Bay and the other officer provided over watch for the 
Luxor. Officer Guynn and l provided Cover for the riflp officers to ensure no threat approached the officer^ from 
behind. Officer Guynn and I maintained this position for several hours until force protection teams began 
sweeping the fairgrounds looking fbr survivals and victims* 

Date and Time of Report; 10/07/2017,0100 ' , Officer; , , JL ReHeV ■■ p#: 16157 ■ 

Approved By: . Officer: '■ ' : ■■ ^ ' , P#: , 
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CONTINUATION 
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Officer Guynn and I were then reassigned to escort maintenance personnel throughput the fairgrounds 
to turn off the propane gas at all the food trucks. Officer Guyrin and i did this for several hours and then 
regrouped with Sgt Everett on the corner of Reno Ave and Haven St where we remained for the remainder of 
the night. 



t-AS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
“Clicft to m Event# on AU Page*" Event #: ///&$/ - £S/ ? 

WtoEdftDatommoofRepo^ , “PRINT** 
MANDALAY BAY SHOOTER 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: NEAC 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: - CCAC 

DATE A TIME 
occurred; 10/1/17 2210. 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , 

3901 SOUTH LAS VEGAS BLVO, LAS 
VEGAS NV 89109 

NARRATIVE: 

FYI 
On 10/03/17 at approximately 2210 hours I Officer R. PenhaP#16161 while off duty at the Route 91 Country 
Festival located at 3901 South las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas NV 89119,1 was on the Coca-Cola Suites 
portion when I heard people screaming and what it sounded like shots, i ran into suite 6 and identified myself 
verbally as a police Officer and started directing people out, moments later I exited towards the handicap 
designated are which was located directly in front of the suites, i advised whoever could walk to go towards the 
nearest exit, and tried to get the ones that couldn't to move to cover, A white male adult in his late 6Q*s was in 
a wheel chair in the handicap area, | assisted him to moye to the ground and carried him on rriy arms, to the 
next cover I could find, at this point I readjusted and threw him over my shoulder and went Outside the venue. 
Whan I returned to the handicap portion I noticed everyone was gone, I heard shots beginning again and I 
jumped on the floor since I was not near any cover or concealment. I felt impacts near me and saw a bullet hit 
nearby and shrapnel hit my left forearm, I ran back outside where I saw a patrol car with two officers I identified 
myself as a police officer verbally and through my police identification card and got a shotgun from their 
vehicle! The three bf us made entry and began clearing under the bleachers, the suites and the other tents. 
When I arrived at the end Southwest corner of the event. An Officer advised me to put a traffic vest so l could 
be identified as an Officer since I was armed with the shotgun and was not in uniform and strike teams were 
entering the venue. 

t.VMP0 82 (R«v.W01) > WORD 2010 F&g# 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPAfTTMEWT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event 0; U.V171001003519 

ROUTE91 ACTIVE SHOOTER 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: PATROt 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: . PATROL CCAC 

date & TIME 
OCCURRED* 10/01/2017 22:00 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: , , . . 3950 S. LAS VEGAS BLVD 

NARRATIVE: '■ 

ON SUNDAY OCTOBER 1st, 2017, AT APPROXIMATELY 21:16HOURS, I OFFICER E.VARSIN P#16252 
ALONG WITH MY FTO, C.HENDREX P#9995 WERE DISPATCHED TO A iN CUSTADY CALL AT THE 
MANDALAY BAY 3950 S. LAS VEGAS BLVD. 

UPON OLiR ARRIVAL WE MADE CONTACT WITH SECURITY. WHOM ESCORTED US TO THE ! 
SECURITY OFFICE WHERE BOTH FEMALES WERE BEING DETAINED. AFTER MAKING CONTACT WITH 
THE FEMALES MYSELF AND FTO HENDREX THEN STARTED TO WRITE THE CITATION; HALF WAY 
THROUGH THE CITATION AT APPROXIMATELY 22.15HOURS ACTIVE SHOOTER CALL CAME IN. WE. 
THEN ALONG WITH 3 OTHER SECURITY OFFICERS LEFT THE SECURITY OFFICE AND WENT OUT ON 
THE CASINO FLOOR WHERE WE FIRST HEARD THE ACTIVE SHOOTER WAS AT AND HE WAS ' . 
SHOOTING AT PEOPLE. FEW SECONDS LATER CALL WAS UPDATED TO ACTIVE SHOOTER IS NOW . 
ON 31st FLOOR SHOOTING OUT FROM A ROOM. SECURITY OFFICERS THEN ESCORTED US TO THE 
ELEVATOR LOBBY AND TOOK US TO 31st FLOOR WHERE WE WERE TOLD THE ACTIVE SHOOTER : 
WAS. ONCE WE GOT TO THE 31sr FLOOR WE STARTED CLEARING THE HALLWAY. AS WE . 
APPROACHED TO THE END OF THE HALLWAY ON 31st FLOOR, WE HEARD RAPID AUTOMATIC ■ 
GUNFIRE DIRECTLY ABOVE US. WE THEN ENTERED THE STAIRWELL ON 31sr FLOOR, AND HEADED 
UP TO 32'° FLOOR IN ATTEMPT TO CLEAR THE HALLWAY. HALFWAY UP TO THE 32nd FLOOR IN THE 
STAIRWELL MYSELF AND 3 OTHER SECURITY OFFICERS HELD BACK AND POSTED UP BETWEEN 
31SI AND 32NO CONTAINING THE AREA UNTIL S.W.A.T ARRIVED. 

Date and Time of Report; 10/07/2017 , . ' Officer; EVARSlN , Pif: 16252 

Approved By: Officer: ■ B#: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
. Event * LLV1710010Q3519 

Officer's Report for Active Shooter 
subject . 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; D-TAC 

DIVISION OF 
. OCCURRENCE; ' GOAG 1 

DATES TIME , 
OCCURRED; 10/01 /17 at 2213 hours 

LOCATION OF 
, OCCURRENCE; , 

3950 S Las V^gasBIvd. Us VegaSi NV 
■■ 891.19 ,■ ■ 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/61/17 at approximately 2213 hours I, Officer Piekarski P#16268, was conducting patrol as marked unit 

"3A4” When a MAGJAC activation was dispatched for event #17100100351 i-1 and squad Df 34 responded to 
the Fremont St Experience, where I conducted traffic control and officer presence at 6* and Fremont St until 
approximately 0800 hours on 10/02/17, 

Date, bid Time of Report: 10/01/17 at 2213 hours Officer; z. Piekarski P$: 1826s. 

Approved By: Officer: F#: 

Signature: 

1.VMPO 82 (Rov.&'OI) .WORD2010 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; LLV171001003519 

■' , . .,..,_,_MandalayBayShooting ■ 
■' SUBJECT: 

piVtsiON , Tourist Safety Division division of Tourist Safety Division 
reporting; Downtown Area Command occurrence; Convention Center Area Command 

date i TIME Location of Route 91 Country Music Festival 
OCCURRED:_ 1Q/Q1/17 at 2208 hours OCCURRENCE; . 396.0 ft, LaS Vegas Blvd, IV NY 89119 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2208 hours I, Officer J. Thee! P# 16270 was attending the Route 91 Country 
Music Festival at 3960 S, Las Vegas Blvd, Las Vegas, NV 89119 in an off duty capacity. I was facing 
southeast towards the front of the stage when I heard a loud noise that sounded like firecrackers exploding-1 
immediately looked in that direction to See what it was but I saw nothing put of the ordinary, Approximately 5 to 
6 seconds later t hear louder explosions that 1 immediately recognized as gunshots but could not tell where the 
shots were coming from ; I then yelled out “active shooter everyone run" which at this time hundreds of people 
started to run east out of the park. 

i shielded the two people J was with from gunfire by laying bn top of them underneath a table. As I was 
cpvering them I was grazed with a rifle round in my lower left shoulder I escorted my friends eastout of the 
park. Opce I ensured their safety, they were left out of harm's way and I met with uniformed officers! I identified 
myself as a Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Officer with my issued police ID to a uniformed patrol officer My 
wound was bleeding and was looked at by the unknown officer. The officer stated the wound was minor and 
was non-life threatening, i did not receive medical treatment due to medical staff being at capacity treating life 
threatening injuries. 

A team of several officers came to my location to clear the park. 1 asked for a gun and was handed a shotgun 
and a reflective police vest to assist with clearing the park. We headed south to the back of the stage to clear 
the park of any threats, Once the park was cleared, i assisted in evacuating citizens out of the area: Once 1 
was done evacuating citizens, I was put on rear containment bn the southeast side of'the venue by Sgt. M, 
Bulmer P# 8420 

I notified my chain of command at approximately 0032 hours which was my Field Training Officer, Officer A! 
Perez R# 8392. Officer Perez attempted to notify Sgt; Rpdriguez P# 8929, but he could hot be reached. Sgt, J, 
Melvin, and IT Bechier were notified of the situation by Officer Perez* I held my position at the southeast side 
of the venue until ordered to move to the command post ( Was put on a post on the outer perimeter located at 
the southeast side of the park by Sgt Bulmer, I was relieved of my post at approximately 0646 hours and was 
ordered to meet in the patk for debrief by Captain Larkin. 

Date and Time of Report: _10/01/17 2208_ Officer; __J. Theal F#: 16270 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Active Shooter October t , 2017 

Event*: 171001-3519 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION . 
REPORTING: 

DATE £ TIME 
OCCURRED; 

NARRATIVE: 

Patrol BA31. 

10/01/17 2200 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: RouteSI Harvest Festival 

On..10/01/17 at approximately 1000 hours I, Officer K. Koch, Fff 16271, arrived at the Route 91 Harvest 
Festival. 1 was in attendance with mv 13 tear oldd——>mvi 
of my daughters 

riends 

At approximately 2140 hours Jason Atdean took the stage* and started his performance- All seven people l 
was in attendance with were standing just East of the fake grass, and just in front of the Northern most corner 
of the Coca Cola bleachers. We were fairly close to the opening in the East gate of the concert venue, on 
Giles. Just after 2200 hours i heard a couple of pops. One of the people with me said it's just the speakers. I. 
could tell the sound was corning, from in front of us,, and there was a speaker, so i thought the explanation was 
plausible. Jason Aldean continued to sing. A few seconds later, there.was a sbcond round of the pops. Some 
of the crowd started to panic. I said to Unjust fireworks, and we 
all need to stay calm and stay together^oIdtnemtorriPve^^towards the gate; ~ 

A woman directly in front of 
off and we were separated almost immediately. 

fwas hit, and dropped to the ground-1 f, took 

As me. and the girls.moved towards the gate,, a man pushing, a woman in a wheelchair started screaming.she's 
hurt, she’s hurt. I let goof my daughter hand and turned towards the man. 1 tried to ask him if she was hurt 
from the shots or just in the wheelchair, but it just kept Screaming- The man ran into and knocked over a trash 
can: i tried to clear a way for him to get around the trash can, just as another round of shots went off, He then 
ran into me with the wheelchair and pushed past me. 

I turned around and cpuid no longer see could see my daughteRMM^I , 
told her to get out the gate, She jumped over the short black barricade, and \ caught up to her- As 1 went over 
the barricade, I believe more shots rang out. 

I got to my daughter, and grabbed her hand, We made it to the middle of the street and took cover behind a 
police truck that Was parked in the middle of Giles St Someone yelled out that shots were hitting the police 
vehicles* so we retreated farther East, There was a temporary gate arbund the dirt parking lot on the East Side 
of Giles, that people were climbing over* and it collapsed under the weight I or three rows of 

Date and Tjma of Report: 101020171243 Officer: K- Koch F#: T6271 

Approved By: Officer: P#; 

SKSNATuee: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#:.i m n 171001*3518,^ / im 

cars back, and bad her crouch down behind a Grky Ford Focus. At this time, approximately 22091 called my 
husband to let him know what was happening. While on the phone with him, several shots rang out There 
were approximately four other people crouched behind the car with me, I explained that the safest place for 
everyone to be was directly behind the engine blodk and to remain calm. Another couple showed up, ancf the 
female was bleeding from her foot I was able to examine her foot and determine that she had not been shot. 
She had lost her shoe and her foot was cut from running in the gravel. 

During all of this, several more shots rang out, but I was focused on trying to help the people around me, 

I tried calling the Officer's line, at approximately 2210 and explained that l was off duty, and attending the 
concert, to ask where I could help. After being on hold for several minutes, I hung up, I could see several 
people laid put on the ground behind another vehicle, two rows South of me. I told my daughter to stay down 
behind the Ford Focus, and I ran to the people that Were laying on the ground, keeping. my$ne of 
sight. , * 

There was a possibly Hispanic man, wearing a dark gray or black shirt, and jeans, who had been shot in the 
lower right Side of his back, I was able to determine there was no exit wound,. We turned the man onto his left 
side, and 1 gave direction to a female who was with him to place pressure on the wound. There was a white, 
heavy build woman, wearing.a bright pink shirt, who had been shot in the right shoulder. A man who stated he 
was Army, placed his finger in her wound to help control the bleeding. There, was also an older man, who had 
been shot in the left foot. He.was wearing dark pants and brown cowboy boots. 1 directed him to lie down, and 
keep his boots on, and have someone'put pressure on the wound, . ' f, ■ 

The peopte^mpwas with had decided to keep moving, and had brought her over to me, I gave her my cell 
phone and directed her to hdld the flashlight up for me so I could see. At this time I noticed the man with the 
foot wound hpd taken his boot off. So i helped tie a shirt or some material around his foot. A medic had arriyed 
with us, and there was another male who stated he. was an off duty officer there as well. Someone drove a light 
green colored SUV up near us, and we started loading people into the SUV/ 

I’m not positive, but I believe the shots had ceased at this point, 1 could see several people laying out in the 
parking lot I took my daughters hand and going from one car to another l made sure people weren’t hurt, We 
made our way back near the gatewehad exited, t asked a white male, wearing a yellow ’’Event Staff” shirt how 
I could help. He told me to get^HP to safety. 

We then started walking North, Along the way, i saw another man sitting on the sidewalk who had a bandana 
tied around his right ankle, f asked if he was hurt, and he told me he was shot, i took my belt off and tied it as 
tightly as 1 could around his thigh. He said to me* there are others who needyour help more than Ido. 
We continued North, and 1 saw a Metro SUV. i asked the two Officers, what l could do to help, and one replied 
to get everyone North of the Church. I started directing pedestrian traffic to get everyone moving. 

While walking, we, were able to reach^BMMiM^^y,phone., who had gotten to the Executive Airport 
safely. We were also able to reach Were hiding on the outside of the 
Tropicana Hotel, between a wall and some bushes, 1 told them to Stay where they were, and I would come firid 
them; Once I reached my vehicle, which was parked in the North past comer of the Tropicana parking lot, 1 put 
my daughter inside. I directed her to lie down oh the floor ir> the back seat, and call Grandma, I then left my 
vehicle to go find the other three girls, i was able to locate them, near the North East entrance to Tropicana 
Hotel. They had another woman who had taken cover with them, i transported them all back to my vehicle, and 
had them get into the truck, 1 told them ail to stay down on the floor, 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#- 171001-3519 

1 then went back out to the corner of Tropicana and Las Vegas Bivd, to ask if I could be of assistance, 1 ended 
up getting stuck on the corner in front of Excalibur while officers cleared New York New York, Excalibur, and 

Tropicana* At approximately 2359 hours an Officer told the girls to all exit my vehicle and.go into Hooters, 
i was finally allowed to cross back over the bridge from Excalibur to Tropicana at around 0200 hours, i made it 
to Hooters, and loaded ail of the girls back into my truck and was able tp get home* 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event & 171001003519 

Mandalay Bay Active Shooter Response 

subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; Patrol 

DIVISION OF , 
OCCURRENCE: , CCAC/DTAC 

DATE & TIME 
10/1/17 2213 Hours 

, LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: OCCURRENCE: , , Pouts 01 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/17 at 2213 Hours, I, Officer K, Mendez P#1©276 arid Officer C. Pollock P#13508 responded io a 
MACTAC incident at 2213 Hours* Officers first responded to the rally point in Downtown Area Command. 
Officers then responded to Mesquite and Las Vegas $lvd for further assignment, which was to conduct foot 
patrol and show presence at the Fremont Street Experience* 

Upon arrival at The Fremont Street Experience, officers conducted foot patrol and made contact with several 
businesses to make sure everyone was safe and was aware of the situation on las Vegas Blvd, After 
conducting foot patrol, officers arrived on las Vegas Blvd and Fremont St. to show presence and hold that 
position for security purposes until relieved at 0730 Hours. 

Date, and T^e of Report: _10/7/17 1530 ,_ Officer; , . K. Mandei , H: 10276 

Approved By: _;_1 ' . , , , Officer: , , ,Q. Pollock , p#: 1360$ 

SIGNATURE: . . . ,_ 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 1XV171001QQ3519 

Officer's Report for Active Shooter 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION „ DIVISION OF , , 
REPORTING; D- TfiC Patrol_, ■ , OCCURRENCE, , , . , , , QCAC , 

date A TIME LOCATION OF 3950 S Las Vegas Bivd, Las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED; . 10-01*17at2213 Hours ,, OCCURRENCE: ' ' 69119 , 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10-01*17 at approximately 2213 hours I Officer X Byington P# i 6315, white operating as a marked patrol 
unit 3A2, was dispatched to MACTAC activation for event # tty171001003519, l and squad DT 34 responded 
to Fremont $T Experience, where i conducted traffic control and Officers presence at las Vegas BIVD and 
Fremont until 0730 hours on 10-02-17. 

Pate and Time of Report 10*01-172213 Hours Officer: . x Bvinqton , P#: , 16315 

Approved By; Officer; PW: 

SkSNATuftE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
EvocU LLV171001003519 

Active Shooter Route 91 Festival 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; coag■1 

SUBJECT . 

DIVISION OF 
, OCCURRENCE: , CCAC 

DATE &,T|ME 
OCCURRED: 10/01/2017 2208 hours , 

■ ■ LOCATION OF '' 
occurrence; Route 91 Festival - LVB/Mandafay Say Rd 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On October 1,2017 at approximately 2203 hours, I, Officer W Sumaipong P#16386 and Officer p King 
P#8467, while operating as a marked patrol unit 1M21, responded to a reported active shooter at the Route 91 
Festival located at S Las Vegas Bivd and Mandalay Bay Rd. 

We responded code 3 from CCAG and approached from Koval Ln where it transitions into Reno Ave. When we 
reached Reno Ave just before Haven St, we witnessed numerous people running eastbound away from the 
festival location- Many were injured or helping people make their way away from the festival. They reported 
there were possibly more than one, shooter and to approach with caution* l donned body armor and retrieved, 
the shotgun which Moaded with slugs.. King and I. along with at least, 3 other officers approached at a slow roll 
Into Haven St. I drove while the other officers utilized my vehicle as cover. I drove until Haven St came in to a 
dead, end and secured the vehicle and approached the venue on foot. 

We approached the venue via an opening between a short brick wall and some fencing that many of the 
concert goers were egressing from located at the southwest end of the dead end of Haven St.. The opening led 
to a dirt lot that was being used as parking for some of the vehicles at the venue;We did a bounding over- 
watch through the lot until we reached one of the southeastern gates into tfie venue. 

Once 1 entered the venue, I was separated from D King and ran into Officer Jackson P#9690 who drove into, 
the venue with his vehicle, He retrieved a ballistic shield from his vehicle and we had two other unnamed 
officers with us go in to the main stage 6f the venue to clear it- We checked the stage area and the bleachers 
for any suspicious beoqie or possible secondary explosives. 

As we cleared the bleacher area, we ran Into IT R Spencer P#7598 who advised us of an RV area at the 
southwest end of the venue. We had victims located in the RV's sheltering in place. We did a headcount of the 
people and cleared the RVs for suspects and weapons, The LT advised them to shelter in place and we held a 
perimeter by the RVs. 

Officers were then being requested tp gp to SCAC to reconvene and be reassigned as needed. LT Spencer 
advised some officers to go to SCAC, Jackson, 2 othpr officers and myself went back to Jackson’s vehicle to 

retrieve a trauma kit bag and to recheck any casualties for yitais as well as doing a body count check. We 

Date and Time of Report; 10/12/2017 0800 Officer; W Sumafoon^ , P#; 18386 

Approved By; , Officer: DKina P#; 8467 

SIGNATURE! 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

continuation 
Event #; LLV171Q01003519 

counted approximately 16 deceased in the main stage ar&a and 4 more were found as we moved towards the 
north end of the venue. 

As we cleared more of the north end of the venue* we ran into a surveillance trailer for the venue where SGT 
Hutchason P#12955 was reviewing footage of the incident* He requested myself and FTO Lefler P#1474§ to 
watch the front door of the trailer. The remainder of the night was spent guarding the trailer until I was relieved 
of duty and t made my way to Mandalay Bay to meet with my FTO D King, We went to SCAC for reassignment 
and Was relieved Of duty for the day. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
EventM: LIV171OO1OQ3510 

Mandalay Bay Shooting 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting; '_Tourist Safety occurrence: ;__Patroi/CGAC/CCi2 

date a time Location of '.3950, S las Vegas Blvd las Vegas, NV 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 T 2309 hours OCCURRENCE; , ' . 89110 

On 10/01/1.7 at approximately 2308 hours* 1* Officer S, Sanchez p#l 6303 responded to an active 
shppter at the Route 91 festival. We responded to where the shots were coming from which was at the 
Mandalay Bay located on 3950 S Las Vegas Bfvd Las Vegas, NV 89119. 

Upon arrival to the Mandalay Bay myself along with my Field training Officer A. Colucci and Officers a 
Arrendate and E. Clatterbuck. We parked in the valet parking lot and we had one officer on rifle, one officer on 
shot gun and the other two officers, on handgun to formulate a strike team. We entered the building we Were 
flagged down by security guards and they stated someone was shooting on the twenty ninth floor, Security 
guards were leading us to the elevator to get up to the twenty ninth floor, to confront the active shooter. 

When we got to the twenty ninth floor we began to clear the floor and my job Was to be rear guard. 
While clearing the floor and while watching the rear, I saw someone in plain clothes and a rifle pop out from the 
cqrner and came towards us; I yelled "threat” to tat my team know I saw someone, that was not supposed to be 
there. We yelled ‘'Metro police” and they yelled back saying they were police officers. We proceeded to clear 
the floor after we knew the persons were not a threat but were officers clearing the building. 

: After clearing the twenty ninth floor and.not coming in contact, with the suspect we proceeded into the 
stair case where the swat team told us to hold bur position. After holding my position for about four hours Swat 
came back and asked us to help them clear a couple more rooms. We helped the Swat team clearing floor 29 
and 80 and let the guests know tb stay in their room arid riot come out until further notice. After helping swat 
clear couple floors we proceeded and went back to the command post. 

Upon arrival to the command post we made contact with Sargent Harrahs who gave us assignments to 
guard the outer perimeter of the Route 91 festival. I was assigned to stand outside gate 4 with my training 
officer A. Colucci. 

Date and Time of Report; .' 10/07/17-0219 Officer; S, Sanchez P#: 16393 

Approved Ry; Officer; . ■■ F#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#; 171001-3519 

415A (Active Shooter at Mandalay Bay) 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: (jCAO 1 OCCURRENCE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME , . , LOCATION OF. , 
OCCURRED: , , ■,_10/01 /17 9230 Hour# . ■ OCCURRENCE; 3950 S, Las Vegas 81yd,'LV;Ny 89109 

NARRATIVE 

On 10/01/17, ,1 Officer A* Lea P#16397 working as marked patrol unit 3M9 along with my partner Officer T, 
Peralta P#13912 responded to a 415A that occurred at the Route 91 concert at 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd, LV, 
NV 89109. 

As we were en route code, another officer came over the radio and called out an active shooter that was at the 
Route 91 concert. As we arrived we* stopped our vehicle: east of the concert by the church and concert parking 
area and made our approach to the concert on foot through the parking lot. As we made our way to the concert 
we were stopped by multiple civilians with, gunshot wounds that were in a panic telling us the shooter was in 
the concert,. As w.e kept advancing toward the,concerti. we: kept seeing .multiple dead bodies and people 
wounded until we finally reach the gate of the concert. As we were moving through the parking lot, gun fire was 
still going on. . 

Once we made our way into the concert, there were multiple dead bodies and wounded civilians everywhere. 
We made our way to the stage were we tended to wounded and pulled people out from under the stage to 
head east towards Hoofer hotel and casino. We stayed inside the concert to help.the wounded and to get 
everyone we could out of there. As we got everyone out of the concert, we formed a strike team with other 
unknown officer and started to clear the concert tents and trailer looking for more civilians if they were hiding. 

As soon as we got the concert cleared out we were given orders to post up by Reno/Giles and to keep civilians 
from walking back into the crime scene and to the Blvd, We were posted there until 0730 hours until a day shift 
until came out to relieve us. 

Date and Tima of Report: 10/06/171532 Hours __ Officer:. A, Lee P#; , ,16397 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

Signature: 
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LAS VEOAS METR WUTAN POUCK oepAptWRNT 

OFFICER'S REPORT: HOMICIDE 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route 9i 5 Active Shooter 
SUBJECT , 

Division Reporting: 
Investigative Services, Divisions 

Division of Occurrence: 
Patrol Services 

Date & Time Occurred: 
10/01/17,2230 hours 

Location of Occurrence: 
3901 5. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas NV, 89119 

(Mandalay Bay Hotel) . 

On 10/01 /201.71 was at my residence, off duty watching television, I received a text message from a 
coworker, Detective Fiores F#, 6071 who was on a search warrant at 2220 hours. He stated there was 
an active shooter incident occurring at Mandalay Bay Hotel, I grabbed my patrol radio to listen to SCAC 
channel. I heard the commotion over the radio and immediately dressed out Into my tactical greens and 
grabbed my chest rig an AH 15 rifle. 1 left my residence from.North West area, 215 and Durango 
responding code 3 in my department U/C vehicle. 

I arrived at the Incident Command Center at South Central Area Command. Upon arrival 1 met with 
other members of the Vice Unit and was assigned to Strike Team #47; Shortly after my arrival at the 
incident Command, Strike Team #47 was advised to respond to the Paris Hotel and Casino, located at 
3655 S. Las Vegas Blvd, las Vegas, NV 89109, At that time it was reported that shots were being fired 
inside the hotel. 

Upon our arrival, Strike Team#47 began clearing the casino floor of the Paris Hotel and Casino, 
searching for the additional reported shooter, Strike team #47 was able to evacuate the casino floor 
and effectively moved people to the Convention Area of the hotel for shelter. Ultimately it was 
determined that no additional shooter was present; Strike Team#47 maintained command and control 
of the property. 

After several hours, Strike Team #47 was ordered back to the Incident Command to await 
reassignment.. Strike Team #47, Was reassigned to provide security in front of the Baiiy‘s Hotel and 
Casino located at 3645 $. Las Vegas Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89109. 

Date of Report; Officer#!; , F#: Officer #2; P#: 
10/05/17 Det S, Lucero 6211 

Approved By: (Signature) Officer Signature: 

LVMPD 4S4(R<W, 10/) 1} Wort 20t0 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT , 
Event#: 171001*3519 

Mandalay Bay / Route 9t incident 
■ SUBJECT , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 1Q/Q1 /2Q17 approximately £300 hours, OCCURENCE; Mandalay Bay / Route 91 Festival 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/01/20171 responded to the Command Post located at SCAC and assisted with miscellaneous tasks. At 
0500, the Command Post was moved to Headquarter and I was assigned to the Incident Commander, 
responsible for command and control/ Iremained in the same position assigned to the incident for the 
remainder of the A/B roster activation until it concluded on 10/04/2017. 

White assigned to Incident Commander I assisted with command and Control ensuring resources were 
deployed appropriately and Incident goals and objectives were met for each operational period. This included 
receiving and distributing. information to personnel in the field and coordinating with the various.Operations 

. Chiefs.assigned to the Department Operations Center (DOC). 

division of 
OCCURRENCE: 

Data and Tima ol Report: _10/05/12017_ Officer;...U Sean McNulty , P#; 6242 

Approved By: . Officer: : , ,1 ■ F#: 

' SKSMATUftf-; • 1 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Events 171001003519 

BOUTS 91 FESTIVAL SHOOTING _ 1 . 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING-, PATROL_■ . OCCURRENCE: SPECIAL EVENTS PLANNING 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; __1 Q/t 0/17 <g> 2205_^ OCCURRENCE:_ROUTS 91 FESTIVAL 

NARRATIVE: 

Worked HQ DOC Monday Octqber 2, Tuesday, Oct 3, Thursday Oct 4 (varying shifts)^ 

1 worked specifically at the DOC in my capacityas an events planning officer. 

I staffed squad deployment for the ABX rosters for the ABX time periods. ! did not work any locations outside of the 
DOG. I also did smaller, tasks as directed tjy any of the 4 captains working the DOC at the time. 

Date and Tima of Report: 1Q/1Q/17 @ 1100 

Approved By; 

■ Officer;. , J. COOK_ ' P#i 6£51 

Officer:__, ■ im P#;__ 

BtONATune; ' 

Pagel tHVMpOK(Rov,4fan-WOF102fllQ 



US VI0A8 METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
, ■ Event# 171001-3519 

"CiiC-Mc DaJ^TSji^f of rt^X;1, , , 

.' . Route 91 Harvest Festival Shooting , 
; ' 1 T**- SUBJECT . ' * ! ' I 

DIVISION i DIVISION Of ■ 
REPORTING: ■ SCI 2 ■ : : OCCURRENCE: ■ " ■ ■ ■ 8CAC ' 

DATE & TIME . ' ' ' . ' 1 , LOCATION OF . 
OCCURRED: __ Qct 01, 2Ql7,$gq5hrs_ OCCURRENCE: ■ 3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd LVN 89119 , , 

NARRATIVE; 

OFFICERS INVOLVED; T. THAI P# 6263 (1111) 
S. LISKE P# 14882 (1111) 

J. PARK P# 10011 (3S6) 
J. BLASKOP# 15065 (3S23) 
SGT. G JACKSON P# 13418 (798) 

On October 01,2017 at approximately 2200hrs, Officer Liske and I were at SCAG attending the graveyard shift 
briefing with the rest of SCI 2 and SCI 3 squads. About 10 minutes into the briefing, Sgt, Jackson informed us 
there was report of a shooting, within the area of the Mandalay Bay. He instructed everyone to get log on and 
head that way. He said if you don't have a car Just jump in with someone and go for now. Everyone scrambled 
out of the briefing room and drove code 3 to the location. With limited information, many units found 
themselves in the line of fire. 

Officer liske did not Have a vehicle that night so t told him, he's welcome to jump in with me. Officer Liske 
employed his tactical gear and had his rifle deployed as he rode passenger out of the area command with me. 
As we were driving code 3 to the scene, we heard updates that there were already multiple casualties and.. , . 
possibly one officer shot (maybe in the head). When 1 approached the first perimeter unit on scene. Tasked 
where are shots coming from and what direction was it firing. The unit at Russell and Las Vegas Blvd pointed 
out that it appear to be coming from the Mandalay Bay Tower and firing across the street into the festival. 
While gathering this intet, two EAG units pulled dp behind us, 1 believe they were Officer BlasKO and Officer 

With the knowledge obtained, we avoided the front of the hotel and drove west, toward the back pf the 
Mandalay Bay, We went west on Russell Rd and north on Frank Sinatra Dr until we gptto the loading dock just 
south of the parking garage- At this time we were stiil monitoring CCAC channel for updates and haven't heard 
any strike team information, Radio was busy with chatters so we stayed off the radio. After about a minute 
when there was no direction from any supervisors and our surrounding area was quiet, I told the group that we 
will have to go in to an assess the situation from the security control room and gather additional Intel unless 
someone object. No one objected so we formed a mid-shift strike team and entered through the loading dock. 

Date and Time of Report: nn Oct 09,2017 0l40hfs _ Officer; ,, , T, Thai Hi 8283. 

Approved 6v: Gerald Jackson Officer: F# 

Signature: 

LVMpD 88 (RoV.W) * WORD 20(0 Page 1 



US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
171001-3519 

Officer Uske hod a rifle so he took point, Officer Park and I were on handguns andi acted as team leader, 
Officer Blasko was asked to handle rear guard with a shotgun. 

When we entered and encounter employees, everyone was calm and pc one knew apput the shooting. 
Everyone w© came across, we told.to notify security and exit the building through the back. We came across a 
squad of security officers by the time clock waiting to clock in for their shift We asked )f they knew about the 
shooting and ho ope Knew. We had ope of them directed us to the security control room and told him to 
coordinate evacuation for their employees.. 

Once we got to the control room, the staffs were surprised to see us. It looks like they had just very recently got 
the information but haven't had time to act, I can see on cameras that the casino level ware still full of guests: 
They haven’t started any evacuation process. I didn't see any strike teams on property yet; Security advised 
that they just got the info and in the process of talking to our dispatcher to get more info. Our radio had no 
signals so, I asked to use their phone to maintain communication with Metrocomm. I first thing I told our,, 
dispatcher was who I am, I've a team of four, weVe secured the security control room and what weapon we 
have available to us, I told her that we would stay there to maintain communication as well as seCuirty unless 
they need us anywhere else as We dbn’t have radio signals and don’t have much information, l updated the 
status of the casino level and any other updates l got from security. I obtained suspect's info from Guest Boom 
information and updated it via text with Sgt. Jackson when the phone line got disconnected. 

Not knowing the extent of the attack, our mission objectives were to: 
- Maintain security for the hotel control room 
- Establish and maintain communication between police and security personnel 
- Update any intels or vital life-threatening information 
v Coordinate evacuation and any tactics with the Command Post 

Eventually, we observe several other police personnel and strike teams enter the property after the casino was 
evacuated. Several teams came through the control room and moved on after they realized that, we’ve already 
established security, Officer Uske slipped away with one of the metro team that pass through. Officer Park and 
Officer Blasko remained with me the entire time until we were relieved by DO Hanks at about 0500 hrs. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT; 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandalay Shooting 
subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; NEAC . ; 

DIVISION OP 
OCCURRENCE: ■ ", CCAC ' 

DATE & TIME 
/ 10-01 “1,7/2206 

LOCATION OF 
, Mandalay bay road and S. Las vegas Blvd. OCCURRED; OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

Ute in the evening of 10-1-17, now reports started coming in regarding an active shooter near the Mandalay 
bay resort. Several officers form NE34 gathered at the station and wanted to go see what they could do to 
help, l called NEAC dispatched and let them Know that I had seven officers and myself if needed. A short time 
later dispatched recalled and told me to report to the staging area located at SCAC. Upon our arrival at SCACI 
checked in with the staging manager and were designated as, strike team 37. Later we ware assigned to be 
roving patrols and to cover the area from Harmon to Sahara on the Las Vegas blvd. We had been patrolling for 
about an hour when myself and three officers were told to try and obtain video from a Catholic church located 
at Reno and Giles. When we arrived at the church we were unable to find an emergency number. One of the 
officers researched the address, and was able to.find the number of the sectary of the church. She was asked 
to come to the church in hopes that we could obtain some type of video of the shooting. Once the sectary 
arrived we were able to watch the video but unable to make a copy. She was instructed, once her IT guy 
arrived to make a copy of all the videos, we requested and call 311. 

Later in the morning, the unit at the church was tasked with reliving the overtime officers who had been at the 
event all night. We relived two officers and shortly we were relived. I checked back In with the staging manager 
at SCAC and we were told to go home. We left area and returned to NEAC. 

Date and Time of Report; ' 10-06-17 Officer: T. Fletcher , F#; 6383 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

tVMPD 88 (Rov,8/01) * WORD ?0|(J Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event*; 171001-3519 

. , Route 91 Shooting 

subject 

DIVISION 
. Patrol 

DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; ; OCCURRENCE: , Patrol 

DATE 4 TIME 
10*1-2017 

, LOCATION OF 
Mandalay Bay Hotel Casino, OCCURRED; OCCURRENCE: 

NARRATIVE: 

Officer: Sergeant D, Young P# 8252 

INJURED 

Date and Time gf, Report: 

Approved By: _^ 

10-30-2017 0845 Officer Sgt Pamoti Young 

Officer: 

■F*; ,8252 

P*: 

Bi^NATWte: 

LVMPO 62 (Rov,fl/0t) *WQftD20l0 





UlS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
event#: 171001-3519 

SYNOPSIS: 

On 10-01 “2017 a mass shooting occurred 4 Mandalay pay Hotel and Casino; The shooting resulted in 
approximately 58 people dead and hundreds of individuals shot. 

After the shooting, in the early morning hours of 10-2-2G17,1 responded to Sunrise Hotel to assist with 
any needed police activities-Upon my amyal, t observed a dynamic eoene with dozens of people 
receiving medical attention. I also observed several deceased individuals within the Endoscopy room 
located just east of the Trauma area-1 helped medical personnel identify the deceased and supported 
Ip as they documented the decedent’s injuries along with Coroner's office* 

PERSON? AT SCENE: ■ ■ ' 

Patrol Division 

1. Officer Domingo Lucero P# 5477 

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES DIVISION 

CLARK COUNTY CORONERS OFFICER 

1. Angelika Alaimo 
2.. Jennifer Fagnant 

MORTUARY 

CRIMINAUSTICS 

1. Supervisor Kristen Grammas P# 7808 
2. CSA Joel Albert P# 13204 
3. CSA Kathryn Biwer P# 16190 

rjISST1 A11 O* 

On October 1, 2G17 a mass shooting occurred at the Route 91 concert. The shooting resulted in significant 
loss of life and injuries. 

At approximately 0630 hours on October 2,20171 self-dispatched to Sunrise Hospital located at 3186$, 
Maryland Fkwy, las Vegas, Nevada. Officer Domingo Lucero P# S477 was present with me. 

Upon arrival l came into contact with Captain Nichole Splinter who was outside the Trauma doors of the 
hospital Captain Splinter briefed me on the situation at the hospital and escorted me to the Endoscopy room 
where the deceased individuals were being kept. Captain Splinter stated many of the deceased had been 
identified but several of the victims had not been correctly or fully identified. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001-3519 

After being briefer, i took bn the assignment of guarding the deceased, identifying the unidentified and 
assisting ID document victim injuries with the assistance of the Clark County Coroner's Office: 

Officer Lucero and I personally escorted each of the decedents to the mortuary vehicles vyhich were tasked to 
transport the deceased to the Coroner's office. 

There were approximately 14 deceased individuals in the Endoscopy room when I arrived. It should be noted, 
the body of Officer Charleston Hartfield had already been removed from the hospital before my arrival. 

Officer Lucero and 1 worked with hospital staff who were receiving a massive amount of information from 
concerned individuals and loved ones inquiring about their missing friends and family members. Hospital staff 
was abib to use photos from the inquiring individuals to preliminarily identify the deceased. This information 
was subsequently given to ID add the Coroners officer/ 

the process of identifying the victims took many houri to complete. 

While the process of identifying the deceased was taking place, CSA Joel Albert and Kathryn Biwer along, with 
the Coroners officer were photographing the injuries of th© deceased, the documentation was complete With 
measurement After proper documentation, each of the deceased was placed in a body bag and subsequently 
placed on a gurney. 

Our deceased victims were then personalty escorted by myself and Officer Lucero to an awaiting Davis 
mortuary vehicle. They were then transported to the Coroner’s office. 

After an the deceased victims were transported, I began to walk abqut Sunrise Hospital. I encountered dozens 
of victims suffering from gunshot wounds. 

Officer Lucero bhd 1 did. pot know .if the injuries of the injured had been documented by ID or not t. spoke with, 
ID supervisor Kristen Grammas who stated the injuries had not been photographed. 

In art attempt to preserve evidence and document injuries the Grime Scene Analysis began going bed to bed in 
an attempt to make preliminary identifications of the victims and photograph, a$ best as possible, their injuries.. 
I was present while the CSA’s photographed our victim's injuries. 

Because of the seriousness of the injuries, many of the bandages were not removed for photographs. The 
victims were identified by first and last name and then photographed. 

The names of all the victims were compiled and taken to Head Quarters by Officer Lucero, Officer Lucero 
stated he provided FIT with the documentation. 

For a more complete record of victim arid decedent injuries please refer to the CSA and Coroner reports, 

Page 4 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUCE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Mandaiay Bay Active Shooter 
SUBJECT , 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: SWAT , 

, DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE Patrol 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED; , 10/01/20172205 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: - 3950 Las Vegas Bivd 

uwmim 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2210 I was notified by my team leader $gt Mueller there was an active shooter 
at the Mandaiay Bay, Due to being close to the SWAT hanger and the possible need for an armored vehicle to 
be able to approach the Mandaiay Bay under gun fire, along with the possible need for down officer rescues I 
went to the SWAT hanger and retrieved a bear cat, I then responded to the scene. I was told to respond to 
SCAC where I was assigned to an active shooter response team. 

My team responded to the Mandalay Bay in search of the suspect or possible suspects. While inside the 
Mandalay Bay we learned that there was a suspect on the 32^ floor. We atternptedtp access the elevators to 
get to. the 32rtd floor, but they were shut down. We were unable to find anyone to help us access the elevators, 
so we found a stairwell and began climbing the stairs. While ,in,the. stairwell We learned the 32nd floor had been 
cleared and the suspect was found dead. 

We continued to climb the stairs and began clearing the rest of the floors searching for another possible 
suspect and possible victims. Once the Mandalay Bay was deemed cleared by the CP we were advised to 
head back to SCAC for debrief. 

Dale and Tima of Report; 10/22/171530 Officer; ; A. Gonzales P#: , 9202 

Approved By; J. Wiaalns Officer: P#: 

signature:; , 

LVMFD 62 (ftov.a'01) * WORD Z(M0 



DIVISION 
REFORTINO: 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
occurred: : . iQ-i-i7/22QQhrs .___ occurrence: , . , Mandalay Bay 

Community Policing 
DIVISION OF- 

OCCURRENCE: 

On 10-1-17', at: approximately 2200 hours, I, Captain Jim Seebock, P#4555, was notified of an active shooter 
event occurring at thp Mandalay Bay Hotel. I immediately contact^ my supervisor, Deputy Chief Bt 
Zimmerman, who advised me to set up the Department Operations Center (DOC) at Headquarters- 
The DOC was responsible fori 

* Providing support and coordination for LVMPD resources, on scene at Mandalay Bay 
* Maintaining, routine communications with the incident Command post for Mandalay Bay 
* Coordinating the delivery of personnel, supplies, and equipment for the incident 
f Communicating and coordinating with the outside jurisdictions that were involved, to include Clark 

: i, County Emergency Operation Center 
* Coordinating information sharing with SNCTC, FBI, Investigative, sections, and other partner agencies 

involved with this incident 

My role was to 4,open” the DOC arid pet it established so that the above bullet points could be accomplished 
and lead its efforts throughout that night. This was a team effort with several LVMPD employees contributing 
in their respective roles at the DOC. During the night, the DOC's role evolved, as did my responsibilities. In 
addition to overseeing department logistics, staffing, and coordinating communications, the DOC morphed into 
an "Area Command”.fOr ail agencies impacted by this event. Throughout the evening, more agencies both 
public and private, and elected, officials responded to our DQC. As representatives arrived, they were, given a 
role and contributed to the coordinated efforts. 
As the night unfolded, 1 also was charged with mobilizing LVMPD commissioned officers to A/B rosters. This 
was accomplished by 0300 on 10-2-17. I also assumed the lead role of coordinating information and 
intelligence flow with the Incident Command Post, hospitals, and ensuring strike.team assets were sent to the 
staging area for the incident, l provided intelligence and information updates to all that were present at the 
DOC every 30 minutes throughout the night until relieved at 0800- Prior to 080d, plans were put into place to 
provide manpower to maintain the'multiple crime scenes, hospitals, Coroner's office, and other locations. The 
DOC transfer of command occurred at 0800, 

LVMPO 82 (Rov.H/Ol) ■ WORD 2010 Pagel 



DIVISION 
REPORTING: 

date wm 
OCCURRED; 

IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Route 91 Active Shooter 
. SUBJECT 

. DIVISION OF 
Petrol , _ OCCURRENCE; 

171001-3519 

Retro! 

.10/1/20172200 
LOCATION OF , 

OCCURRENCE: . Route 91 Festive! 

NARRATIVE- 

I attended the Route 91 festival with my girlfriend atthetimeof theshooting we were approximately 40 yards 
away from the main stage l was able to. assist her and several other people in escaping threw the east fences: 
and through the church parking lot to the east of the festival 1 was able to get a ride from a citizen to CCAC 
were l met up with SGI C. Jivapong vye both Changed out and went back to the festival to assist; After going to 
the tC I took a strike team to the Tropicana hotel to clear that building after people Called in about an active 
shooter there* The team consisted of myself several officers from MACAJC to include 0, Mennesy P# 6736 R. 
Chamberlin P# 6626, H. Hughes P#67.5G and Officer J* Pappas P#15112 along with a couple Other officer^ 
whose names I did not know* After entering the Tropicana and recognizing there was no active shooter inside, 
we went with FO to the Mandalay bay casino .as a force protection.team.. 

Date artU Time of Report; 10/25/2017 Officer: .. ^ SGTC.mDennis ' , 1 Ffl: 9811 

Approved By: , , .1 Officer; ' 1 Rtf: ,, 

SIGNATURE: ..|. , 

LVMPD 6i (fiov.ami) * WORD MllO Page 1 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
"Click to Edit Event* on AU- Pages" Bw»'D„ .17/00/-351*? 

"Click to Edit Oaie/Tiroe of-ReparT ’’PRINT” 

. ..Mandelay Bay Active Shooter 
r r”"1 su&iect 7'ir'7ni'"' r “ .TT; 

division DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: ■ ■ 1 ... FQtrQl , , , ■ . OCCURRENCE: . " . , OCAT/DTAC „ , 

DATE 3. TIME LOCATION OF 
occurred: ._ 3213 ' ■. , occurrence: Route 01 H^iv^ Festivai , ■' , 

NARRATfVE: 

On 01/05/2017 at approximately 2213, f, pffio^r 0. Gregory P#162SS aloog wKh QfficerN, Lefebvre PS383 
operating as LVMPD marked patrol unit 3P33 responded to a MTAC activation that, occurred at the Mandalay 
Say . regarding an active shooter. Officers were advised to meet at opt designated rally point for a briefing on 
the occurrence. 

Officers then relocated, to the area, of Mesquite and. Us Vegas Blvd Upon arrival at the. mesqoite location 
officers made contact with numerous business advising each one of the situation that had occurred. Officers, 
continued to patrol the Frerriorit street experience ae high visibility .units;. 

Date ansi Tims of Report: 

Appro^d By: 

OrttePf: 0. Gregory n: 18288 

Pfe l 
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LAS VEGA© METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
' ' ' events 171001 -3519 

October 1 "- Active Shooter Incident involvement 
— ■ ; * : ”"! ^subject" 1 : | ! "T'T'T 

DIVISION . DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; ,, ' , , ISP_OCCURRENCE; , HSGB , 

DATE A TIME 'w ,, , / LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED; 10/1 /2Q1 7 - 22Q6 Hours . occurrence: Route-91 Fositval / Mandaylay flay 

, NARRATIVE: 

On 10/1/20171, Detective M. Mangione P#13727 was notified byHHfcispatcher Z. Mangione P#15163 of 
an active shooter incident at the Mandalay Bay / Route 91 festivaHlpproximatety 2210 hours; 1 pagan 
monitoring the CCAC radio channel and was listening as the event Unfolded. 1 notified my sergeant and squad 
mates of the incident and prepared for Cal) out: I work as a Detective in the LVMPD Computer Forensics Lab. 
We have prepared for an incident like Route 91 for the ingestion of data and to exploit mobile devices utilized 
by the suspect. At approximately 0240 hours on 10/2/2017 I was called out and directed to LVMPD. HQ to 
assist with sorting through emails being sent to the LVMPD email address setup for tips from the public, Del 
D. Barringer P#71.78 and I .spent the majority of the morning sorting through email tips and,separated out tips 
containing actionable information which were eventually given to the FBi pn'aUSB thumb drive.1 

Once we finished sorting through email tips. Detective Barringer and .1 Were directed to drive towards the 
suspect’s residence in Mesquite to assist with a search warrant. Our mission was to identify potential sources 
of digital evidence and preserve it. While en route to the residence, I received a phone call from my supervisor 
informing me we were no longer needed at the residence because the FBI was flying in computer forensic ; 
experts to handle the scene. 

in the afternoon hours of October 2"*! was sent with several CFL detectives to the Ogden Luxury Condos 
(160 Las Vj&gas Blvd. N. Las Vegas; NV 891-01) to assist DTAG PD detectives on scene. The PD detectives 
had received information that the suspect stayed at the Ogden in several different condos and needed 
assistance recovering a mass quantity of surveillance video and lock interrogation information* Upon my arrival 
1 realised the amount of video being requested was going to require removing the video systems and taking 
them back to the lab. Accommodations ware made through the Ogden's security company to bring 
replacement video systems oh scene so we could collect the systems containing potential video of the suspect 
While on scene, Analyst, T- Bishop P#15207 and 1 examined a, computer system containing door lock access : 
information. We were unable to extract the requested records on scene so a forensic image was made of the 
computer's hard drive by Analyst Bishop for further analysis at the LVMPD CFL, When we returned to the CFL, 
we were notified that the FBI would be conducting analysis of all digital evidence including the video we had 
gathered and made arrangements tp provide their agents with the evidence collected. 

Dale and Tirne of Report: 1/18/201 a Officer: , Dei M* Mannlone Pff: 13727 . 

Approved By: Officer: ■ P#: 

Signature 
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US VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: LLV1710G1G03519 

October 1 Mass Shppting: Strike Teams4 & 9 . 
. SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: __ NE32 / Patrol , , OCCURRENCE: COAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: 10/1/20.17 approx, 22QQ hours ./: OCCURRENCE: RogtS 91 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE:- 

OFFICERS INVOLVED 

Strike Team #4 
Sgt d. Edens P#9874 Team leader 
A, De La TOrre P#8567: . 
Cv Hearretl . P#1375.1 
C. Nelson P#13728 
J. Van Dyke P#14721 ■ 
d, Zambrano P#15017 
P. Uptain P#16399 
T. Magiich , . R#16403 
Z, tenners P#16093 

Strike Team #9 
C. Erskine P#13425 Team Leader 
A. Frechette P#14916 
B, Hatfield . P#14901: . 
D. K ap l an P#13421 
R. Novack P#8408 .. 
K. Barraza. P#16167 . 
C- Ruelas-Woods P#16100 
T. Mecilin P#16183 
& Barnum P#14703 

SYNOPSIS 

The aboye listed officers are members of NE325 a patrol squad who was “in the box” on October 1,2017, the 
members of NE32 were conducting routine patrol in the northeast area command, when we Were notified of the 
active shooter incident taking place at the Route 91 Harvest Festival, in the Convention Center Area 
Command. 

Date and Time of Report: 2300 HR9 10/23/2017, , Officer: J. VAN DYKE H: 14721 

Approved By: .... Offtedr:, 1 1 . . .. .1 P#; ' . ■. ......... . 

3K3 NATURE: 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #s LLV171001003519 

Because we were in the box, we rallied together at the northeast area command substation and drove together 
as a squad convoy from the northeast area command to assist on this incident. It should be noted that alt 
above officers were on duty at the time, with the exception of Officer C. Nelson, Officer Nelson was on vacation 
this day, and at home, when he started receiving phone calls and text messages regarding the incident Officer 
Nelson decided on his own to meet the rest of our squad at the northeast area command, despite being on 
vacation that day. 

While we were enroute, the CP was being established at'the! South Central Area Command. NE32 Officers 
arrived at SCAC as strike teams were being assembled. At this time, the squad (being a large FTEP squad 
with trainees), was divided into two separate strike teams, '‘Strike Team 4" and "Strike Team 9” as listed above. 
Both strike teams 4 & 9 deployed from South Central Area Command. 

DETAILS OF INVOLVEMENT ■ 

Strike Team #4: 

Upon being deployed from SCAC, Strike Team 4 was assigned to move north from SCAC along Las Vegas 
Boulevard, towards the Mandalay Bay, At the time we had left SCAC, we were aware.of at least one shooter 
inside the Mandalay Bay Hotel, although it was not Known at the time where specifically inside the hotel the 
suspect was located. Additionally, there had been numerous radio broadcasts about multiple abtive shooters 
inside the Route 91 Festival, or potentially in the area of Las Vegas Boulevard and Tropicana, Strike Team 4 
moved on foot due to the fact that Las Vegas Blvd (most notably the area directly in front of the Mandalay Bay 
complex) had not yet been cleared. Strike Team 4 was the first assembled Strike Team to clear this area. 

Strike Team 4 cleared Las Vegas Boulevard in front of Mandalay Bay Hotel, and continued north. At this time, 
we were hearing, numerous broadcasts about the possibility of active shooters at Tropicana & LVB, as well as 
the NY NY Hotel. We continued on foot to the NY NY Hotel. Hundreds of civilians were fleeing the.hotel, 
indicating there was a dynamic incident inside. Officers of Strike Team 4 evacuated all occupants of the Casino 
floor including civilians and employees, instructing them to go north.on LVB, away from the Mandalay Bay/bas 
Vegas Village. This extensive evacuation included the Casino floor, bars, restaurants, shopping center!inside 

. NY NY, and Zumanity theater. , , ■ 

After NY NY was cleared and we confirmed no active shooter incident took place there, we vyere directed tp 
the T-Mobile Arena, where we were, reunited with our counterparts on Strike Team #9. Both Strike Teams #4 & 
9 assisted Other units in clearing the T-Mobite. Arena. After the T-Mpbile Arena was confirmed code 4, both 
Strike Teams #4 & #9 were directed to the Monte Qarlo parking structure, top floor, where we provided over¬ 
watch security for the courtyards around ^Mobile, Monte Carlo Hotel, and NY NY HoteL Officers remained 
there until relieved in the morning hours of October 2, 

Strike Team #9: 

Because NE32 was a targe FTEP squad with both FTO's and Trainees, we were divided into two separate 
strike teams. Having only one Sergeant, Strike Team #9 was ran by Team Leader C, Erskine, Officer Erskine 
was selected to be Team Leader due to his experience on the police department, his position as an FTO, 
which involves first line supervision, and his current placement on the active Sergeant's Promotional Eligibility 

Strike Team #9 moved from SGAC to clear the east side of las Vegas Boulevard; starting at the “Welcome to 
Las Vegas'1 sign. They were the first strike team deployed for this mission, clearing the region of LVB from the 
Welcome sign all the way north along the outside of the Las Vebes Village. 

After this area was cleared, members of Strike Team #9 met with Strike Team #4 at the T-Mobiie Arena. Both 
Strike Teams #4 & 9 assisted other units in clearing the t-Mobile Arena, After the T-Mobile Arena was 
confirmed code 4, both Strike Teams #4 fit #9 were directed to the Monte Carlo parking structure, top floor, 
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where we provided overmatch security fpr the courtyards around T-Mopiie, Monte Carlo Hotel, and NY NY 
Hotel, Officers remained there until relieved in the morning hours of October a. 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Event #: 171001-3519 

_. _Rout 91 Active Shooter Incident_ 
— ...1 ; | 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING . NWAC/PATROL OCCURRENCE: ' : ■ . . CCAC 7 PATROL ■ , 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 

OCCURRED: , 10/1/17 2208 , . OCCURRENCE: 3950 S. LY fftV0,LV, MV 69119 

NARRATIVE: 

On the abqve bate and time 1, Officer M Mitchell P# 6273 was contacted by my supervisor Sgt M. Marlow P# 

6204 of the active shooter event occurring at Mandalay Bay. Due to the overwhelming magnitude of the 
unfolding event, Sgt Marlow planned to have Officers B, Corder P# 4592 and R. Ramos P# 5815 remain in the 
resident area, allowing myself along with Officers J, Landers, P# S073 and R, HagbergP# 6351 to respond to 

Mandalay Bay and assist l responded to the Ideation directly from my residence. 

I arrived at the staging area at SCAC and was immediately assigned to Force Protection Team 2 with Officer 
HagbergandOfficerLanders. This was under the commandpfSgtC.JtyapongP# 9338. Our missions for. this 
event consisted of providing security for the COFD Casualty Collect Point located in the intersection of LV ; 
BLVD and Tropicana. We also responded to reports of shots fired and casualties at various strip properties and 
evacuated patrons and staff from the Rivea Restaurant located on the 65th floor of the. Delano Las Vegas. I 
used no force nor observed any officers on my team utilize force during the incident.. 

Date and Time of Report; „_Q2/15/1914QQ Officer: M Mitchell f*: 6273 

Approved By: SOT MaththgW Marlow F#6204, officer: p#: 

St^NATUHlS: 

ea .wjRoaoio 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Evem#: 171001-3519 

_,_^_Active Shooter. ■ ; 
1 : ' " “ subject ' .. 

DIVISION DIVISION OF , , 
REPORTING: Support Operations OCCURRENCE: , ,, , Patrol _ 

DATE &■ time LOCATtON OF Route 91 Festival MGM Village Lot 39D1 
OCCURRED:.. , 10/01/2017 2205 OCCURRENCE: , Las Vegas Blvd. (CCAC M4) 

On 10/01/2017 under event number 171001-35191 was attending the Route 91 concert as a patron. At 
approximately 2205 a gunman opened fire on the crowed. I got involved by helping people to taka coyer and 
get to safety, At one point a citizen brought a wounded unknown WMA over to where j was. i noticed the 
WMA had a tourniquet on his right arm that was hot applied properly, ( then reapplied the tourniquet with my 
bare hands, While doing this i got blood on my hands, I had an open cut oh my left index finger at the time. 
The WMA was transported to an unknown hospital by a Clark County work truck. The only first aid 1 did was 
wash my hands later that night when i got home. I did not realize i had the cut until Saturday night. 

Date and Tims of Report: 1Q/09/2Q17 Officer: , Stephen Lehtinen p#: 5995 

Approved By: . Officer: ■ , , ,, ■ RE , 

SkMtUre: 

LVMPD 8K t Rffv,fl/01)' WORD 2010 page 1 



IAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event*; 171001-9519 

. Active Ghopter Incident 
^ - ; ’ QUBjeCT ^ " “ 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; , Fatroi/$QB/Laughltn ■ , . . OCCURRENCE; , EVentS Planning 

DATES TIME iOCATlQN OF Route 91 Festival MQM'Village tot 3901. 
OCCURRED:__10/01/2017,2205 OCCURRENCE: Las Vegas Bivd. (CCAC M4) 

NARRATIVE: 

I attended the Route 91 Harvest; Festival with my. girlfriend^^jjm^on Sunday night when the active 
shooting took place* When the shooting started^^p^nd 1 ran for cover so as not to get hit and become a 
casualty. We made it to the buildings by the set Of bleachers to the north bf the stage and took cover. As we 
were taking cover, i witnessed lots of patrons trying to go out onto las Vegas .B!vd, right into the line of fire. At 
this time 1 took action and tried to get as many people to listen to me to get down and behind the buildings for 
shelter as well as go east away from where the shots were being fired, the volleys of gunfire stopped and 
then I started advising people to go Oast bound away from the Blvd, While I was doing this some other citizens 
brought an injured white male adult over to where. I was. The WMA had a tourniquet on his right arm that was 

: not applied properly. I tightened the tourniquet and made sure the bleeding stopped. This.WMA also had a 
gunshot wound to his right, lower abdomen, but the wound was not bleeding at that time, i was trying to figure 
a way to evacuate him to a hospital when I was notified that a Clark County truck was on the Bivd. and citizens 
where loading wounded into it to be taken to the hospital. I and another citizen helped, the wounded WMA to 
the county truck and got. him into the bed for transport. I then went back into the venue and started asking if 
anyone else was injured so I could put them in that truck to be transported. 1 then observed many patrons 
hiding behind a block wall I made my way over to them and got them to go east away from the area. 

After I was done with that i went back to where the citizens were taking, shelter behind the building and started 
to get them to go east bound towards Reno/ Koval area. There were also many citizens hiding under the : 
bleachers that I convinced to leave the area as well. I also helped get another WMA who had a GSW to his 
left foot; evacuated to the east l then went back into the: area and started searching for any other injured and 
trying to convince stragglers to go east bound towards help. Other citizens and l then started clearing portable 
bathrooms and the concession area. The venue had a makeshift bar by the name of Losers and it had a, , 
dance floor on top. We went up there and fbund several people taking shelter. We got them off of that robf top 
and got them to safety to the east of the venue. I along with other off duty first responders kept searching the 
venue, until ! had to get out of the area. We went to the east of the venue and out of the exit gate. At 
this time I was no longer allowed back in to help out so we left the area, 
I got the name of the name ofVN||^^who heiped out evacuating citizens. I 
have reached out to him to see how he is doing and to get his contact informations At this time he has not 

Otto and Time of Report: 10/06/3017. E£p,1 . Stephen tehtinen p#r 5995 

Approved By: ', ■ Officer! ' , ■' '1 ' , _ Ffl: 

Signature: _ 

ivmpd »s \mjtm i) - word soto Page 1 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event* LlVl7l00ite5l9 

ROUSE' 91 FESTIVAL ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE 
subject, 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: BAC 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURHBNGE: CCAC 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: . 10/01/17 H2QS HOURS 

LOCATION OP 
OCCURRENCE; 

MANDALAY BAY 3050 S, LAS VEGAS 
. BLVD 

NARRATIVE: 

On 10/01/17, at approximately 2208 hours, an active shooter incident occurred at the location of 3950 S. Las 
Vegas Blvd* I Officer D.Ottomaneili P#15841 a team member of BAH, was sitting in on graveyard briefing at 
Bolden Area Command (BACK BA 14, was designated “In the Box1" on the night of the incident. At 
approximately 2215 hours, a swing shift unit opened the briefing room door and advised L.T. Hank of what was 
unfolding at the Mandalay Bay/Route 91 Festival. CAD was pulled up and everyone in briefing turned on their 
radios. We quickly determined to end briefing and respond as quickly as possible, As all BAH units were at 
BAC, there was no need to meet at the BAC MACTAC rally point. The squad doubled up, and met in front of 

; BAC apd donned their tactical gear. The BA 14 strike team consisted of the .following-units: 

BA 14 - Strike Team 2 

Sergeant J, Stark* P#13515, (Sil) ' 

Officer D. Spivey, P#15328 (1W1) 

Officer M. Smith, P# 15315 (IWH) . 

Officer R. Farris, P#15463 (1W12) 

Officer D, Ottomaneilk P#15841 (1W21) 

Officer J, Mercado, P#.15902 (1W22) 

Officer A. Javier, P#15910 (1W8) 

Officer J. Bryant, P#15876 (1W18) 

Officer R, Wicks, P#15400 (1W77 assigned to BAl 1 but reassigned to my squad for the night due to being a 
rifle carrier) 

Date and Time of Report: 10/0ft/!7 , , Officer; DOTTOMANELLl p* 15841 

Approved Gy: ......71... Officer: ^., ,.' ■.'. p#i , 

Signature:_, _._ 

Page i 
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Response 

Sergeant Stark sent dispatch BAC dispatch an administrative message to update all call signs'.id SUaTH lg, but 
due to the chads on the radio and department wide, (he call signs were never updated and it appeared dispatch 
utilised the line-up to log and monitor all the units. 

LX. Hank briefed us quickly with what he knew in front of BAC Our task was to get to ,-SCAC which was the 
CP for the incident. All units donned their tactical gear1 and loaded Up into vehicles. Officer Mercado and 
myself rode together in vehicle 10458 and Mercado drove while I monitored and responded to all radio 
communications for the vehicle. We responded code 3 and caravannedTo SCAC, We arrived at the CP at 
approximately 2240 hours. , 

Command Post 

The frontparking lot of SCAC was filled with marked patrol units, plain cars and other jurisdiction units, To 
alleviate ingress and egress BA14 parked on the first street south of the parking lot in single file. The CP was 
filled with units with command and control just starting to form, LX Hank assumed the idle of Staging Area 
Manager and began to appoint strike teams. We were the second strike team to form and were appointed Strike 
Team 2 (ST2). 

At approximately 2250 hours, calls began to come into dispatch regarding shooters at multiple 
hotcl/casinos: These calls included a possible 445 device in a Black Audi SUV in front of the Luxor Hotel and 
Casino, Due to the amount shooting calls coming in from multiple locations it was believed there were multiple 
suspects and this was a takeover style terroristic attack similar to the attacks in Mumbai. LX. Hank ordered 
each strike team to respond to a location;of a call. ST2 was given the task of addressing the 445 device in the 
425b under the Sphinx in the Luxor valet. 

Luxor 445 Device 

Sergeant Stark created a plan, and showed the strike team a map and gave us assignments. ST2 quickly 
responded to the Luxor and located: the possible device. We Created a perimeter around the device and 
coordinated with Luxor security to ensure the casino floor was evacuated at the hotel was on lock down. Officer 
Mercado and myself took the perimeter spot South of the valet placing us between the Luxor and the north side 
of the Mandalay Bay Hotel, The newer model black Audi SUV had a NV plate officers did not recognize, On 
the back of the SUV were wires connecting a large PVC pipe and several unknown square objects which were 
taped to the tailgate. The vehicle and the device protruding from itwere extremely suspicious and with the 
details of the ongoing incident it was likely either an actual device or a decoy. The perimeter was moved back 
to approximately 80 yards; 

While on scene, ST2 maintained 560 degrees of lethal coverage while around the valet area of the Luxor, 
Officer Mercado and Officer Farris had a cell phone call with each Other that was ah open line of 
communication between the units that were both North and south of the valet as to not crowd the radio and 
allow for communication to flow more freely and uninterrupted, Individuals who were hiding, test, of 
intoxicated would wonder up through the parking lot and ST2 utilized Luxor security to get them into the Luxor 
lockdown areas. The perimeter could not be moved back farther due to the amount of people coming from 
different direction. Eyesight between officers needed to be maintained. Sergeant Stark told Luxor security to 
review their video 
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surveillance for more information on the vehicle. We were able to gain intelligence on the four individuals who 
dropped off the SUV and went funning through the Luxor. Their descriptions were broadcasted and where they 
were last seen over the radio, ARMOR was requested and responded. 

A plain clothes Gang Unit officer and a uniformed CCAC patrol officer were in the Luxor parking lot and I 
ass igncd them to ST2; We did not make note of their names to document them in this report; They assisted in 
maintaining the perimeter and stayed with ST2 throughout the night. ST2 maintained the perimeter oh the 
device for several hours before ARMOR arrived. 

ARMOR and CCFD Bomb Squad responded and were briefed on the limited information wc had. ARMOR 
petectives determined the device was suspicious and the robot was sent up to inspect it. It was ultimately 
determined to be some sort of testing device for a self-driving car. : 

After the device was deemed safe, $T2 became the Luxor Security Strike Team; Several more hours past and 
once the IC determined the Luxor could be taken off lock down, ST2 moved to the southern perimeter and 
maintained security on Mandalay Bay Dr preventing anyone from the Luxor parking lot from entering the 
Mandalay Bay property. At around 0715 hours, ST2 was relieved by dayshift, responded to the CP, checked 
out and made our way back to BAC 

Summary. . . , ■ ■ 

Throughout the incident ST2 maintained them composure during the most chaotic incident the LVMPD has ever 
faced. They displayed bravery and courage in their response to the 445 device, which due to the intelligence 
present seemed very legitimate. ST2 placed themselves in line of fire and in proximiiy Of a 445 device to 
protect thousands of innocent citizens inside the Luxor. At the time, we did not realize it, but we were in the 
line of fire of the suspeefsroom on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay. ST2 worked seamlessly with Luxor 
Security to gain intelligence and protect citizens as they appeared. ST2 stayed vigilant throughout the night for 
any and all threats. ST2 displayed compassion for the victim's and the victim’s families as they approached and 
requested the assistance they needed and gave them the information they needed to get victim services. Of 
special note was assisting and off duty California Police Officer and the wife of one of the off duty California 
Police Officers who was murdered that night. 

I am proud of Officer Mercado for being my battle buddy that night who NEVER left my side, and every officer 
who responded that night and I am especially proud of BA14 for taking oh a mission and seeing it through 
completion without any further injury to officers as well as any citizen in the immediate arch, 

Officer D.OttomaneHi 

BA 14 Bolden Pride 
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OFFICER'S REPORT 
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Active Shooter 
.■SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING- NEACFStroi 1 OCCURRENCE: ' ■ , ■CQAC .■ 

DATE & TIME , LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_10/02/17 0030 Hours_, ' OCCURRENCE: .30018, Us Vegas Bivd, LV; NV, 89109 

NABBAIIVE: 

Qn 10/1/20171 was at home when I received a call from a friend of mine who was at Route 91 asking if i was 
working and that there were people shooting up the strip. I then ,left my house and went to my station Northeast 
Area Command and listening to the news as i drove in. When \ arrived at NEAG i dressed met with several 
other officers who had come into the station to see what we could do to help. We all dressed out and Sgt. 
Fletcher called dispatched and informed them that we had formed a strike team. Dispatch called back and told 
us to report to SC AC, The staging manager at SCAC designated us as strike team 37 and had us roving up 
and down Las Vegas Bivd. from Harmon to Sahara. We were then tasked with obtaining surveillance video 
from the Church located at Reno and Giles. Officer Hart P#15277 was able to contact one of the 
representatives from the church who came down and provided us with the surVeillance foofage from the 
cameras on property. We notified detectives who responded and viewed the footage as welt. We then were 
tasked with relieving officers who Had been working overtime,k\ the actual route 91 concert. We stayed on post 
until around 0830 hours before being sent back to NEAC. 

Date and Time of Report; 11/15/2017 0100 Officer: Mayer p»: 15229 

Approved By: Officer: , P#: 

StGHATttft^; , 1 ■ 

LVMPP SJ> <Rpv,&‘0!) * WORD 2010 Pagei 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event if: 171001003519 

.1... .. 

SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING BAG 

DIVISION OF 
. ■ OCCURRENCE: . ' ■ , CCAC , , 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED: 10/1/17 

LOCATION.OF 
■, occurrence: 3950 S. Las Vegas B!vd,Las Vegas, NV 

NARRATIVE: 

On 1,0/1/17 at approximately 2300. hours, l Officer T. Dionisio F# 15079, white operating as marked patrol unit 
3W22, heard a broadcast of information stating an Active Shopter was occurring at Route. 91/Mandalay bay 
and possible other locations on the strip. 

t immediately drove code toward UMC to secure trauma so arriving vehicles; would not have; an Issue. When I 
arrived at UMC, there was no one arrived or anyone standing outside of trauma, including medical personel. 1 
began to place Police tape around the parking lot and deaf the area looking for any more threats, t notified 
medical staff of the active shooter arid stated vehicle should be arriving with wounded civilians, 

The first civilian truck;arrived where people were piled in the bed of the truck and inside of the cab. I began to 
grab people from the bed of the truck until I got to people who were severely injured by gunfire. 1 carried an 
unconscious female who was under several people in the bed of the truck into UMG trauma. The female was 
immediately declared, deceased. 

I went. back to. Trauma bay where more civilian vehicles and marked patrol units were seif-transporting civilians 
and off-duty officers to UMC for medical attention. As the vehicle arrived ( helped in escorting 1 applying 
pressure and carrying wounded people from vehicles into Trauma for further medical attention, 

f received direction from an unknown Lieutenant who advised me to attempt to write down incoming vehicle 
plate numbers and gain ‘tally marks'' for victims entering Trauma ! stood at UMCTrauma Bay speaking to 
victims and their families until approximately 0700 on 10/2/17. 

Date and Tima of Report; ^ 10/21/2017 1500 hours ;j.;iimmr Officer:.■,. T, Qionisio , Pd; 15079 

Approved By; Officer: Pd;__ 

Signature: 

LVMPD 62 {ftov,$K> I} * WORD 2OI0 Pago 1 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event tf: : 171001-3519 

^_ 1 : ' , ' , 41 Set ■ - ■ , ' ' 1 _ 

r ^ ' ■ SUBJECT | 1 ^ | “ ' 

DIVISION . , DIVISION OF 
reporting: , ^ ,_Toured Safety_, occurrence: . Tourist Safety 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED:_10-01-2017 . . OCCURRENCE: . 3950 S,LV Blvd LVN 80.109 ■'■ 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

On 10/01/2Q17 at approximately 2315 hours,. I, Det G. taster P#5658, was off duty when a call was received 
from my supervisor, Sgt. B: Carroll stated an active shooting event was currently on-going from the Mandalay 
Bay Mptel/Qasino located at 3950 LV. Blvd, So, LV. NV. 89109. She instructed me to go to the Convention 
Center Area Command (CCAC) to retrieve my department emergency vehicle as Well as whatever else may 
needed given the circumstance* She further instructed me to report to the South Central Area Command 
{SCACj where a command post had been set up* 

..After gathering the. necessary items from Gp AC, 1 arrived at the command post approximately fifteen. {15). 
minutes later. 1 was advised to check in with IT. K. Buist, P# 6966 and she would assign assignments. I, 
along with the other members of squad CC28, inclusive of Sgt. Carroll, were told to report to the Thomas ,&■ 
Mack. We were informed that non-injured victims as well as other spectators were being sent to the Thomas & 
Mack in an effort, to receive voluntary statements from these individuals. This was done to establish timelines 
and sequences of the event in addition to what the victims/spectators may have seen or recorded on their 
phones; 

Our squad along with other officers dealt with several thousand people, giving comfort, words of 
encouragement and trying to make these folks as comfortable as possible. We made arrangements for food, 
water and blankets to be supplied* We also tried to keep the people updated as much as possible a$ to when 
they would be able to return to their respective hotels. We stayed with the victim stijl approximately 0700 hours 
at which time the hotels were off lockdown and receiving guests. 

Date and Time of Report; 10-11-2017-1530^.. Officer: ..G, taster 1 fty; 565B 

Approved Ey: Sgt. B, Carroll P#7060_ Officer: , , , Rtf: 

Signature; , . , _ 

tVMPD »2 (Ftov,e/01)» WORD 3010 Rage i 



LAS VEGAS METROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
EM#: 171001-3519 

OFFICER'S REPORT FOR ACTIVE SHOOTER AW01747 
r— SUBJECT f1 . 7T”’’ 

DIVISION 
REPORTING , SWAT 

DIVISION OF . , 
, OCCURRENCE: , SWAT 

DATES TIME 
OCCURRED: .10*1-17 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ... Mandalay Bay 

On 10-01-171J Rude 13916 responded code 3 to Mandalay to SCAC in unmarked vehicle 9922.1 was 
tasked with ovetwatch for the TOC and TaSs, I played no role in any of the heroism that occurred on that day. 

Date and Time of Report: 10-22-17 

Approved By: 

Officer: 

Officer: 

SIGNATURE 

J Rude P#; 13916 

P#: 

Paste t LVMPD82 {Rcv.A'01} • WORD 2010 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event »: 171Q01-3S19 

October t$t- incident 

SUBJECT 

OlVtBION 
REPORTING: Homeland Security Division 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE:, , . Tourist Safety Division 

DATE & TIME 
OCCURRED:_ October 1,2017(3 2200 hours 

LOCATION OF 
OCCURRENCE: ,3950. S: Las Vegas Boulevard 

NARRATIVE: 

Personnel: 

, Jamie Prosser PN7554, ,Ueutendnt 

Joey Herring PN5241, Sergeant , 
Paul OeAngeils FN5983, Detective , 
James Downing PN7042, Detective 
Mark Gregory FN4112, Detective , 
Aaron Stanton PN471.7, Detective 
Michael Wilson PN5319, Oetectlve , 

. . Colin Haynes PN6.160, Senior-Analyst’ ... ■' 
Troy Howb Fhj7255', Senior Analyst* 

MIHe McGrath PN4575t Sergeant 
Robert, Bourque FN5573, Detective 

, Voir-Yulo Kwitty PN8554, Detective 
Ben MacDonnell PN14339, Detective 
Ismael Madrid PN8771. Detective 
Eric Solano FN7588, Detective 

After being made,aware of an active shooter situation, on the tas-Yegasetnp, i, lieutenant Jamie Prosper* adyieed,.Sergeant Joey 
Herring and Sergeant Mike McGrath to report to the designated command prist at South Central Area Command With all available 
detectives. 

Upon arrival at the command post we were, immediately, advised to send one team to the Mandalay Bay and one team needed to assist 
with gathering witness Interviews in order to determine the number of assailants involved., 

Sergeant McGrath's squad assisted with reviewing CAD and Interviewing witnesses that were transported to the command post. Said 
witnesses claimed to believe there was. more than one shooter, however, there was no Information to corroborate their statements, 
Ultimately, Setgeant McGrath and his team deployed to the Thomas and Mack command post along with Homicide and assisted with 
recovering a multitude of witness statements. 

After discovering the identity of the assailant, It was learned he had a previous PMV address in Henderson frpm 2012, Sergeant 
McGrath coordinated with Henderson Intelligence Sergeant. Rob, Hart and contest Was made at the residence. The sole occupant of the 
residence claimed to be the assailant's ex-girlfriend, All information was foryrarded to Pit Lieutenant Dennls O'Brisn and the Watch, 
Desk for lead" tracking purposes. Ultimately FBI completed a follow-up interview with,the subject. 

Date and Time of Report: 1Q/Q9/2Q17 tip 1300, hours . Officer: , . ■ . Ffr 

Approved By: '■ Officer: _ •. ; Fft; 

3tflHATUR£: _' 

LVMPD (Rov.ft/01] • WORD 2010 Paget 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: 171001-3519 

Sergeant Herring responded to the Mandalay Bay, his team coordinated their response with hotel security In order to access all video 
surveillance and intelligence surrounding the assailant Throughout the course of their investigation, their- team interviewed all 
employees that hod any interaction with the assailant from his initial check-in date. They also, gathered any and all related intelligence 
specific to the assailants actions while at the MOndelay ,Bay, 

A coordinated time-line was produced with theassistanpe gt Senior Analyst's Howe and Haynes, The time-line incorporated ait , , 
interviews, movements specific to, surveillance videos, valet, food service; gaming, lock interrogations,, room temperatum monitoring, 
and alt Intelligence recovered throMghout the Vi»eeK following, the incident , 

All gathered Intelligence was, turned over to FIT for case completion, , 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

■ 1 : Active Shooter 
r r..v- ■; subject . 1 "/.:”ri. 1 

DIVISION ' DIVISION OF. ' . , 
reporting: '_ Homeland Security . : occurrence: ■ ■ _COAC 

DATE & TIME LOCATION Of 3950 S. Las Vegas Blvd Las Vegas, 
OCCURRED: , 10/1/17 3210 Hours , ' . OCCURRENCE: , , Nevada 

NARRATIVE; 

On 10/1/17,1 Officer* Ferrante, P#13331, was on duty/ logged on and operating as Z27, when I received a text 
message from my Sgt Mueller, that there was an active shooter at Mandalay Bay, While enroute to the scene l 
was advised over SWAT i to respond to the command post, set up at SCAC, due to there being multiple 
assailants. 

Upon arrival, I immediately dressed out, formed an active shooter element and responded td Mandalay Bay 
Hotel. Upon arrival into Mandalay Bay our team located the elevators and a security guard. The security guard 
was unable to assist us.on which elevator we. needed;to take, so we could get to.the 32nd floor. We then 
received information that the suspect was coming down the elevators/We each took up a position holding on 
all elevators on the casino level. After a short time holding on the elevators we located the. correct elevator to 
take us to the 32nd floor, however the elevators were shut down. We located the.stairs and began to ascend. 
Once 1 reached floor 20 we learned that entry had been made into the suspect’s room and he was4T9. We 
were told we were no longer needed on the 32nd floor, but to begin clearing floor by floor looking for more 
suspects, civilians and possible casualties. As my team and I completed clearing one. floor we were directed by 
the command post to respond to lower level valet. While at the lower level,. I began to assist other officers in. 
clearing the casino and employee areas of Mandalay Bay. We were able to extract approximately 30-40 
employees who were sheltered in. place put of the casino employee area and hand them off to where medical . 
was staged, if needed. The Mandalay Bay security guard who was shot was one of the subjects evacuated 
from the employee area. My team and I continued to clear the casino and employee area. We located another 
two employees who had barricaded themselves: in the women's spa area and:evacuated those employees 
back to valet. Once the casino/ employee area was deemed Clear we were told td respond bapk to valet. 

Once we got back to valet we broke up into force protection teams, My team along with several others went 
back into Mandalay Bay arid began clearing every room of the hotel looking for officers, suspects, civilians and 
possible casualties. 

Once the entire hotel was cleared i was advised to return back to the staging; area for debriefing. 

Date and Tima of Report; 10/24/17 1231 , , Officer; 4, Ferrante , F#: 13331 

Approved By; J, Wiggins Officer; ' . ■■ 1 ■ p#: 

Signature: . 

LVMPD B2 (nov.BM) * WORD 2010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 1710Q1»3$19 

ACTIVE SHOOTER OR . 
■ SUBJECT 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING MAJOR VIOLATORS OCCURRENCE: , . NARCOTICS , , 

OATESTIME LOCATION OF ■' 
OCCURRED; __10-01*3017/3300 HRS OCCURRENCE: Route 91 Festivsi,,Las Vegas,, Nevada 

OFFICERS INVOLVED: SOT.J. Bonkavlch #6961 (Supervisor) 
PET. J. Murray #4756 
DET.N, Gulli #4073 

' DETAILS: 

On 10*01-2017, at approximately 2200 hours, 1 was attending the last day of the Route 91 Festival with 

my family and friends (to include Detective N. Gulli #4073). We were sitting on the first grassy area for chairs, 

on the east side of the grass in the last two rows. . 

During the Jason Aldean concert, we heard What sounded like firecrackers or the concert speakers 

having feedback. The sounds then stopped and then we heard what appeared to be a heavy volley of gunfire 

coming from the west side of the venue, During the volley, panic was starting to overcome the crowd and 

individual concert goers were panicking and running every direction knocking over chairs and individuals. 

During the initial volley of gunfire, it sounded like there were two active shooters inside1 the venue working 

themselves through the crowd (west to east). During those initial volleys of gunfire we observed several 

individuals in front of us and to the west get shot and drop to the ground in need of medical attention. 

Individuals with them appeared to be conducting life saving techniques on these individuals. 

After realizing the gunfire was coming from the west side of the venue, t decided to have members in 

our party start evacuating towards the east of the venue. As we were evacuating and turning toward the east 

exit, we again were overcome by automatic gunfire {with bullets flying over or heads and skipping off the 

ground next to us as we attempted to flee the area). During this commotion individuals were laying on the 

ground and others were trampling over others on the ground. Member^ in my party became separated as the 

Date and Time of Report: 10-17*17/1400 HRS Officer: J. Murray „ . P#: , 4756 

Approved By: Officer* • P#: 

Signature; 

LVMPD S* (Rav,ft/01) * WOflp 2W)7 Page 1 
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CONTINUATION 
, Event#: 171001-3^19 

gunfire continued, individuate in the crowd continued to panic and at that time myself, several other officers in 

plain clothes and firemen identified ourselves as Police Officem/Pirst Responders to the individuals running 

and assisted them to find cover behind several Items to wait for the .gunfire to stop. After several minutes the 

gunfire continued and individuals again were running toward the exits and several appeared to get shot and 

were able to make it outside the venue as others stayed behind cover waiting for the gunfire to stop- paring . 

this commotion we Were able to assist others evacuating the injured, shot and others attempting to flee the 

Eventually the gunfire stopped and myself along ..with others were able to continue to assist others ;exit 

the venue to safety and vehicles to take them-to medical personnel,: We then checked the immediate area for 

other victims and to make sure individuals still hiding were safe and directed them to the east side of the venue 

towards McCarran airport. 

After several hours members of my party were able to reunite and it was determined no one was shot 

(other than one that appeared to get hit in the forearm by the concrete from a ricochet) but.several in my party 

were knocked to the ground (trampled with injuries). . 

During, the incident ! notified my supervisor Sgt Bonkavich as to my involvement:, 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #; 171001-3519 

Active Shooter ' 
SUBJECT 

DIVISION , DIVISION OF 
REPORTING:_|_SWAT OCCURRENCE: ■ CCAC 1 . 1 ■ 1 ■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED:_10/01/2017 2g;05 . OCCURRENCE: . 3950 S. UsVegas BlVd, iVN 89119 

NARRATIVE: , 

On 10/01/2017 at approximately 22:05 hours, I, Officer H. Singh P# 14310, while being 
assigned TDY to the Blue SWAT Team, was training at the LVMPD Range, along with other 
members of the Blue Swat Team. We received a notification of a possible active shooter at the 
Mandalay Bay with multiple victims. I proceeded to the hangar to pick up mobile armor. Once I 
arrived, I met with Officer C. Thompson P#9836, and we both loaded into the Bear Armored 
vehicle and headed to the Mandalay Bay, While en route to the call, we received Intel of 

possible multiple shooters so the decision was made by the Swat Commander to stage at South 
Central Area Command and formulate a plan. Once arrived at the area command. Officer : 
Thompson and I, along with other SWAT and $ AR members, made a strike team and headed 
down range towards the Mandalay Bay. Once arrived at the Mandalay Bay, we began traversing 

the staircase to the 32nd Boor, Intel Of where the shooter was located: Our team made it to the 
23rd floor when other SWAT and K9 members breached the suspect* s room and determined that 
room and floor were clear. Once the 32nd floor was cleared, we began clearing every floor, room 

by room. During the searching of the rooms, we encountered one security officer who was 

armed and did not have any credentials or identification to confirm his identity. Due to the 
; severity of the situation, with possible multiple shooters, the security officer was detained until 
a Security Manager could confirm his identity. After Mandalay Bay was determined to be 

cleared of any other suspects, we turned over control of the Mandalay Bay to patrol officers and 
detectives. 

Date and Ttrue of Report: 10/24/1714:10 , Officer; , H. Slnqh ' P* 143 TO 

Approved By: J. WIpqIhb Officer: ■ W:. .. 

ShSMATV^H: 

LVMPD 82 (RttV.ft'Ol) * WORD Z010 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: ILV171001003S19 

■ , ■__ __ Active Shooter at Route 91 
~~ " ^ ™ 1 :.'subject ' ; : 'V,'; '.i 

DIVISION , . ' ; DIVISION OF 
reporting: _ Patrol occurrence: ■. Special Events 

■ LOCATION OF1 . 
10/1/17 at 22Q5 hours ; OCCURRENCE: MGM Village Lot (3901 S. Las Vegas Blvd) 

I, Sgt. M. Buimer, P# 8430, was assigned to the Route 91 Country Festival on 10/1/17 beginning at 1300 
hours, I was working the interior dfthe event, in a uniformed capacity, as 748SE, 

On 10/1/17 at approximately 2188 hours, I arrived in the medical tent inside the venue by the northeast gate 
(Gate 4A) dud to Officers P, Zaragoa and 8. Rich (179SE) requesting the assistance of a supervisor reference 
an intoxicated female who was trespassing on property. At 2204 hours! activated my camera white my officers 
were handling the intoxicated subject. 

At 2205 hours I heard what sounded like rapid gunfire. I have responded to countless unfounded shootings 
and was trying to process if the sound was something else, such as firecrackers or something that was part of 
the show. Once it was announced over the air that it was in fact a shooting, myself and the other officers went 
outside the tent and observed people starting to leave the venue in a seemingly confused and anxious state. 
Believing the situation to be an active shooter on property, l immediately started running toward the gunfire 
with the intent to find the threat and utilize deadly force to stop it. Based on the fact that it was a large event on 
the strip, l also assumed that this was likely a coordinated terrorist attack and that there were likely multiple 
assailants in the venue. There were multiple two story structures throughout the venue used for VIP guests so 
my assumption was that the shooting may be coming from one of them. 

As 1 ran southwest toward the gunfire; I tried to remain vigilant for the possibility of multiple attackers in the 
venue; I repeatedly told people to “go east* while signaling with my hands the direction to evacuate. During the 
melee, I lost track of the officers I had been with. I then came upon Officers M. BOrdoni and C. Delvillar who. 
were behind concealment. They advised me that the shooting sounded like ft Wes coming from the Mandalay 

t was then flagged down by a man stating that a woman had been shot in the head. Once j located the female, 
i called out the radio traffic as to her location.! was advised to switch channels to Convention Center. | then 
directed the people with the downed citizen to evacuate her from the premises as medical Was not going to be 
able to respond during an active shooter, I moved out of the open area to switch my radio zone/channel. At 

date A TIME 
OCCURRED: 

NARRATIVE: 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

CONTINUATION 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

one point, an intoxicated female laying on the ground told a male to take my gun, I noticed the mate did not 
react at all to her, I chose net to respond to her as 1 knew peopte were in a panicked state. 

T iroughout the incident, multiple people were notifying me of more people shot, i felt that addressing the threat 
was more important to handle first; I continued southwest through the venue, while instructing people to go 
east, until I reached the furthest most west gate. At that point, I was told that the shooting was coming from the 
31st floor of the Mandalay Bay, Due to the distance, I decided to transition to evacuation of the injured, 

I assisted an unknown male carry put an unknown female to the east exit Another officer (whom l did npt 
know) and I then provided people lethal cover while citizens evacuated injured persons. At one point I removed 
my bright yellow traffic vest and left it inside one of the tents, I felt that the vest not only made me a target, but 
anyone who were to come to me for help. 

At approximately 2221 hours, I came across another group of unknown officers, and off duty IVMPD Officer J. 
Tneal asking to assist. Officer Theal identified himself and one of the officers handed him a shotgun. There 
was also a continuous flow of off duty medical; police and unknown persons asking to help, assisting to carry 
opt the injured and leaving. 

ie ended up at the tour buses near the pack of the stage. Initially we continued to evacuate people from that 
ateaaswetl, but it was then decided by Lt R. Spencer (36110) to have Jason Aldean and his crew shelter in 
place. The shooting had ceased for some time at that point, but we felt that if the tour buses began to move 
that they would be a large target for any possible outstanding suspects. In addition, we had Just funneled 
thousands of people put of tile back gate and I heard over the radio that multiple roads Were closed. We 
decided to shelter in place until w© could either confirm it was safe to move Jason Aldean or I knew there was 
at least a clear route out where he would not get stuck by traffic and hysterical fans. The buses were parked in 
a U shaped pattern, A 360 perimeter was created behind cover. Throughout the incident there was radio traffic 
of more active shooters at other hotels, I assumed it was a Mumbi-style coordinated terrorist attack. 

Eventually, Officer T. Fredrick (Special Events- Event Coordinator) arrived and drove a MGM 1 § passenger 
van to escort the remaining civilians out of our area, with officers Krnjeu and Kraut walking on foot alongside 
the van to provide cover It took three trips to evacuate the occupants from the tour buses. Once everyone had 
been evacuated, myself and the remaining officers that were with me went to the CP. that had been set up 
Prior to the event by Special Events, located in the church parking lot east of the venue. However, by the time 
We arrived, the C.P. personnel were gone. 

li asked Officers to get the names of the citizens that were still waiting near the CP. and release them, as many 
yere complaining and wanting to leave. I also asked Officers to get written statements from them, but 
someone from Special Events arrived and had them stop getting statements. 1 also gathered a group of officers 
end walked the perimeter to find places to put them for crime scene preservation. I eventually made contact 

fith It Yatomi who arrived at the C.P. and stayed until t was relieved by Sgt. McMurtry. J provided the list of 
?op!e that sheltered in place in the tour buses to unknown detectives at the and of my shift. 

"he following officers assisted me to the best of my recollection: 
Krnjeu, P# 9336 (181SE) 
Kraut, P# 9313 (181SE) 
Gurute* P# 15122 (Off Duty LVMPp) 
poms, P# 2402 (Off Duty NLVPD) 
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I CONTINUATION 
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Teal, F# 16270 (Off Dyty LVMPD) 
Opvls, F# 613742 (Off Duty LA County) 
Rich, P# 14300 (179SE) 
Farina, 15766 (1M40B) 
Emry, P# 14483 
LConey, P# 13581 (629A) 
sWem,P# 13393 (629A) 
Adkins, P# 14699 

LLV171001003519 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLIOS DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Events; LLV171Q010Q3519 

Active Shooter Incident _■ 1 ' , 
—r 1, SUBJECT ; ■ 1 """ ' T 7* ' 

DIVISION 
TSD 

DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: OCCURRENCE: TSD 

DATE S TIME 
10/01/17 at 2209 Hour® 

LOCATION OF Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino 
OCCURRED: . , OCCURRENCE: . 39$QS, Las Yogas Boulevard 

NARRATIVE: ' 

On 10/01/17, (, Lieutenant Richard Maupin, was off duty* At approximately 2215 hours, my supervisee Captain 
John Pelletier, called me on the phone. Captain Pelletier instructed me to report to work because of an active 
shooter at the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino, l was instructed to report to Convention Center Area 
Command (CCAC). 

While at CCAC, l was tasked with coordinating the call back of; CCAC commissioned persohnel to assist with 
the active shooter incident and calls for service within CCAC. l coordinated a portion of the personnel to report 
to the staging area to assist with the active shooter incident whllp the other portion to handle multiple calls for 
service that were pending within CCAC. l ensured that a designated channel and dispatcher Were obtained for 
the personnel that were handling calls, for; service because the CCAC home channel was being utilized for the 
active shooter incident, i also coordinated the implementation and notification of the A/0 rbster for CCAC as it 
was going to start on 10/02/17 at 0600 hours. 

Date and Time of Report: 10/25/17 at 141S Hours Officer; . , U. Richard Maupin . P#:.5923 

Approved By: Li Richard Maupin Officer: , ■ ,, ' p& 

Signature: _ 

LVMFP S£ - WOHD 2tHQ Page 1 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3519 

Route 91 Harvest Test_. . 
" r ! : ^ ^ . SUBJECT \ v' ■.:.I.;"7r” 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
reporting:_Tounst Crimes occurrence-. ,, . Tourist Crimes, 

DATE Si TIME LOCATION bf^ 
OCCURRED: ^_; October 1st, 2017 OCCURRENCE: MGM Festival Lot 

NARRATIVE: 

On October 1*\ 2017 at about 1025 hours, I was home and decided to turn the television on to the local nows. 
When I did, I saw that there was an active shooter being reported at the Mandalay Bay. I grabbed my phone 
and realized that l had several missed calls and texts about the incident and immediately called my supervisor 
Captain Richard Fletcher, He advised me that there was an active shooter Engaging guests at the Route 91 
Festival and 1 needed to get over there to assist. ; 

I got into uniform and headed towards that location when i became stuck in traffic on the 115 south in front of , 
Town Square, While there, I encountered an older pickup truck that had a WMA in the bed holding aWFAwho 
was bleeding profusely from an unknown location. There was also: another young looking WFA laying with him 
bleeding as well. 1 asked wereThey ok and he told me the female he was holding was his wife and she was 
dead. The other female was injured but looked to be more in shock. 

As we were boxed in* I knew there was no way to get them any Help so 1 just tried to keep them at ease by 
talking to them when I observed an ambulance trying to get through the traffic jam. 1 ran over to them and 
advised of the injuries in. the truck arid they came over to assist. There were two other patrol cars stuck with,, 
me and we all worked to get her to clear a lane and went against traffic and were able to get out of the area. I 
then reported to UMC where I met Captain Plummer and began assisting him. and Lieutenant Jeffrey Goodwin 
with managing that scene. 

About three hours later* the hospital scene was secure so I relocated over tothe Route 91 lot to assist there. 
The scene was pretty static at that point so I walked arpund talking tothe officers making sure they were ok 
and to see if they needed anything. I was then called oyer to HQ to assist with putting together the Emergency 
Activation Plan* After the plan was complete* I then went over to SCAC to help get all the officers Showing up 
at 0800 briefed, answer any questions and ensure everyone was sent out to the right spots. 

The next few days, l worked at the DOC managing the ABX roster, along with staffing for the many crime 
scenes, coroner’s office, and convention center. 

Pate andTkne of Report: 10/20/2017/1000 Officer; . Kendall bell F#: 6752 

Approved By: Officer: P#; 

, Signature: , 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER'S REPORT 
Event#: 171001-3619 

1 Battery with a Deadly Weapon 

j‘* , ' : '■.SUBJECT ‘ ^ : ~ 

* DIVISION , . DIVISION OF A ' 
,, reporting: Homeland Security Piyiaion occurrence: Tourist Safety Division 

i DATE & TlNl£ 
; OCCURRED; 10*014017 2208HoufS 

‘NARRATIVE: 
: ^ ;.;••••• :: v:: : > • • • r ■ :Vs': • .Vs!=.• •'• • v; •• :v»:; -v.:;j •|: :>; : .:.V • •; • • V| • 'o.;: • • ^.y.V-:s •: s.'; v v: •• •••• • • v: •: ^ c/': • •:: v.: :V ^ V •' •: •: ^^: /: •:"! 

OFFICERS INVOLVED: 

Mandalay Bay Resort 
location of 1W. Mandalay Bay Road 
occurrence: •''! Las Vegas, Nevada 

Officer J. Dukes P#5656 
Canine Handler 

Canine Max II 

Officer K. McConnell W3336 
Canine Handler 

On 10-01-2017 at approximately 2230 Hours i, Officer J. Dukes P# 5656 responded to the active 
shooter incident which was occurring in the area of the Mandalay Bay resort. Upon.my arrival, my canine 
partner Max II, and I were assigned to assist members of our swat team with the search for additional 
suspect(s), and or victims! We conducted our search through numerous hotel room floors and rooms. During 
the course of our search we did not encounter any additional suspect(s), or victims. 

Upon Officer K. McConnell’s arrival to the incident she was immediately assigned to. assist the tactical 
medical team which was attached to a SWAT element; This team cleared various areas within the resort. 

i 
't 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
171001-3519 

.;_;_Officers Report For Active Shooter_ 1 '' 

.SUBJECT, 

DIVISION ■ ■ DIVISION OF 
REPORTING: , , •_SWAT OCCURRENCE: ■ ' 'Patrol . ■ 

DATE& TIME LOCATION'OF MansalayBay 395p:$ IVBlVD LV.NV 
OCCURRED: 10/01/172g14 , ■ . , OCCURRENCE: , , . 8911$: , , 

NARRATIVE: '■ 

Qn 10/01 /17f 1 Officer Q Perrin P#6535 was at the LVMPO Range when a text came out from Sgt. Mueller, 
stating that there was an active shooter at Mandalay bay and several people were down. Myself and the 
Officers that were training at the range headed towards Mandalay Bay. 

While in route to the active shooter We were on radio channel SWAT 1 So that we could communicate with 
each other as we were clearing intersections/White South bound on 1-15 we were notified that there possibly 
several shooters and that Individuals were seen on the tarmac of McCarran airport* We were also informed that 
this could possibly be a.coordinated attack and to report to SCAC. 

I arrived at SCAC along with the majority pf the SWAT section; From there were formed into strike teams and 
moved towards the Mandalay: Bay* While moving to the Mandalay Bay we believed that there were multiple 
suspects in the area. We made our way into the lower level of Mandalay bay casino and found the elevators/ 

At the elevators the; radio traffic bn SWAT1, CCAC, SWAT Simplex was very limited due to interference from 
the buildings thick walls* We received information over the radio that a suspect was coming down the 
elevators* All of Blue team formed up on the elevators waiting for the suspect, to come down. We were unable 
to confirm the information and realized that the elevators were inoperable. 

The SWAT section then moved to the stairs due to the elevators being shut down and began to ascend the 
stairs. We had received information that there was definitely a suspect on the 32nd floor and we were under the 
impression that there were more suspects on the upper levels of Mandajay Bay* 

Me and several other SWAT Officers reached approximately the 27th floor when pfficers made entry into the 
room bn the 32^ floor* Approximately six of us began clearing the floors below the 32nd floor. 

The strike team that i was with cleared several floors and then ended up on the 43rd floor that opened up onto 
the roof and the back bf the Foundation room. We were instructed to hold that position. Until further notice* 

At that time the Officers that were with me were: 

Date and Tima Of Report: ■ 10/20/171211 Officer: Dewane Ferrin H: ,006535 

Approved By: Officer: PI; 

SIGNATURE: 
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Matt Burris P#6094 
Jake Werner P#13017 
Jay James P#6715 
James Bertucclni P#8247 
Jason Connel P#6722 
Kai Hoskins P#39303 
Alex Gonzales P#9202 
Ramon Nakhla F29665 

We held the roof for approximately 30 minutes- We were then told to start clearing floors to look for suspects, 
injuries or anything suspicious. We Cleared, several floors knocking on alt of the rooms and making entry into 
those rooms. Nothing suspicious was spene and no one had any injuries that we came into contact with. 

After the entire hotel was cleared were returned to SCAC. 
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OFFICER’S REPORT 
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Officer's Report for Active Shooter, 

subject . , 

DIVISION DIVISION OF. , 
REPORTING: SEAC OCCURRENCE: ■. GACC 

DATESTJME LOCATIOMQF 
OCCURRED: __10-1 -17 /1005 ." occurrence: Mandalay Bay / Route SI Festival 

NARRATIVE: 

Synopsis; Officers from Southeast Area Command iri-the-bdx squads wore activated due to an active shooter 
from the Mandalay Bay Casino targeting concert patrons at the Route 91 Festival Officers assigned to SE25 
were advised to not respond with the MACTAC squads and await orders from SEAC. SEES did receive orders 
to respond to Sunrise Hospital and set up a security perimdter around the hospital The following paragraphs 
depicts their actions the night of Oct. 1,2017, 

SHiper's Involved (SE25): 

Nickolas Jones P#9G43:(Sgt) . 1 ■ 
Baron Bybee P# 15080 
Vincent .Vanslyke P# 15181 
Jacob Barr P# 15312 
Kelly UndemannP# 15485 . . 
John AiessioF# 15670 

l, Sgt N. Jones P#9G43, currently supervise SE25 which encompasses the officers assigned to dayshift COP 
and the Southeast Area Command swing shift bike squad. 

Narrative: On October 1?, 2017/1 was at home due to an adjusted shift but the bike officers assigned, to SE25 
were working swing shift. At approximately. 1008 hours, l was called by Officer Vanslyke and advised of an 
active shooter at the Mandalay Bay Casino, I told Officer Vanslyke to rally the squad at the rally point for 
MACTAC and coordinate response through the in4he-box sergeant. 

Officer Alessio, Vanslyke, Barr and Lindemann arrived at the rally point and were told by Sgt, Wert to remain at 
Southeast Area Command Substation to await orders. At approximately 2300 hours, Sgt, Deschutter gave 
orders to SE25 to respond to Sunrise Hospital and set up security around the property. 

Officer Bybee, Vanslyke, Barr, Undemann and Alessip arrived at the north entrance to the hospital and 
observed a female with a gunshot wound to her leg. Officers quickly learned the north doors had been closed 
by hospital staff, They immediately lifted the female into the back of a patrol vehicle arid drove her to the south 
ER entrance while attending to her leg. Once at the south entrance, they gave the female to medical staff and 
immediately began to set up a perimeter around the south entrance. 

Date and Time of Report , 10^17/1840 Officer: N,Juries P#: 9043 

Approved By; Officer: P#: 

SfciMTiMs; ' ■.n'i ... , 

LVMPD W (Rgv.9/01} - WORD 3010 
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The hospital was chaotic as wounded were being dropped off arid grieving family members were filling the 
waiting areas. Officer Bybee, Aiessio, Vanslyke, Barr and Undemann did an outstanding job to coordinate the 
security efforts with Henderson police officers and responding Nevada Highway patrol troopers, : 

I arrived at Sunrise Hospital, after driving in from home, and took;command of SE25 under the direction qf 
Captain Splinter, 

Officer Undemann and Barr walked the halts within the hospital to help keep peace and provide a presence, 
They were also tasked with fathering information from family members who had missing loved ones to help 
identify the deceased and injured, The task was difficult as emotions were high from all involved. 

Officer Undemann, Barr and I assisted detectives and medical staff in identifying the deceased, BB25 was 
relieved by dayshift and secured at approximately 0700 hours. 



LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POUOE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
17100V3519 

Active Shooter Mandalay Bay Response 
1 T I SUBJECT " ^ rr” 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING' . 1 ' ■ EOS ' OCCURRENCE; ■ „, BOB ■ 

DATE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED: _10:01 -17 2215 ghOUfs ■■ ■ OCCURRENCE: 39SQ to Vcga$ Blvd S, , 

NARRATIVE; ■ 

On 10/01 /17 at approximately 221 $ hours, I Officer D. Ruberio P# 7144 (Cali sign SR5) assigned to Air 
Support / Search and Rescue, was off duty and at my residence when i received a phone call from SAR Officer 
Thayer P#9171 SAR Officer Thayer informed me of the active shooter event at the Mandalay Bay and said 
that he, SAR Officers Long P# 6902 and Connell P# 6722 were responding, I left my residence and drove my 
department vehicle (#9968) code 3 to the command post at SCAC. 

Upon my arrival, 1 made contact with our voiunteerflHHpwho had arrived ground the same time, i 
informed^^HpPbf possible multiple gunman oh the loose and instructed him to stay close by my side. 
4^^^|parmdrd$sed in our tacticatgear, then walked over to the SWAT Bear, which was driven by SWAT. 
Officer Mark lineberger. SAR Officer Thayer and volunteer jm^aiong with multiple other SWAT Officers 
arrived and entered the Bear, and we were all transported over to the Mandalay Bay lower valet area. 

Once we arrived the Mandalay Valet area, SAR Officer Thayer.and I assigned (unknown named) K9 Officer to. 
stay with the Doctors inside the Bear, and to assure that she remain with them at ail times for protection, 

were 9iven instruction to establish a Casualty Collection Ppint at the lower Valet in the event 
we come across any casualties. 

SAR Officer Thayer arid I were attached with SWAT Officers. and we entered the Mandalay Bay.. We began 
ascending the stairs to the upper level floors in search for, at the time, multiple gunmen. Upon.reaching our 
assigned floor, pur team began clearing the floor. We cleared multiple floors which were coordinated by the 
SWAT ATI Kevin Stevens and/or the Command Post. Once we received information that aH floors were 
cleared, we were instructed to regroup at the valet area. 

Once we arrived back at the valet, we received Information regarding a missing patrol officer who was not 
answering his phone and/or radio, Force Protection, Teams Were broken up and two FD personnel were 
assigned with my group. We were given a master room key and told to begin searching all rooms for our 
missing officer and civilian casualties. We received information that the missing officer was found, and 
continue to search for casualties. No casualties were found; and ail teams returned to the command post and 
were released to secure.. 

Date and Time erf Report; ■ (, 104)8*17 1600 hours, Officer; . D. Ruberio P#: 7144 

Approved By: Officer: P#: 

StQNATUREl 
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LAS VEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event#: 1710014819 

October i Active Shooter 
..„.ji^iiiwpi^wwiiw^w4^i|ii^ii|ri>i n;iin in.. 111 

, , SUBJECT 

DIVISION 
REPORTING; , , SNCTQ 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE: SNCTC/.CTS 

DATE A TIME 
OCCURRED: 1041-17/220$ hrs, 

LOCATION OF 
Occurrence; 3950 S, Las Vsgas Blvd, 

NARRATIVE: 

LOCAltOWfS) 

3950 S. Us Vegas Blvd. LVN 89119 
3901 S. Us Vegas BiVd, LVN 89119 
1372 Babbling Brook Ct, Mesquite, NV 84034 

OFFICERS INVOLVED 

Lieutenant Fred Haas 
Sergeant Richard Meyers 
Sergeant Randy Dockery 
Sergeant Brandon Borden 
Detective Dave Kelly 
Detective Chris Matthews 
Detective Scott Baker 
Detective William Brewer 
Detective Scott Majewski 
Detective Charles Stuart 
Detective John Lowery 
Detective Ken Mead 
Detective Jon Kikkert 
Detective Scott Neilson 
Detective Lamar Voyles 
Detective Ann Hardman 
Detective Sam Enriques 
Detective Stephen HUffaker 
Detective Josh Casto 
Detective Geoff Kesterson 
Detective William Siggaroa 
Lieutenant Anthony Tisino 

V,;, 

P# 8090 
P# 5589 
P# 7519 ' 
P# 7413 
P# 3665 
P# 5571 
P# 6732 
P# 6353 , 
P# 141.93 . 
P# 6497 
P# 5831 
P# 5741 
P# 4408 
P# 3977 
P# 13640 
North Las Vegas Police Department 
Department of Public Safety Nevada 
Hehclerson Police Department 
HenderePn Police Department 
UNLV Police Department 
Clark County Marshalls 

Date and Time of Report; I Q-09-17 _ Officer: ;Sgt Brandon Borden 

Approved By: Sgt. Brandon Borden Officer: _' ' 

PS: 7519 

SIGNATURE: 

LVMPD (Rwfl/01) ■ WORD 20l0 
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CONTINUATION 
£veht#i 171001-3519 

Las Vegas City Marshalls 
Federal bureau of Investigation 
lvmpd CTAG investigative Specialist 
LVMPD CTAG Investigative Specialist 
Counter Terrorism Analyst 
Counter; Terrorism Analyst 

WMA, 6*4”, 230 lbs, Brown hair* Blue eyes 
Deceased ■ 

DETAILS ' ' ' ' ■ 

On October 1st, 2017 at approximately 220$ hrs Stephen Paddock began shooting from the 32nd floor of the 
Mandalay Bay Hotel/ Casino into the Route 01 concert venue killing 59 people and wounding 527 more. 
Sergeants immediately began making notifications for detectives tb respond and provided direction. Detectives 
from the Counter Terrorism Section with the SNCTC Fusion Center responded to the Command Post that had 
been set up at South Central Area Command. 

Upon arrival Detectives Baker, Stuart, Enriquez; and Kesterson were assigned to assist in developing 
intelligence about the suspect and to respond to the Mandalay Bay Security Surveillance room to start 
coordinating responding assets. While at Mandalay Bay they received information that the suspect’s vehicle 
was parked in. the garage. The Detectives made their way to the vehicle to ensure that.there were no other 
suspects at the vehicle. Upon arrival they cleared the vehicle and found that the vehicle was unoccupied. 
When clearing they observed several bags within the vehicle. Fearing the vehicle may contain an. explosive 
device Detectives called for patrol assistance in establishing a perimeter. They requested K9 and ARMOR to 
mitigate the vehicle. Ultimately, the contents Of the vehicle did in fact.contain explosive material in raw form 
and ammunition. There were no constructed explosive devices or other components. : 

After the suspect had takeh his own life and responding officers cleared and secured his room, the 
investigation into the incident began* The SNCTC Counter Terrorism Section assisted in coordinating 
investigative efforts for Homicide, Force Investigations Team, FBI and various other Sections and agencies. 
Joint Terrorism Task Force Detectives responded to the FBI Field Office and assisted with being the conduit 
for LVMPD and the FBI’s joint Investigation, Other Counter Terrorism Detectives.and. Sergeant Meyers 
responded fo LVMPD Headquarters to ensure the proper information was being passed to the Department 
Operations Center that had been setup in response to the incident. 

Detectives Baker, Caste, Stuart and Hardman drafted over 20 search warrants and court orders related to 
digital media involving this case over the past 10 days, In addition, Detective Mead authored the original 
search warrant for the suspect’s residence in Mesquite with Detective Brewer being the affiant of a piggy back 
warrant fpr the residence. Sergeant Dockery responded to Mesquite PD’s Command Post to coordinate efforts 
with other jurisdictions for the search warrant service. Sergeant Dockery was assisted by Detectives Kelly, 
Lima and Lowery. Spring Valley Area Command PD Sergeant Mike Fletcher responded to assist with his 
squad at the MesqUite search warrant service. There were multiple investigative tips and leads followed up, 
interviews conducted, and intelligence work products produced for situational and investigative updates to the 
executive staff. Counter Terrorism Detectives still managed to Investigate an elevated number qf Suspicious 
Activity peports (SARs) while maintaining a focus on the mission; 

The SNCTC Cpunter Terrorism Section worked on an AB Roster, working 24 hours a day on 12 hour shifts for 
the entire week after the incident. The section then changed tq 10 hour shifts the following week with no days 
off. The investigation Is still on going at the time of this report. 

Detective William Lima 
S/A Jae Beasley 
IS Pam Cook 
IS Heather Rivers 
Analyst Julia Watson 
Analyst Laurel Benz 

SUSPECT: 

Stephen C, Paddock 

Pago 2 



On pdober i^ 2017 j returned a trip out cif state at approximately £1 GO hciurs. I arrived home at 
approximately, 2200 hours, and received a text from a friend at 221 & hours* She was listening to her spanner, 
and heard the events unfold and texted me to be careful i immediately called a dispatch supervisor, who 
advised me there was an active shooter at Mandalay Bay with multiple confirmed Casualties, I immediately 
logged on and called Captain Pelletier to advise t was enroute. Captain Pelletier advised me to meet him at the 
Command Post located at South Central Area Command. I proceeded to that location code 3 in my unmarked 
but equipped department vehicle; Upon my arrival, l made contact with Captain Pelletier and assumed the role 
of Deputy Incident Commander. Please refer to Captain Pelletier’s officer’s report for further on incident 
priorities and assignments. 

Date and lima of Report: 10/12^7 Officer: K.BuiSt . ' . P#; 6966 

Approval By: U* Pelletier Officer: ■ ■ , ^ p#: 

Stan atvbe: ___ 
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LASVEGAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Event#; 171001003519 

Route 91 HaryestFestival ^ Active Shooter Event 
SUBJECT. 

DIVISION __. , DIVISION OF 
REPORTING; PSP/ODB._ OCCURRENCE: FaffOl 

DAJE & TIME LOCATION OF 
OCCURRED;_ 10/01/2017 2205 OCCURRENCE; Route 91 Harvest Festival 

NARRATIVE; 

PERSONS INVOLVED; 
Robert Byrd P# 15983 ■ ■ ■ LVMFP FTTU/Comrnunity Ambulance 

. ^OftS^Stotta P# 13422...58555^^™^ 
CCFD Chief Kiassen CCFD 
CCFD Chief Buchanan CCFD 

|, Robert Byrd, a civilian employee assigned to the firearms training and tactics unit was working my outside 
employment &$ a Community Ambulance Paramedic on Sunday 10/01/2017. At approximately 2205 hours, as I 
was standing outside of the medical tent located in the north east comer of the venue, 1 heard a burst of 
gunshots. As i looked up toward the stage area noticing the band still playing, causing me to believe that a 
drive by shooting had occurred on the strip outside.of the venue. Moments later I heard a second.burst of gun 
shots begin that sounded as if there was a shooter inside the festival area. Immediately following i heard a 
third burst of gun shots that were even louder, , at the same time people were jumping fences and trying to exit 
the venue on the east side as I thought the shooter was moving.toward the medical tent. 

I began to make contact with multiple victims that were now arriving at the medical tent 1 began to apply 
tourniquets to two victims, and directed a patron to apply direct pressure to an abdominal wound of a third 
victim. Inside the medical tent there were multiple people with gunshot wounds, and a White female walked in 
stating she was shot to the head. She was immediately attended to by medical personnel inside the tent ; 
Outside the medical tent, l evaluated two additional victims who were both pronounced deceased. Recognizing 
the need for additional medical assistance 1 got on the radio to Community Ambulance dispatch and requested 
additional ambulances from AMR, MedicWest and Community ambulance. 

As people were exiting the venue and unidentified person approached me and advised that there was a Metro 
Officer down: near the stage suffering a gunshot wound to his neck area, i grabbed another community 

anc* m®tro officers, Officer Ryan Rotta and. his partner, that had their 
rifles deployed; informing them Of the officer that was down. We developed a Force Protection team and 

Date and Time of Report: 10/25/2017,1338 Officer;  _ft, Byrd P#: 15983 

Approved By: , . .' , Officer; ' ■ ■ ■ P#: L.L„lir;iLir;j.v.LVi;.Li;j,L.,JliTj;i, 

Signature: _' 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#: 171001003519 

proceeded toward the stage in the direction of the downed officer As we neared the stage area we made 
contact with officers already in that area Who advised that the injured officer had been extracted from the 
venue and was being transported to a local hospital Myself and 1^B|B|Hpthen: proceeded toward the 
exit looking for further injured persons under bleachers and inside tents and booths a$ wefnpde our way back 
to the medical tent I instructed countless people that were stiH within the venue to exit out onto Giles and seek 
safety and cover. 

After exiting through the gate onto Giles I made contact with an AMR supervisor who was in front of his crown. 
Victoria and providing care, I advised him that triage was to.the north of where, he was located where them 
were additional medical personnel that could assist him, the AMR supervisor informed me that there were two 
people deceased along the sidewalk on the east side Of Giles, I continued.waiking north bound on Giles and 
made contact with CCFD Chief John Klassen who advised that multiple emergency medical units were 
enroute, to include CCFD, LVFR, HFD, NLVFD td provide emergency medical attention and transport injured 
parties. 

I then learned via Community ambulance dispatch that them Were mltltipie persons shot at McCarran airport 
and additionally CCFD was advising of a possible active shooter inside the N&w York New York Casino, 
Excalibur Hotel & Casino, end Hooters Casino, Ail of Whiph were found to be victims from the Route 91 festival 
that had fled on. foot from the venue. 

As ambulances were arriving in the area, 1 was informed that the ambulance crews were being flagged down 
and overwhelmed with injured people from private vehicles and those that were able to make it on foot. After 
the initial injured were transported from the scene off of Giles l.was able to establish a staging area with 6 
ambulances to the east side of the venue on Giles. 

I went back inside the venue noticing four victims that were deceased to the west side of the medical tent, 
there was a white, male sitting on the ground near one of the bodies who stated he was afraid to move and 
wanted, to stay. with one of the decedents,. This information was passed on to tVMPD officers vyho were inside 
the venue securing the scene. 

I exited the venue and made contact with CCFD Chief Klassen and Chief Buchanan, Together we. coordinated 
our medical response to calls at various locations needing ambulances forperson(s) that were shot. 1 then 
proceeded to relay this information to the supervisor at the staging area to dispatch uriits to these locations one 
of which was 50 people injured at the hooters casino. Multiple agencies and rescue units responded td this 

I then continued to direct the response of medical units to reports of victims such as a deceased person lying in 
the street on Rerio Avp; and Haven St. and Sunset and tv BLVD. | had an ambulances dispatched to the area 
who located a deceased person at each location, I was informed of a female off of Aii Baba that had been shot, 
t sent an ambulance crew over to the area who transported the victim to Sunrise hdspital Additional reports of 
the same continued to come in to the east command post for the next several hours and I would coordinate 
and dispatch ambulance crews that had been staged to handle them, At 0530 hours, l secured the staging 
scene and released any medical personnel from the east staging area. 

R15983B 
10/25/2017 
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HAS VEGAS NfETROPOUTAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 
Event #: LLV171001003519 

. Route 91 .Shooting , , , y , ' 
subject 

DIVISION 
REPORTING: CC15/Flex 

DIVISION OF 
OCCURRENCE; . . : ccac . 

DATE A TtME 
OCCURRED; 10/01/17 2208 

, LOCATION OF. 
OCCURRENCE: . 3950 Las Vegas Blvd LVN 89109 

NARRATIVE: ■ 

On 10/01/17 at approximately 2211 hours I, Officer R. Bass R# 14720 was notified by Sgt. Obasi P# 6642 of 
an active shooter located at the address of 3960 S. las Vegas Blvd LVN 89109 (Mandalay Bay), The message 
stated there were over 1004 victims at the Route 91 concert just east of the Mandalay Bay and Sgt* Obasi was 
eh route* During this time l was at my residence in the Northwest area* l immediately dawned my gear and 
grabbed my department issued rifle. I was then contacted another officer on my squad B* Robbins P# 15029* I 
agreed to ride into CCAC with Officer Rodins together since we lived in the same area. I then left the area of 
our homes at approximately 2220 hours. While en route to Convention Center Area Command* Officer Robbins 
logged himself on as unit 8M53 and I as unit $M. . 

Once we arrived at Convention Center Area Command at approximately 2235 hours, Officer Robbins grabbed 
his tactical vests, gun belts and ran out to our patrol vehicle #10350. Minutes later were then en route code 3 
to the address of 3790 Las Vegas Blvd LVN 89109 (New York New York) due to dispatch stating there were 
reports of an active shooter at that location. Upon our arrival we met with Sgt. Obasi and other officers and 
went into New York New York conducting a “Casino Sweep” meaning we cleared and secured the casino floor. 

Once New York New York was cleared, dispatch broadcasted that multiple callers were claiming that there 
were active shooters in the surrounding casinos.and areas. Based upon the information from dispatch we then 
made our way through the T-Moblle arena property ahd.Monfe Carlo. A Metro Vice unit then broadcasted there 
was a report of an active shooter at the Paris (3655 Las Vegas Blvd LVN 89109), so we then drove our vehicle 
code 3 to th# location and conducted another casino sweep. During the casing sweeps, all night clubs and 
bars were also checked inside the casinos. 

Once the Paris was cleared we then staged pn the bridges at the intersection of Harmon and Lae Vegas Blvd. 
Shortly after, Officer Robbins and ( drove to the command post at the intersection ofTropicana and Las Vegas 
Blvd. Where we were directed by a Sargent to assist at Hooters (115 i Tropicana LVN 89109). White at 
Hooters, a person with a gunshot wound was reported to be at MOM {3799 Las Vegas Blvd LVN 89109) so we 
met with four other officers along with units from the firP department and EMT's, and began making our way 

Once at MOM we spoke with security staff and other officers who were already there in which nothing was 
seen or heard regarding a person with a gunshot wound. We then went back to Hooters and was directed to 

Date and Tim# of Report; ^ ' 1 ■ Officer: R Bass R#:, . 14730 

'ApprovedBy; . ' ' '.. ... ..'j Officer: ,,F#; . . 

SiaNAwne;.'_;.■... , ' 
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CONTINUATION 
Event #: LLV171001Q03519 

head to the command post back at Tropicanaand Lao VegasBIvd, Sgt Obasi then contacted us and asked for 
us to meet hirh at South Central Area Command to await further instructions which we did. 

Sergeant Oba^i advised us that our squad wouid be assisting the coroners and CSi With the deceased victims 
located at the MOM Festival Grounds, We arrived at the crime scene at approximately 0500 hours and began 
helping both the coroners and GS1 until we were relieved by day shift at approximately 0645 hours. Officer 
Bass and 1 stored our gear back into oUr lockers and 1 returned to my residence at approximately 0745.hours, 



LAS VEQAS METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT 

OFFICER’S REPORT 

Event#; 171001-3519 

..;..i;.: \ | Active shooter , 
■ i 1 | 1 ■ ;; ;J.■ subject : r " : tt.: 

DIVISION DIVISION OF 
REPORTING;_ , Pffi>\ , , OCCURRENCE; $QUth Central - 

DATE & TIME , , ^ ' LOCATION OF , 
OCCURRED:  _ lO-QM7g!2Q8 , OCCURRENCE; . 3950 S Las Vegas BLVP. L VN 89119 

NARRATIVE; 

On 1,0-01-17 at approximately 2215Hrs. white out with family members on a vacation day, I received a phone 
call from a friend asking what was going on in the area of Mandalay Bay. He advised me that there were a 
large amount of police cars, and he can hear many gun shots ;l hung up with him and called the Watch desk, 
so that I can get more information. I was then advised there was an active shooter possible multiple shooters, 
and a sniper. I then left my family, and drove into work as I was close to SCAC, i notified my immediate 
supervisor, Sgt. tee that I was.coming into work. 1 arrived at SCAC and got dressed, grabbing, my Tac gear 
and head out to the command post in front of SCAC. There was .no rpom in any of.the vehicles, so l crammed , 
in someone's patrol vehicle and head to the scene. I arrived at Mandalay gathered up in a strike team, and 
went up to the 32s* floor as units were already breaching the door at room 135; We then decided that we would 
begin to check other rooms for victim, and or possible victims. We were advised ata later time by swat 
operators that they needed assistance, checking all the rooms for victims and possible suspects on the 17lh 
and 18th floor. We ascertained a master key from security and began searching those rooms. After the third 
floor, my team was advised that there were victims with gunshot wounds at MGM. We ail jumped into CCFD 
rescue 18 and drove to Hooters Casino, where we deployed on foot, across the street to the MGM where we 
located a victim with a gunshot wound to the abdomen. We then assisted a victim that was injured while she 
was running from the Concert, she had a very large contusion to the forehead, arid a gash to her head. We 
were then advised that there was another gunshot victim that was located at Fat Burger jUst north Qf MGM, We 
deployed north and treated and assisted another victim who had a GSW to his lower half of his body. 

After that we went back to Mandalay bay, due to the fact that they needed assistance with more HoOrs being 
cleared, We joined up with another strike team, and began a room, to room search on, the 32nd floor. We went , 
back down to valet after every time we cleared a floor and were given a new floor to clear. We were given the 
35th floor next When we arrived back at valet, we were told to clear the 48* floor. The alt access dopr card that 
we were given by security did hot give us access the 48* floor, we Were then notified that the floors after the 
37* floor, belonged to 4 Seasons. They needed a different card for entry. As a unit we decided to take the 
stairs up rather than wait We climbed up to the 48* floor, clearing all 3 hallways of rooms again. We then went 
back down to Valet to speak with the SWAT operator that was giving us our floor assignments. We had to keep 
walking back down due to him not answering his phone; When we arrived back down he advised us that there 

Date and Time of Report; 10-07-17 Officer; ,, Disleshpiwat P& 9375 

Approved By: Officer: W:. 

Signature: 
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CONTINUATION 
Event#; 171001-3319 

was a team of SWAT operators that needed assistance clearing the 63rd floor. Once again we went as high as 
the elevators would take ust and climbed ail the way up to the 63rd floor. We assisted SWAT clear the 
remaining floor, we then Went dpwn the elevator and returned to the Command Post located at SCAC. At that 
time it was approximately 0730 and we debriefed, and secured for the night. 
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